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PREFACE.

As the object of the present volume is sufficiently explained in the introductory chapter,

very little need be added by way of preface to it. Like the preceding one, it is intended

as a supplement to the volume on The Cave Temples of India, which was intended as a

general resume of the whole subject, but required for its completion special descriptions,

such as those contained in this work on the Elura Caves, and on the Brahmanical and

Jaina Caves elsewhere in Western India. These three volumes thus com}>letc the

description and illustration of the Cave Temples in Western India, so far as the Archa3o-

logical Survey of the Bombay Presidency is at present concerned
;
and though they are far

from exhausting the subject, they may be considered as giving a fair presentation of it.

The illustrations of the art and mythology which these works contain, it is believed, will be

found interesting and instructive by a numerous and varied class of cultivated and seientilic

readers.

The inscriptions from Kanheri Caves contained in this volume belong rather to the

preceding one ; but the first arrangements made for their translation having failed, tliev

were delayed, and finally undertaken by Dr. G. Blihler, C.LE., of Vienna, whose able

versions will be valued by scholars. To him and to Mr. James Pergusson, D.C.L., LL.D.,

F.R.S., whose valuable lielp and suggestions have been most readily aftbrded me, I owe inv

most hearty thanks.

Materials have been partly collected for a full description of tlie Medimval Temples of the

Canarese Districts of the Bombay Presidency, especially those at Gadag, Lakshmesvar,

Lakkundi, Dambal, &c., which it is intended shall form the next volume of these re[)orts
;

and that will j)robably be followed by another on the Architectural Remains in Gujarat

and other districts in the northern parts of the Presidency.

JAS. BURGESS.

Edixbukgu, \Wi Od. 18S2.
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E E P O E T
OF TUE

ARCHJIOLOGIOAL SURVEY OF ffESTERX IXUIA.

THE ELERA CAVES
AND

OTHER BRAHMA^nCAL AAD JAINA GAVE TEMPLES.

CHAPTER I.

INTEODUCTORY ; THE ELURA CAVES.

I
N the preceding volume the description of the more notable groups of Buddhist Rock

Temples, as given in the work on The Cave Tem2)Ies of India, was considerably

amplified by additional details and numerous illustrations, which will enable the architect

and student to form a tolerably accurate idea of the style and character of the plans and

ornamentation, as well as of the sculptures of these ancient and interesting works. And
in addition to these, the facsimiles and translations of the inscriptions will atibrd fresh

materials of a trustworthy character for the epigrajihi.'t and philologist, with a certain

amount of important information of historical importarice. But even that volume bv no

means exhausts the illustrations that might have been given, es])eciallv from Ajanta, "f

the artistic decorative work on columns, doors, windows, and friezes, or of the extensive

mythological sculptures found in such rich abundance there and at Kanheri.

The intention of the present volume is to apply the same process to the illiutration

of the remaining Rock Temples of Western India. . The principal of these are—the whole of

the well-known and magnificent group at Elura, consisting of splendid representatives of the

three classes—Bauddha, Brahmanieal, and Jaina Cave Temples
;
the Brahmanical and Jaina

Caves at Badami, at Aihole, at Ankai Tankfii, and at Ratiui
;
and the Brahmanical Caves,

chiedv at Jogeswari on Salsette Island, at Louad, and at Harischandrauad. To give anvthino-

like a complete illustration of these Cave Temples, or even of those at Elura alone, however,

would occupy double the number of plates that can be given in thi^ volume
;

but with

those in The Cave Terrqfeii, as here supplemented, the reader may form some adequate

conception of the characteristics of the dillbrent groups, and of the variety of architectural

and mythological sculpture that is presented in these early monuments of the religious

A
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faiths of India. ‘‘All comuientarv/' remarks M. liaudrillart/ “grows pale before the

magnificent ruins of the temples of Elura, wliicn, more than any other ruins, confuse the

human imagination. At the sight of these astounding edifices . . . the development of

the plastic arts and of public religious luxury amongst the Hindus receives the most striking

attestation in the magnificence of these temples, in the infinite diversity of their details,

and the minute variety of the carvings.”-

In this volume it seems preferable to treat the Elura Caves a^^ a whole, and to

illustrate the tem})les found there—Buddhist, Brahmanical, and Jaina—as a series complete

in itself. In The Care Ihaaples, three se})arate cha})ters were devoted to the three sections

of this grou}>,~ illustrated ])y about thirty-one plates, and to each section was assigned its

rcdative place among the other excavations of the same character. In the supplementary

information to be now given such a distribution is no longer required, as it is only proposed

to am[)lifv the illustration of the Elurti Caves, as given in the former work, in their topo-

graphical order from south to north—which, as it happens, is also that of their religious

('haracter, nnd pretty nearly of their relative ages. This is the arrangement adopted l)y

Dr. James Fergusson in his RocCCut Temples of India, who was the first to point out the

religious cliaracteristics of the different groups, which this mode of describing them brought

to light.

It is only thus by treating of the Elura group as a whole that an adequate idea can be

obtained of this series of cave temples, which is probably the most magnificent and most

interesting in India. The oidy other group that can rival it in interest is that at Ajanta.
'*

There, however, the caves all belong to one religion, and beginning at a very much earlier

period thati anything found at Elura, carry on the history of the Buddhist religion and

architecture for nearly 1000 years; and though the series at Elura commenced nearly at

the time when the excavations at Ajanta ceased, an immense additional interest was added

there by the introduction of temples of a novel form belonging to the Hindu religion, and

subsequently by others of the Jaina faith, affording a varied picture of the mythology of

India during the period of its greatest vigour, such as is nowhere else to be found. 'More-

ov^er, besides the interest attaching to the individual members of the group, which in them-

selves are probably equal to any found elsewhere, the whole culminates worthily in the

Kailasa, which is certainly the most magnificent rock-cut temple in India, and by itself is

sufficient to give a dignity and importance to this group beyond any other series of rock-cut

temples which India possesses.'

At Ajanta one feels that there is a homogeneity in the mytholog}^ represented in the

painting and sculpture throughout the whole range of the caves
; they are all manifestly

the work of one sect as it developed its art and its mythology. At Ivanheri, also, we have

the same thing
;
but while at Ajanta the art rapidly develops in richness, at Kanheri the

architecture is, from the earliest to the latest example, exceedingly plain and unadorned

;

by the style or order of the pillars and the arrangements of the caves, however, w^e readily

see that they are spread over a long period of time, and the mythological figures mark the

progress of the school of the Greater Vehicle, but there is no such marked advance in

decorative sculpture as we find at Ajanta. The two groups differ in the same manner as

^ Illstnire du Luxe, Prive et PuhUc, depuis I'Antiquite jusr/d nos Jours,

- See Temples, Rk. II., chaj.. iv, pp. 367-384, and platen Ivii to Ixv for the Bauddlia Caves; Bk. III.,

chap, V, pp. 431-463, and plates Ixx to Ixxxiv for the Brahmanical Caves
;
and Bk. lY., chap, iii, pp. 495-502,

and plates Ixxxvi to xcii for the Jaina Caves.
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the quarter of a royal city containing the palaces of the king and his nobles does from the

suburbs of the working-classes.

The Elura Buddhist Caves on the other hand differ in many respects from both these

groups
;

they are on quite as large a scale as any at Ajanta, but differ in their arrange-

ments, and though they contain abundance of sculpture, it varies markedly both in its

subjects and in details from that at Ajanta, while the ornamentation is much less elaborate.

They differ also from the Kanheri group in their vastly larger dimensions, their plans, and

in the greater amount both of sculptured ornamentation and mythology, but especially in

the character of the latter. Thus, while the dagoba is a frequent object of representation

in the bas-reliefs at Kanheri, it only occurs once or twice at Elura, and then in very small

/ examples, and in positions by no means prominent. Xaga-huoded figures, so often represented

both in the sculptures and paintings at Ajanta, as well as at xVmaravati, Boro Budiir,

Sanchi, and Bharhut, are not found here
;
and while both at Kanheri and Ajautii the Buddha

is represented without any supporters or only with two, at Elura he is most frequently

attended by six, eight, or ten of the Bodhisattvas, whilst mldts or thh'U—later additions to

the Bauddha pantheon—figure much more frequently and prominently on the walls of these

^ caves than they do at either of the two groups just named. When we compare them again

with the sculptures on the stupas at Sanchi, Bharhut, Amaravati, and Bbi-o Budur,^ we note

still further differeijces, and are led to consider whether these variations may not be verv

largely due to the difference of sects or schools into which the Buddhists were verv early

divided, and whether each of the greater schools—which were probably to a large extent

practically local—mav not have developed much that was special to itself in its nivthologv

or the modes of representing the beings in the pantheon. This would help to account for

differences in the characteristics of the sculptures at Amaravati, Kanheri, Eluta, Ajanta, and

Sanchi. True, much of this variety is due to differences of age
;
and the lack of ^cu!}>tm*e in

the Juimar, Xasik, and other caves, is doubtless to some extent owing to their earlv age ;

but the recent discovery of an inscription of Vasishtliiputra Pulumavi at Amaravati, sho\v>

that the difference between the scul^^tures there and at Xasik and Karle, whiu-e other

inscriptions of the same king are fouml, is due to other causes, such as we have just imli-

{ cated, quite as much as to difference of age. Moreover, we learn from I-tsing, a writer of

the end of the seventh century, that the Sarvastivadin schools were less honoured in the

Maratha country than in Magadha, but that the Sammatiyas were })articularly respecte<l.

lathe south the IMahas thavira school w^as universally honoured
;
and in Easttu-ii India

each of the four schools (Mabasaiiighika, Aryasthavira, Sarvastivadin, and ^Sainniativa) had

its adherents in different districts.^ It seems, moreover, to be more than a mere surmise

that the varieties in sculptures are largely owing to the various schools that constructed

different stupas or excavated special groups of caves, for, on comparing the sculptures in

these Eluril Caves with the mytliology of the Yogacharya school of the Mabayana, founded

by Aryasatiga," we find the agreement so marked that w’c may coiiclud(^ they were the wao'ks

^ See the inaciiiihcent illustrations of Boro liudiir, ])ubiijliL^d hy older uf IL E, the iMini>ter of the ihudi

Colonies (Leide, ISTt),

- Buddhist Lit raflire in p. Go. The »Sannna!iyas were followers of the llinayaiia, and

split into three schools. Most of the early schools were, however, afterwards more or less intiueiicetl hy the

doctrines of Aagarjuna and Asahga.

^ lie is said ])y Tarunatlia to have lived 900 years after Ihiddha. and hy other- 100 years after Niigarjuna .

^ perhaps early in the fourth century, Yassilief, Buuddh., pp. 31, 32, 05 : St. dulieii’s d/d/o tom.* i,

pp, 105, 269.
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liarwada—are on a considerably larger scale and more magnificent in their arrangements, but

they seem to have been pushed in at a higher level than the adjoining Caves L, 111., and

VIL, and were probably contemporary with the great Chaitya Cave—the Visvakarma

—

which with two or three others was probably excavated during the seventh century a.o.

Xos. VIII.
,
IX., and XL were probably even later than this, and may be considered as

marking the expiring efibrts of the Buddhists in AVestern India.

Caves Xus. L-VI.

The first six caves have been described in some detail in TJte Otce 2\ini)h's (pp. 3GS-

375, and plates Ivii to Ixi). The accompanying woodcut (Xo. 1) ]>resents a view of Caves

No 1.—Tho SouthL'in I'aniMhu. at iaui,u fioni a

X"os. II. to V. Cave I, is hidden by the mass of (hubris in front of it, but it Is just umha-

the right si<le of Cave IL, of which the door and large wimhnv to tlje right of it are seen

near the right-hand side of the view. Cave III. i^ at a lower level to the hdt. Cave V.,

with the fragments of a large clnipel l)elonging to it on the south side (of which the whole

west half has fallen away), extends fr<nn over the h*ft si(h^ of Cave III. to Ix'hind a para})et

wall recently erected to alford a safe passage along the fnce of tin* scai'p. The interior of

Cave lAh, which is very much ruined, is ?>een under tlie chupel of Cave V.

Sculptured in a large panel on the inside of the front wall of f^avc Xo. IL is the

figure represented in fig. 1 of plate xiii, where we have either Bandara the inotlier

of Badmapani or some other of the Taras. Both her two attendants have Ihnvers in

their hands; and here, though somewhat abraded by time, nr<^ six Viduddhara,'^ or

cherubs over the head of the goddess. In her right hand she probably held up a mnld or

rosary, hut it is now obliterated. Behind the head is the aureole or hhdrn^rnifnhi^ which

indicates that she is a celestial personage
;
and in her ears arc larger earrings of dillerent fiwms.

On the front of the ravh.iUx or headdress is a dagaba, which must be taken as her ch 'ndi<i oi*

cognisance; and as it is also associated with Akshbbhya, the second Jnani Buddha, we mav
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perhaps identify her with Lochani : in later mythology, however, Lochani has also an upright

vajm on the lotuses which she liolds in each hand.

In the back of this cave, Xo. IL, is one of the few examples of a dagaba among the

sculptures at Elura. It is a small bas-relief on the wall by itself, without any worshippers

or other accessories, and is represented

in the accompanying woodcut (No. 2).

The style of it is plain, but the type is

not an early one.

In Cave IV., the hall of which is

almost entirely ruined, in the left end of

the aisle or antechamber that crosses in

front of the shrine and two cells that

are in the back wall, is a sculpture,^

represented in fig. 2, pi. xvi, where

we have Padmapani or Avalokitesvara

seated with his feet on the lotus. He
has his proper cognizances, having a

small deerskin over his left shoulder,

holding the rosarv or mala in his rio*ht

Land, and attended as usual bj two

female devis—one with a bottle and

rosaiy, and the other with only a dower.

Above, on each side, is a figure of

Buddha, the one standing and the other

Xo. i.-Dagaba un the Wall of Ca^e IL
Seated cross-lcgged ill the ahhoAja mudrd
or attitude of blessing.

At the entrance to Cave V., on the right side, is the pilaster represented on plate xiii,

dg. 3, in which the amount and character of the carving remind us of the richly sculptured

pilasters so frequent at Ajanta.

The antechamber to the shrine of Cave VI. is richly sculptured. The back wall and
shrine door were represented in Cave Temples, plate Ixi

; and to this is now added the sculp-

tured compartments on the end walls of the same room. The principal dgure in the left

end seems to be Pandara or Padmani {plate xiii, dg. 2), the kikti of Amitahha and mother
of Padmapani,- who acts the part of a dwarapala on the left side of the shrine door. She
has a lotus stalk in her left hand, and wears a high jatd headdress

; her locks descend over

her shoulders, and a small deerskin lies over the left one, as is often the ease in dgures of

Padmapani. She is attended by Vidyadharas on clouds, and by a small female dgure on
each side. The headdresses of these small dgures, and of most others in these caves, is a

sufficient index of their late age. Over the panel is a torana, dipping in the centre, and
with niaharas'^ at each end of it, over the capitals of small pilasters.

^ Cave Temph's. p. 372, and plate Ivii.

It sliould Le noticed that vhilc much of the sculpture at I3oro-Ijudur hears a close analoij^y to that (»f

Amaravati and to the sculpture and paintings of AjaiUa, the Bodhisattvas and Buddhisaktis are enUrely absent at
the two former places, and even at Ajanta we find only the two leading Bodhisattvas represented. Hence the
futility of Dr. Leeinan’s attempt to distinguisli the Jnani Buddhas.— pp, 44G-471.

3 The laakara is a fabulous animal, described as having an elephant s trunk, a snake's tongue, and a crocodile's
teeth.
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Oil the right-hand wall of this antechamber, facing the figure above described (pi.

xiii, fig. 2), and close to the dwarapala, on the right side of the door, supposed to represent

Manjusri, is the sculpture given on plate xvi, fig. 3. The right hand of the central female

figure is broken, but the attendant peacock and the pandit reading at her right, seem suffi-

cient to point her out as Sarasvati,^ who with the Hindus is the goddess of learning and

eloquence, and with the Buddhists is one of the wives of Manjusii, and is perhaps the same

as Lochani.

On the right side of the shrine is a panel containing three figures (plate xiii,

fig. 4) on lotus seats. The left one may easily be identified as Avalokitesvara or

Padmapani, Avith the lotus and rosary, and the deerskin over his shoulder
;

also a small

figure of Amitabha Buddha on the front of his headdress. Whom the other two figures

respecthmly represent is not so clear; the central one is very fat and holds what

resembles a small book in his left hand, and some round object in his right, while his

headdress is unlike any other. He has rich armlets, heavy earrings, a necklace and

jdnvi or sacred thread, as a Brahman. The third figure holds a small flower in his right

hand, wears a high dress with a dagaba on the front of it, a necklace, long ear-pendants,

armlets, bracelets, and a thick cord worn as the jdnvi. Probably this is Mahjusri. All

three liaA^e aureoles behind their beads. On the left side Avail of the same room is a

similar compartment, AAffiich contains first, to the right, a male figure with rich headdress,

earrings, necklace, jdnvi on bended knees, and attended by a female c/ua^rribearer pre-

senting an offering. Behind him is a female figure, probably his wife, also with rich turban'

and enormous earrings, on her knees and Avith her hands in the attitude of adoration. She

is attended by a female dwarf, Avho bears a box or tray with presents, and OA^er her head is a,

bird apparently placed as a sort of cognisance. Behind the female, again, bends on one

knee a male fif^ure with necklace and Brahmanical cord, holding something like a long bag

or purse. Close to him is an elephant s head and fore-foot, with a small figure representing

the diWer leaning over its brow. This must be intended to represent some wealthy familv

making an ofi’ering to the caA^e or its priests : it may be a prince with his wife and Diwan.

On each Avail, above these panels, are three rows of three Buddhas each—all in the

dharmachakm mudrdj as is also the great central figure.^

Caves VII. and YIII.

Plate xiv, fig. 1, gives the plans of CaA-es VII. and VIIL, on the same scale as the Caves

on plate hrii of The Cave Temples, of which they form the continuation on the north side,

but are not marked on the general plan of the caA^es (plate ii) in consequence of their being

under Nos. VI. and IX. CaAm VII. is a vihara, just under No. VI., Avhich has neAmr been

finished, and is now much ruined. It is 51^ feet wide by 43i feet deep. The roof was

supported by four square pillars, but three of them are broken away. In the back Avail fiA^e

cells are commenced, of which only two at the right end are finished. There are also three

^ She is a favourite with the Buddhists everywhere
;

in Japan she is called Eenten, and in Tibet, ilvang-

chan-ma.

—

Asiat. Bes., vol. xx, pp. 515, 535.

- Observe the jewelled crescent on the left side of each turban.

^ This mudrd, so prevalent everywhere in India, is either not represented at all at E6ru-Eudur, or depicted in

a somewhat different form.

—

Bdru-Boedocr, plate viii. The other mudrds also differ slightly, e.g., in the Bhumi-

sparsa, the right hand does not come so far over the knee as in Indian images.

See Cave Temples, plate Ixi.
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ELUKA: TUE ViSVAKAKMA CilAiTYA CAVE.

%

ClIAETEE HE

THE THREE LARGER BUDDHIST CAVES.

VlSVAKARMA CaVK, Xo. X.

Cave X. is tlie great Cluiitya rock temple, the only one of tlie kind at Elura, and

locally known as Visvakarma’s, or “the Carpenters shop/’ It is a splendid temple,

with a fine facade and large open court in front, surrounded hy a corrid<.)r, and Avorthilv

concludes the series of Buddhist Chaitya caves, which, taken altogether, are perhaps tin*

most interesting group of huildiiigs or caves in India. AVe can now trace tin* seijuence of

them from the early wood-fronted examples at Efitalkhoni, Kondane, and Bhaja, througli the

.^tone-fronted caves of Bedsa

and KarlA to the elaborately

decorated facade> of the two

latest at Ajauta, till at last

it loses nearly all its charac-

teristic external features in

this one at Elura. Tin*

earlier one.s are all eertainlv

anterior to the* Cliristian era

^some [U'obablv as early us

“UO or *250 n.c'.—and as this

one can liardlv be dated

Ijefore G50 a.d., the seri(*s

t'Xteiids in iu‘arly uiibrtjken

('ontiniiity for about iiiin*

eenturirs. During this long

prriod we ran easily ti‘a(*(‘

the progre.-'S from the gr(*at

o[)eu front o( a (M\’e coy(*r<*d

by an exteiaial S(*reen. fir^l

in wood, and then in st(nn*

ornamented in wood, till

subse^pieiitly wc find it con-

.'^tructed entirely in stone

with limited dimensions for

the opening, and at last the

great horse-.dioe window was

contracted into the triple AAiietiaii window of this Visvakai-ma (.ave, as ngimscuted in ih<‘

annexed woodcut (Xo. 3) ;
and the screen in front liad entirely (li>ap]>cared. So altered, how-

eyer, is it from the grand sim})licity of the great arched window at Karlc, that if W(* liad iiot

all the intermediate steps by which the changes can be* followed out we should hardly be able

to trace it back to its original form, or to feel sure that it was the same arcliir»'(Aural fi/ature.

The interior of tliis temple is &5 feet 10 inches loiig in.-ide, l>y 43 fec*t 2 inches wuh*.

^ Erum Efcrcu--<ju - In>L Arf.int.. p. lL!>.1
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and 33 feet 11 iuches from the floor to the under edge of the stone ridge board. The pillars

that separate the nave from the aisles are 14 feet high, and the triforium 4 feet deep. Its

arrangements, however, may be best studied on the ground plan and details given in

TJte Cave Temples (plates Ixii and Ixiii). To these are here added a longitudinal section

(plate iii, fig. 1) through the front of the cave, showing the corridor on the right hand or

south side of the court below—with portions of the sculptured panels on the back walls—

the wide balcony over the entrance portico, and the deep gallery above the front cross

aisle, which advances considerably into the cave,—differing in this respect from the earlier

Chaitya temples in that the great arch, besides being altered in front and the window

divided, is of much less depth than usual and than the gallery ; and a transverse section

(plate xvi, fig. 1).

The narrow triforium over the pillars of the nave is divided into compartments, each

containing a figure of Buddha, seated with his hands in the dharmacliahxt mudra, with

various groups of attendants (see plate xvii, fig. 2) ;
and on a band below is a line of

rollicking dwarfs or gana^ similar to what we find on the basements of the Badtlmi

Brahmanical caves of the sixth century, and on the Vaishnava temple at Aihole. Above this

triforium the ribs of the roof spring, each from a small Naga figure, the alternate ones being

males in an attitude of adoration, and the females each holding a flower in their right

hands. On the inner side of the gallery, the band of gana is continued, but the upper

and broader portion (see fig. 1) is divided into a large central and two smaller side panels,

each filled with standing figures, which it

is difficult to identify with any scene in

the Bauddha legends.

The pattern of the pillars is also

shown in the section (plate iii, fig. 1), and

one of the pair under the gallery, which

are more elaborately carved, is drawn to

a larger scale on ])]ate xviii, fig. 2. At

the end of the verandah that passes the

entrance is a chapel, in which mav be

seen the central figure—that of xAvaloki-

tesvara or Padmapani, and to the rioht,

that of Dharma or “the law,'' alwavs

personified as a female, with four arms,

holding a bottle, a tristda, and a rosary.

The figure on the other side is also a

female, but with only two arms.

The side elevation of the dagoba is

given to the same scale in plate iii, fig. 2,

showing the difference of its style from

those of the earlier caves, and even from those of Ajanta.^ It is 26 feet 10 inches

high, and the circular part of it is 15 feet 6 iuches in diameter. The capital, no longer

square as in all the early examples, is cut up by numerous offsets, like the shafts of

some of the pillars in the large cave at Badami. The body of it is carved round about

with alternate broad and narrow panels (plate xvii, fig. 3) containing figures of Buddha

1 See Yol. iv, plates xv, xvii, xxxi aud xxxvi.
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seated with his feet on the lotus, his bauds in the dJiCinnaclLakra mudrd^ with and

without attendant cAa^^r^-hearers. On the front of it a large mass of rock, 16 feet 10

inches high, is left as a frontispiece, and is carved with a huge image of Buddha, 10

feet 11 inches from the feet to the top of the head, seated with his hands in the favourite

dharmachahra imidra, with the usual pair of Bodhisattva attendants,^—Avalokitesvura

and Manjusri. The accompanying woodcut, No. 4, shows the front of this dagoba. Two

pairs of cjandharvas with offerings appear above the Buddha, on an arch the upper part of

which is also carved with the Bodhi tree.

The simple but elegant side-door into the left side aisle is represented to scale in fig. 3

(pi. hi). The central door has small figures in pairs all round the architectrave, with Naga

£{uardians at tlie bottom on eacli side. Outside the architrave is the usual leaf-border.

In the balcony in front of the window is a portico on each side, with cells Ijehind."

The stair lands in the one on the north side, and opposite the lauding, over the door of a

cell in the east end, is the same group of two males and a female, which we meet with again

in the Tin Thai (pi. xviii, fig. 3). On the right side of this same door is a standing figure

of Buddha, with two small attendants, and on the left a figure seated cross-legged, and

another with the right foot down, wearing a necklace and holding a lotus. There are also

numbers of figures of Buddha on the walls, some in little arched niches.

A recess on the right. side of the front window contains Avalokitesvara, with two female

attendants and gandliarvas. His head is represented on plate xix, fig. 3 ;
and on the

frieze of this recess is a fine group of dwarfs. A similar recess

on the north side contains Maiijusri. In the north end of the

balcony is a female figure in the centre, holding a lotus, and

eio'ht fio^ures of Buddha in line above: six figures with the

lotus, and seated with one foot down, are on her left, ancVfive

on her rio^lit—one of them, a female, with four arms. On the

south side is a recess in which is another statue of Avalokites-

vara with female attendants.

To the west of this was a portico similar to that on the

north side, which has had two pillars in front, but they have

fallen away along with the roof. In the back are three cells,

aud one iii the east end, with several seated and standing figures,

also a four-armed standing figure (pi. xix, fig. 4), differing con-

siderably from the usual ones of Bodhisattvas, but which may

compared with that of Padmapani, represented in the annexed

woodcut (No. 5), from the Aurangabad Caves.® This Elura

one evidently is meant for Yajrapani, and it is to be observed

that while he holds a rajra in his left hand, the end of another

is represented over his head, as if emerging from it. The other symbols he ludds are too

much injured to be recognised. This figure is possibly an early form of Yajrapani, as

now represented in Tibet, in the terrific aspect of Chyag-rdur—“ the subduer of evil spirit.s.”
'

No. 5.—Avalokitesvara fn'in the

Aurangabad Cavc^.

^ Cave pp. 379-381.

- See the plan of the halcoiiy in The Care plate Ixii. ' vol. iii, p. 80.

^ Schlagentweit s in Tllet, \\ 114. Curiously enough, the Luchlhist.s have got a version of the

Hindu story of the churning of the ocean for the Ainrlta. wliicli evas given in cliarge to Vajrapaiii, hut stolen hy

Rrihii.
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Next to tliis is a figure of BudJLaj with Padma})ani and Yajrapani as supporters, the

latter of whom holds up the vajra in his right hand, and has an opening flower-bud in his

left. The other figures are too numerous to describe, but the sculptures here and in the Tin

Thai alone would form a most important contribution to a Bauddha pantheon. Two of the

heads of female figures in this verandah are represented in figs. 1 and 2 of plate xix.

1 hese may be compared with those in other illustrations in this volume, and with the heads

from Aurangabad caves given in volume iii, plates xlix, liii, liv, and Iv.

The vajra or fulmen is so frequently represented in the sculptures here that it seems

to demand a word of explana-

tion. In Nepal it has become a

favourite symbol of Buddhism,

and is constantly sculptured

about their temples. In its

simplest form, with only one

set of prongs, it would almost

seem that possibly it may have

been derived from the trisula

symbol so frequently repre-

sented at AAmaravati and Sanchi,

and figured in tbe accompany-

ing woodcuts (Nos. 6 and 7).

It is usually, however, repre-

sented with two similar ends, as in the accompanying representations of sculptured vajras .

—

(No. 8) from Nepal, and (No. 9) from China, and of the usual form found at Elura (No. 10),

So. 6.—Tri4ula ornament from

^‘Vmaravati.

Xo. Tri^ula symbol

from Sanchi.

No. S.— ^'ajra from Nepal. No. 9.—^ ajra from China.

though here it is also found with only one end. It is to he remembered, however, that the
trihila is also a Brahmanical symbol (see pi. xxx, fig. 3), and so also is the vajm,.

But in iihet and Nepal a sort of double vajra, having a hooked prong on four sides
of the central one, is often made of metal, richly moulded and gilt, and is placed on an
altar or a Dharmadhdtiunaiidala, in front of or inside the temples, where it is an object of
worship, lljis is called a Visravajra, and the accompanying woodcut (No. 11) represents
one of the.se instruments, about five feet in length, made of copper by one of tbe Nepal

rajas in the middle of the seventeenth centurv, and placed
in front of the great temple of Adi-Buddha at Svavamb-
hunath. Ilie visva is the symbol of Amogliasiddha, the
fifth Jiitini Buddha, and of his Bodhisattva Nisvapani.

Every lama in Tibet and every Bandya priest in Nepal
must posse.ss a small vajra, which they use when repeating

their prayer-s and at all ceremonies of importance, as at marriages, the initiation of novice^,
&c., and in the latter country the priests receive the title of Vajra-Achdryas from the use-

No, 11.—ViNvavajra from Nepal ^

1 From Oldtteld's froni vol. li, p 220.
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of this instrument.^ It is the symbol of Akshobhya, the second Jhaiii Buddha, and of his

Bodhisattva, Vajrapani.“

In this balcony there remains to be noticed the only inscription at all of an early date

found among the Bauddha caves here
;
but it is only the mantm of the Mahayana school,"

carved in characters of perhaps the eighth or ninth century, probably about the time when

the figures over which it is found were inserted (see pi. xviii, No. l). It reads

—

Ye dliarma hetu lieturh^ teshdm tatlidgato, Jnjavadatthlidru cha ijo ni-

rodltay evcthi vddl mci]idhxiiuana\Jir\

All things proceed from cause; this cause has been declared by the Tathagata
;

all

things will cease to exist
; this is that which is declared by the great Sramana (Buddha).'^

Though to this mantra is ascribed the conversion of ]\laudgalyayana and Sariputtra, the

two chief disciples of Buddha, it probably owes its origin to some of the early Mahayana

teachers. It was found on a stone slab and on seA^eral clay seals at Sarniith, near Banaras,

and on a copperplate in the stiipa excavated by Dr. Bird at Kanheri, on numerous clav

seals discovered at the same place bv Mr. AVest in 1853, and the first part of it is given in

a short inscription cut into the square boily of a dagoba in bas-relief on the right-hand side

wall in the court of the great Chaitya cave.^ This celebrated philosophical formula has

also been found in inscriptions from Afghanistan, Tirhut, Burma, Singhapur, and Java, and

is well known in the Bauddha literature of Nepfd, Tibet, China, and Ceylon.

The Dox Thal Cave, No. XL

The next cave is the Don Thai, so called because it was long supposed to consist of

only two storeys. In 1876, however, the lower storey was excavated of the earth which

had completely buried it. The plans of all three floors are given in plate xv, from which

it will be observed that the upper storey has been carried farthest into the rock, though

apparently it never was nearly completed. It may be doubtful whether it was originallv

intended to form cells in the blocks left at the back of the verandah, l)ut several cells have

just been commenced in the walls, whether for residence or small chapels is not (piite clear.

The second storey consists only of a verandah with eight massive square pillars in front, a

small shrine at one end, and three larger ones in the back, the central one (otherwise the

smaller) having a room in front with two square pillars. The larger shrines on each sidt^

^ Hue’s Travds tn Tarlary, Ac., vol. ii, p. 221; OldtiekVs /SJcdcJits jnNi/ Srjuii, vol. ii. p. eol ; Hodgson-

Eamys, pp. 41, G3.

- This was the case even in Falidiian s time, wlio speaks of it as ‘‘ the golden mace.”—HeaFs Fah-lilau. p. 94 :

and conf. Julieii, Mdn. sur Zes Couf. Occid,, tome i, pp. 340, 134, 319 ; ii, 114.

^ The following are the principal references on this formula:—Joiir. A^. Br'ivj,, vol. iv. pp. 133, 211.

286, 713 ;
vol. v, pp. 157, 15S, 658; vol. x, p. 95 ;

vol. xvi, p. 78, ami ])late i ; vol. xviii, ])t, i, p. 247, and

plate x; A^iat, Rf^s., vol. v, p. 131; vol. xx, p. 52, or Iker's Frimch translation in Atm. <d}tiiifd. tome ii,

p. 155; Hodgson's Esstiys, 1st ed. p. 158, or 2nd eil. p. Ill; Hardy's Mnn. of RyndJi., 2nd etl. p. 201 (1st otl.

p. 196); "Wilson's Adatia Antitpia, p. 51; Lird's Hidnrfud Rt ardo-'S,
i).

64; Crawfurds Hid. of tjif> JinUtm

Ardiipdayo., vol. ii, p. 212, and plate 31, which strongly resemble- this Elura example in the character of tin-

alphabet; Schlagentweit's JJtiddhi.mi iii Td>d, p. 17, or French transl. p. 13 ;
Ikal's Roittaniic Leiptid^ ]\ 329:

and Wong Pull's Mf^morial of Sd/q/o Bfiddha in Jour. R. A^‘. Aoc
,
vol. xx, p. 166

;
Purnouf's lufrod. d fIHd. iui

Buddli. //n?., 2me ed. p. 308 note (Ire ed. p. 345); and ])p. 522-526 ; Kern, IH.d. du Ih>uddh. in RiO\ d>

VHist. des iiVZc/., tome v, p. 149; ^ykes, in J. R. A.s'.
,
vol. xvi, ]>p. 37-53, and plates i-iii ; West, Jour

Boni. B. R. Ax. Soc., vol. vi, pp. 158, 159, and plates v and vii a-d.

Jour. Bom. B. R. As. Sac., vol. vi, p. 4, Xo. 8.

1
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contain coL)ssal fiii'ures of Buiklha seated cross-lesr^ed with the soles of his feet turned up,

but here, as in the Tin Thai also, each side of the chamber is carved with tall attendant

Bodhisattvas, which will be more particularly noticed below. The ground-floor consists of

a verandah about 89 feet in length by 6i- wide, and 8 feet 4 inches high, with seven square

pillars in front, though it was intended to add an eighth at the left end. In the back wall

ot this verandah are three rooms or shrines, two of them quite unfinished, but the central

one, containing a cross-legged image of Buddha with Padmapani and Vajrapani as atten-

dants, one on each side.

The court in front is about 102 feet wide by 45 deep, with an approach on the west

about 50 feet wide. In the left, or north-west corner of this court, is a large irregular room

with a bench round the inner walls of it, and beside it is a chapel containing two images and

attendants—that on the back or north side being Avalokit^svara seated on a simhdsana

or lion-throne, wdth a female fia:nre seated cross-leo’s:ed on each side of him—the one on the

left having four arms. Above, on each side, are seated figures. To the left is another

four-armed devi—probably Dharma—with a rosary {indJa) and a flower. On the right

side of the room is a headless fionre of Buddha, behind whom stand two Bodhisattvas. and

at the sides c/^a^rf-bearers. There are also other ficrures on the walls.o

On the right side of the entrance to the court is a smaller, rudely cut chamber, and

there are some others quite filled up with earth.

The verandah of the first floor above is 102^ feet long by 9 feet wide and 10 feet 3 inches

high, with three shrines in the back, and two cells—one of them only begun. There is also

a fourth shrine at the south end, havfing an arched door. This last contains a figure of

Buddha, seated cross-legged on a high square block
;
above his shoulders are two gandliar-

ras or Bauddlia cherubs, while Avalbkitesvara or Padmapani^ and Manjusri or Yajra-

[)ani~ attend him as c//ca/>7'-bearers. By the side of the latter stand three male figures with

^ AvalOkitesvara, Padmapani, or Ivarunarnava—in Tibetan 6‘Pyan-ras-^zig5-c?vang-phyug (pronounced Clienresi-

vaiichiig)—is the ‘‘on-looking lord,” called also Abhayariidada—“tbe remover of fear,” Abbyutgataraja—“tlie

great august king,” and in China Kwan-yin. He was apparently unknown till about the third century, but is

mentioned as a hearer in the Saddlianna-piuidarlka SCdrn (cir. 300 a.d,), of which Manjusri is the mythical author.

Avalokitesvara is held in special reverence in Tibet as the protector of the country
;
and the Dalai-Lamas are

regarded as his successive incarnations.—See R^ports^ vol. iii, pp. 75, 76; Beal’s Fali-ltian, p. GO; Incl. Ant.,

vol. viii, pp. 249—253
;
Cave Tentple^^ p. 357, Ac.

- Vajrapani is one of the names of Sakra or Indra, the god of thunder, who with his holt {rajni)

-lays the enemies of Buddhism, and, in Xepal, is the Jfiani Budhisattva of Akshobhya. He is represented

in a blue robe, and is called in Tibet Lag-na-/-do-/’je or Phyag-na-/*do-rje. Hodgson calls him “the teon of

Vajra^attva Buddha," wIkj is the Magnus Apollo of the Tantrikas {Es^aijs^ 2nd ed. pp. 15 and 17, note; or, Ist

ed. pp. 23 and 25, n. ) The Yogachara scdiuol make Vajrapani identical with Mahjusrt
;
hut in China they seem

to he reirarded as di-tinct personage-, called respectively Chi-kin-kang-shin and Miao-ki-ts‘iang or AYen-shu. In

all the Xortheni schools, however, Manjusri is ranked along with Avalokitesvara; conf. Vassilief, p. 125;
Buriitnif, Itdrnih, pp. 100, 101. Ghaiitapaui is the proper Bodhisattva of Vajrasattva (Hodgson, p. 94).

In China, the place to the left of Buddha is often occupied by Ta'shi-clu-pui-sa or Mahasthaiiaprapta, who
properly belong- to the retinue of Amitribha. the favourite Jhani Buddha. It is apparently doubtful whom he
represents

;
iSchott says Maudgalyayana, but we find in some of their temples groups consisting of Dipankara,

Avalokitesvara, Samantahhadra, IMahjusri, Sariputtra, Maliasthanaprapta, and ^laudgalyayana (Teii-tseu).

Maudgalyayana, however, was “the disciple of the left hand,” and this agrees Avith the position assigned to

.Mahasthana[*rapta in Cliina, and that given to Vajrapani in India. S'ariputra, as the representative of complete
e-oteric wi-doni, might be supposed to be th(^ proper analogue of Manjusri; and Maudgalyayana—pre-eniinent for

th'i force of divine faculties—as that of AA'alokite^vara. Neither ^MaluBthanaprapta nor Samantahhadra are

mentioned by Hhvcii Tiisang. As the former is represented with a small c-haitya or dagaha on his forehead to

contain the relics {sanra) of Buddha, and a vajra, he is probably the same as the Vajrapani of the caves. He is

called Seissi in Japan : and Samantabhadra is called Bu-gwen.
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high headdresses and aureoles behind their heads, and opposite to them are three females

or Devis—one bearing a flower-stalk. These are, doubtless, the Taras or female counter-

parts {bodUisattvasamuchchayds) of the Bodhisattvas. Close to this, in the back of the

verandah, is a door into a cell with a low broad bench or bed on the right side. Xext to

this is a shrine, with Buddha seated cross-legged on a throne, with four armed dwarfs at

the corners, his hands in the hhumisparki mudrd,^ that is, the left lying open in the lap

and the rirfit over the knee, with the back turned outwards. A small half flexure of a

female, in front of the throne and towards Buddhas right, holds up a jar. This is probably

intended to represent Sujata," the daughter of Senani, who offered boiled milk to Gautama,

just before he became a Buddha.

The c/iai^ri-bearers are, as usual here, the two Bodhisattvas, the vajra or bolt of the

left one being supported on a flower by his side. On the same side are also three other

standing figures, the first with a flower, the second with a large round bud, and the third

with a pennon. Opposite these last are other three—the last with a long straight sword.

A pair of gandharvas appear over each shoulder of the Buddha, and on the side walls over

the Bodhisattvas are six Buddhas seated cross-les^^ed on two shelves. To the north of theoo
door into this shrine, a little figure kneels in an arched recess.

The central door leads into a room about 30 feet wide by 20 feet deep, and 8 feet

9 inches high, with two square pillars in the middle, and partially lighted by an opening

in the wall on each side of the door. In the shrine behind it, 13 feet wide and 8 feet

9 inches high, is an image of Buddha on a suhhdsana, in the hhumisparki raudrd, with

the usual Bodhisattvas as attendants—Vajrapani holding the thunderbolt in his uplifted

right hand.

The shrine door to the left of this has mouldings round it, and lions carved at the foot

of the jambs on the step. The sculpture inside is very similar to that on the other side of

the principal shrine, but with the addition of a fat male figure on the front wall to the left

of the entrance, and a female on the right.

On the verandah wall, between this and the door into an unfinished cell, is a figure of

Dharma—that might be mistaken for Lakshmi—four-armed, with water-pot, lotus, and

rosarv,—also two other female figures.

A stair in the rock leads up to the third storey, which has a hall 101 feet long, by

21 feet deep and 9 feet 7 inches high, but badly lighted on account of two hu’ge blocks left

on each side the vestibule leading into it from the verandah. All the light admitted comes

through this vestibule 30 feet wide and 15 feet deep, and through a narrow door and

passage at each end. In the hall is one row of eight square pillars running from end to

end. The pillars of the verandah have very thin plain brackets, and but little ornament on

their square shafts (pi. xvi, fig. 5). Outside them is a low parapet wall. Inside, the pillars

are perfectly plain. At the south end of the verandah is an empty cell, and in the inner

walls are three slight cuttings, the beginnings of cells. In the middle of the back wall is

au aute-cliamber with two square jhllars in front, and through it is the shrine containing a

1 Also called tlie dhan/ni-^jKirsa uiwiru ; the fingers of the right hand usually touch the seat.

- Sujatii = Eugenia : for the story, see Bigaiuiet's Lt'ijmd of Uatulama (ord ed.), vol. i. p. 82 ; S. Hardy's

Manual of BnddlLis)n, p. 170; Leahs Fadilan, p. 121, and Eontatdk Lt‘<joud^ p. 19d, where Sujatu s father is

called Nandika. In the Lalita Vktara, as in some of the other versions, there are two sisters, Traimdul and

Lhallika, who prepare the milk for him ;
in other accounts they are called Naiida and Nandabala, daughters of

JSujata, the lord of the village. E. Arnold, in his Liyltt of quite alters the legend.
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seated Jiud<llia in the teaching attitude, with Avulokitesvara or Padmapani and Mahjusri

or Vajrapaiii only as attendants. At the north end of the hall is another shrine, with a

Piiddha s(juatted on a throne and attendants. On the walls of this cave are many small

tigures ot Ihiddha, a Padmapani with four arms, figures seated on lotuses, in the lahtdsuna

//h/J/v 5, witli one foot under them and the other on the ground—both male and female.

Figures ut -Mahisasuri and Gaiuipati on the south wall are evidently of late date.

/ Gave XII.—The Tix That.

Tlie twelfth and last of the series of Pauddha caves here is the Tin Thfd or three**

storeyed cave-temple, adapted fur worship rather than as a monastery. This is, of its class,

one of the nio^t important and interesting caves at Eluni. In no other series do we fine! a

three-storeved vihara (airried out with tlie same consistenev of desigai and the like magnifi-

('(‘nee as in this example, and from these cireuinstances there is a grandeur and propriety

in its app*‘arane(? that it would be difficult to surpass in cave architecture. The greatest

interest. liuwev(‘r, lies in its being a transitional example between the styles of the two
^

great religions which divide b(gween tlnnn the principal examples of the architectural mag-

nificence of the place. (Jii coni}(aring it with the Das AAmtara CVtve, that all hut imme-

diately r>uecee(.]s, it seems almost as if the builders of this cave had been persuaded to change

their faith and by gentle means to adopt the new' religion, and not that thev had been con-

verted by })ei>t‘eution, as has Ik'cu very generally supposed. So gently, indeed, does the

ehaiige S('em to take [face, that W'e ean hardly dtAect it in the architecture, thougli the

^(‘ulj)tuivs announce it w'ith sufficient distinctness. Put the mode in wdiicli sculpture is

sub^tituteil in th(‘ up[>er storey of this (aive for the arrangement of cells in the older and

g»‘miiiU‘ viharas, show's that a change was ('iHM'ping over the form of the religion long before

It pronounc(‘d itself b\' th(‘ acceptance and adoration of the new' gods.

The inn(*r portion of the court is 107 feet wfdc l)y about 46 deep, but just inside the

entrance an area of 46 feet by 19 feet has to be added To this. On the right side of this

hitter is a stair heading u[) to the top of the front w'all of the <'Ourt. ¥

Tlu‘ lower lialb which is opiui in tront, imaisures about 116 feet Ipv 42 feet and is 11 feet

liiLih, tlu^ roof being su[>[M)rted by twenty-four sipiare
2
)illars in three row's, with pilasters

idong th(‘ ba(dc wall. In the left or north end w'all are three Cells, each wdth a stone bench

in it, and in the soutli end arc two cells and an open apartment forming a lobby to the

.'^tair leading up to the first floor. In the back W'all arc also iVmr cells, tw'o near each end,

and in tlie middh‘ is a largt^ antechamber to the shrine, 37 feet w'ide and 40 feet deep,

with tw'o spiiart* pillars in front, and four more supporting the roof, w'itli corresjiondiiig

jdlasters <m eacdi side w'all, having a cell on each side betw'eeii the first and second pilasters.

Petw'eeii the two pilasters, on the back w'all of the hall to the left of the antechamber, is

a large compartment carved in nine S(|uare panels (plate xix, fig. 6), each sculptured wdth

a ditfereiit figure. Puddha himself occupies the centre with Avaffikitesvara on his right

hand and Vajraj»ani or iManjusri on his left. The figure in the middle of the upper row^

has a sw'ord supported on a lotus flow'er—a. symbol borne by diflerent Lukes varas, such

as ^laujusri, Siiiihanatha, and Mahasthaiiaprapta
;
possibly it may be the last of these.

The figures on each side of him have branclies of diflerent sorts, and those in the lewder

corners have a pennon and a book similarly upheld, wdiile the middle one has a closed
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loLiis Ijiid/ hick of the Budliisattvas each of tlie^e is we can hardly say, but the corner

four may perhaps be Batiiapaiii, Ghautapiuii, ]\laitreya, and Samantabhadra
;
or the six

above and below may be analogous to a group sometimes met with in China, including

Sariputtra and iMaudgalyavana (the two ag)'asi‘dcakns)^ Samantabhadra, Ananda, Kasyapa
(the Arjja Sthavira)^ and Rahula (Gautama's son)/ But it is not improbable that such

designations as A ajrapani, Padmapani, Mahasthaiiaprapta, Kshitigarbha, Ghanta[>uni, &c.,

were first given for obvious reasons to figures of the favourite disciples of Buddha, and that

afterwards the original names dro
2)ped out of use, and the epithets became designations of

Bodhisattvas—a class of beings not recognised by the schools of the ilinayaiia. But what-

ever be tlieir names, they correspond with the standing figures we meet with so frequently

in the shrines at Elura, arranged side by side along either wall.

In a corresponding area to the south of the aatecliaml)er has been a figure of Buddha
seated cross-legged with Avalukitesvara and Manjusri" as attendants, but this sculpture is

very much destroyed.

On all the pilasters of the antechamber figures have been sculptured
;
in three cases

Buddha occupies the upper part of the area with the usual Ijbdhisattva attendants
;
and

below, on one, is a female, Tara, with the lotus; on another, Buddha alone; on a third, the

same with attendants
;
on a fourth, another female

;
and on a fifth, Buddha w ith a four-

armed elect—perhaps Dluirma (repeated thrice below) having- an elongated object in her lap

and a sort of sceptre in one of her left hands.

In recesses on the right arc large hgiuvs of Buddha cross-legged on sit7ihdsan<(Sy with

attendants having fiowers of difierent sorts in their hands. On each side of the shrine door

are seated fat guardian figures, each holding a fiower stalk
;
that on the riglit (south) side

has a book laid over the opening bud, and hence may represent Mafijusri.^

On the wall of the small lobby from which the stair ascends, the scul[)ture of nine

panels is repeated, but is much defaced; there is also above it a Budiiha between two
c/ia nr /-bearers, one with a fiower and the other with a bud covered l>v a book, to his right

a female holding a flower-stalk, and to the left a four-armed Devi with a rosary and botth'

or goglet.

xVseending the stair, at the turning we enter a small room about 23 fi^et by 15, with

two pillars in front, looking into the court, on the l>ack wall of which is carve<l a large cr<>s.^-

^ Mr. Real suggests that this maybe Kshitigarbha, tlie Ti-tsang p‘u^a of tlie Chine^^e ; sec Vassilief,

170, 175.

In China Ananda and Ka^yajui often stand next to Ruddlia in tlie shrines, and -svitli Mahju>ri, Sansanta
bhadra, Sariputtra, and ^raudgalyfiyana, futm a group of six; but in Cliina and Japan, Ihuldha ha^ MHiirlinu*-

Mahjusri on las left mounted on a lion, and Samanlabliadra on an elephant at hi'< riglit,—Edkins, 7^7. in (JJuntt,

p. -29, and Ann. du Miis, fjitimefj tome iv, p. 27G, ainl ]‘lat*^ vii, p. 110. In Ci^Uon the usual attendant ligun*-

are Mogallaiio and .Sariputto (the two Kdhulo, Anando, and Xas-apo.
3 Manjusri appears under many names, as Mahjunatlia, IMaharnati, Kumararaja, Khadgin, VajradliaiM.

^ ibhusana, Sardulavahana, ^iiiihakeli, Ae., and sometimes bear^ a sword in liis right haiel, and a IhmE on a lotu-

flower in tlie left. He is the apotheosis of tran.'scendental ’svis'tloin, as Avaidkitesvara is of nuTry, He liu'* tw-o

wives, Sarasvati and Lakshnii, and in China is regarded presiding over air [w-iiid]. He i^ the I'l'inee of

eloquence and spiritual son of Sakya. The worsliip of MaujuMl ami AvalukiteA'ara seems to have c<mie int<»

vogue in India before the time of Fah-hian (a.i>. 400). He is regarded as tlie special pmteetorof Xep;il, and the

Emperor of China is styled his iiiearnatiom—Real'^ Fah-hian, p. GO; Janr. //. As. vul. xvi, p. 204 : C^uma.
l ibct. Gram,, p. Ib2 ff; IGs., vol. xvi, pp. 459—473; J<nji\ ^1,?. Ben.^ vol. xii, pt. i, pp, 402, 401. 4US .

Rurnouf, Loins, p. 498 3*.

^ The shrine has been fully described in Tht^ Care F mpJts, p 382.

C
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BuJdlia seated on a siralidsana, with Gandharvas above him and the two favourite

Bddhisattvas as c/u/^.^rMjearers. To the right and left of this are the nine panels again

iM-peatod, and over that to the right are three arched compartments containing figures of

fuiir-armed goddesses similar to those representing Dharma and Saiiigha in the mythology

of rlie northern Buddhists, the second with lotus bud and attendants, and the third with

}>erha})s a bottle and sltCDthlt or conch shell. On the east wall is a four-armed Devi with

snmething like a dish filled with fruit or food in one of her left hands on her lap, and hold-

ing a lotus, &c. Then Buddha and attendants
;
and again two figures of the four-armed

goddess, her two front hands laid on her knees; and lastly, Buddha with attendants.

On the west wall is Padmapani seated with one leg tucked under him and his hands

Oil his knees (plate xviii, fig. 3). To his left is a goddess, probably Tara or Prajiia, with a

daeaba on the front of her headdress, and with the right foot down over the padraasana

oi lotus seat, and the left doubled up on it (JaVitdsana mudrd). Her right hand lies over

In r knee with the palm turned outwards {vardlta or vara mudrd), the attitude of bestowal,

a.iid the left holds the stalk of a flower. On the other side is a fat figure with the right

ft M)t raised upon the seat, and a bud at his elbow,^ Outside this compartment to the left

aie two females in the attitude of sup} dication, and above them a male figure with a flower-

stalk—the usual badge of a Bodhisattva.o

1

I

i

I

I

Ascending the other half of the stair, we land in a small room at the south end of the

verandah of the second storey, which is on the same plan as the u})pcr floor of the last cave,

)<i:c with a larger hall (}d. xiv, fig. 2). The verandah is 116 feet long by 11 feet wide and

12 feet 2 inches high, with eight square pillars in front, and with a small room at each end,

lorming at the south the landing for the stair from the ground floor, and at the north the

tmtrance to the stair ascending to the u}3}3er floor. From each of these a still sma^p
a})artment opens

;
that at the south, a small cell with a stone bench ; the other, a rect^^

witli an image of Buddha seated wnth the wheel-emblem between his feet, his hands in the

dlfarruacliahra or teaching mudrd, and in front, on the ground, tw^o deer. Padmapani and

Vajra}>ani, wdth cliauris, stand on each side, coarsely executed. On the wall, opposite the

foot of the stair, are Padmapani and two female figures, and, above them, a d%aba, a

Buddha, and a male and female, each \vith flow^er-stalks. fef'V'

The hall lies back from the verandah, and is entered through a vestibule about 36 feetO-^f!!

wide by 18 feet dee}3, with, two square pillars in front and back, and also by side doors f

the ends of the verandah. In each of the large blocks of rock left two cells are carved,

facing the hall, wdiich is 118 feet from north to south, by about 34 feet deep and 11 feet

' iuc'ies high, divided into three aisles by row's of eight square pillars each—tw^o of them

-.ii'ily hcwm awaiy. Izi each end of this hall, including the passage from the end door, arc

.Mir cells; and in the back w'all are five more. The antechamber to the shrine is 36 feet

'th*, wdtli tw'u }ullars in front.

In the north end of the vestibule of the hall is a large scul}^ture of Avalbkitesvara

Ml d betw’een tw'o females (Lochani^ and Tara), the one on his left hand having a bottle

p

Tills IS apparently one of the Triads of which the Landdha sects lutve so many, in one of the chief of which

.Mni.iprini is iiieiititied with the Sainglia, the other two being Luddha and Prajna who represents the Dharma.

: in cunnectiun with this Triad that the Xorthern Duddhists have the famous mantra,

—

0//i scu'ca chhjp Itoth
\

O/'n Prajilnyp lunh
\

Oin ranal-iKuhnc lioni
|j

- She occupies a high jilace in the ^[ahayaiia mythology^ and is re})rcsented as the second constituent of the

iH.nyi or ‘'tiireefoid body," or that endued with the sainhhoyahaya of absolute completeness, and the eguiva-

it or counterpart of the Sdihylia in the Triratna. In Xepdl she is the ^aldl of Akshubhya.

f
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before her
; the other had a flower-stalk by her side. On the pilaster to the left are a

squatting figure of Buddha, two male figures, and four females, with difterent fiow^ers. On

that to the right is a dagaba and flag, a squatting Buddha, and a Bodhisattva with a

flower. Behind this is a repetition of the sculpture with the nine figures, only

Buddha is in the centre of the upper row. On the south end is a repetition of the sculpture

on a smaller scale, but with two Dtvls on each side.

On the north pilaster of the antechamber to the shrine is carved a dagaba, with a

Buddha on the front of it; below it a squatting Buddha, and still lower a Devi with a

flower branch. The shrine door is plain, but has large figures of Padinapani with his lotus

and rosary, and Vajrapani with hisfuhnen, as guardians.

The shrine itself is about 22 feet wide, 19 feet deep, and 13 feet 8 inches higli. It

contains an enormous image of Buddha seated cross-legged in the hlitanisparkt uiiidrO, with

the left hand in the Lq) and the right lying ov^er the knee. In front of the low padnoh<Liin

ov Bodlumayida, on which he is seated, is a female (Sujata?) holding up a jar, and to the lefr

is another standing over a prostrate human figure. Against each side wall stand five tall

Bodhisattvas. On the right side are (1.) Avalokitesvara or Padmapani as c7n^///’^-bearoi

# {clidniariJca)
\ (2.) a figure with a bud in his right hand; (3.) another with a sword; (4.)

a fourth with his hand raised; and (5.) one with a lotus flower; and on the front wall

on a high seat squats a female holding a flower-stalk. On the left side, as in the upper

shrine represented in plate xx, fig. 1, are (1.) Yajrapaiii, with the cajrn on the top of the

flower-stalk; (2.) the second with an opening flower, and holding some small object in h\>.

right hand; (3.) with a full-blown flower and a small object; (4.) with a flag and small

object
;
and (5.) with only a bud in the right hand. On the front wall is a stout male, with

a round object in the right and a long curling one in the left hand. This is })robahly the

excavator of the cave. On shelves above are seven Buddhas on each side seated cross-legged.

On the jamb of a window that lights the stair ascending to the upper storey is a sinab

figure on horseback with two attendants, and above is a female with a flower.

The upper floor of the Tin TTial is by far the most splendid hall among the Bauddlui

Caves of India. It measures II5 feet in length by G4 deep from the inside of the first row

^
of pillars, and 12 feet 2^ inches high, the roof being supported by forty square pillars in

five rows, inclusive of the front one. At the back also it has an open antechamber 37 4 feet

wide, the front divided by two pillars, and 16:^ feet deep. Unlike the monastic hails oi

. the Ajaiita viharas, this has no cells for residents. Five recesses in the south and ionr

in the north end wall contain nine colossal images of Buddhas^ with their attendants, but

unfortunately all the sculptures have been more or less broken, scarcely a figure being left

entire in this splendid cave.

Along the back wall of the hall are fourteen large cross-legged figures of Biuhliia.-.o o oo o

seven on the north, and as many to the south of entrance of the antechamber to the shrine.

Those on the north side have each his hands in his lap—in the Jhana ntudrd, aure()l(^s

behind their heads, and trees rising from behind them, with foliage carefully varied in

each CJise. These must represent the supposed seven last Buddhas, viz. (1.) YipaAd
;

(2.) Sikhi; (3.) Yisvabhu; (4.) Krakuchchhanda
; (5.) Kanaka Muni; (6.) Kasvapa : and

(7.) Sakya Siiiiha, whose Bodldvril'kats or sacred trees, according to IMahanamo in hi-

^ Possibly Dipaiikara, luitiiagaibha, Abpabvi, Slklii, ATtvabliu, Krakiidu li]ian>la. Kanaka Huiii, KagMiui, ai >1

Sak\a Siihlia.

%
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Ilia on the Mahdvanso,^ were respectively (l.) the Patali or trumpet-flower, Bignonia
suaveolens; (2.) the Pundaiika, a fragrant kind of mango; (3.) the Sala, Shorea rohusta

;

(4.) the Sirisha, Acacia sirisa ; (5.) the Udumbara, Ficus gloraorata; (6.) the Nyagrodha,
Ficus Indica

;

and (7.) the Pippala or Asvattha, Ficus rdigiosa. Corresponding to these,

on the southern portion of the wall, are other seven very similar figures, all iu the
dhai machahra raudni, or having the hands in the teaching attitude. From the nimbus
behind each head springs a circular flower forming the centre of the underpart of an
umbiella {chhatra), with a gandharva at each side supporting it and carrying a gift. If

these, as is probable, are difierent from the seven to the north of them, I would venture to

ijugge^t that they may be the divine Buddhas—Vairochana,' Akshobhya, Eatnasambhava,
Amitabha, Amoghasiddha, A ajrasatwa and Vajraraja; but they may really be only the
^lanushiya Buddhas diflerently arranoed.

Ihe researches of modern scholars have done much to illustrate the ethical system
of the Bauddha doctors, and to acquaint us with the legends that fill their works, but
so little attention has as yet been devoted to the practical creed and mythology of the
common people, and the liturgical ceremonies of the worship that Avas daily practised in
their temples, that in the whole round of the literature on Buddhism published within the
last fift}. }ears, ve haA^e but little to help us in identifying the sculptures on the walls
of these Bauddha Cave Temples, though representing the beings that the great mass of
Buddhists were most taught to reverence, and which occupied their minds far more than
the subtle distinction between the heinousness of a pdrdjikd and a dukkata sin, or the
contents and meaning of the suttas. The result of this is, that Western opinions of Budd-
hism, founded on the abridged legends of an idealised Buddha and the moral maxims of
Buddhist philosophers, is one-sided and very defective. Special and detailed researches
have still to be made into the progressive developments of Buddhism and Bauddha ritual,

and for these there doubtless exist abundant materials in the Sanskrit works found in Nepal,
and in the translations of China and Tibet, as well as in the ceremonials still in vogue in
these countries. For though Buddhism began with a purely ethical theory, and, as an
atheistic SAstem must do, it made little at all of AAWship—yet in course of time, as the cave
sculptures testify, it began to develop a mythology which went on increasing, until, in all

countries Avhere the Maliayana schools prevailed, Buddhism became one of the most fan-
tastic and grossly idolatrous religious systems in the Avorld. The earlier elements of their
pantheon are represented in the Cave Temples of Kanheri, AjantA, AurangabM, Bhitjd, and
Elura; its later developments are described in the great Siitras of Northern Buddhism, most
of whicli are as yet inaccessible except to a very few Sanskrit scholars. Indian Buddhism,
as we learn from the records of the early Chinese pilgrims and the cave sculptures, was to a
very large extent of the Mahay ana form, and it is only from the literature of the schools
of that sect we can hope to learn much about it.^

^ Timioiu’^ Mahnnum, int. p. xxxiii, xxxiv : conf. Cunningham, Bharhut StCipa, pp. 113, lU, and plates
xxix, XXX.

^

- ^ airochana is tlie sun, and also the counterpart of Dluinaa in the Tnratna, as representin<T the essence
of Buddha and Luchani.

°

The works of Purnouf, Ku])pen, Hodgson, and the fragment published by Yassilief in 1859, are the best
we liave on this branch of the subject, and even these only treat of it incidentally.

It is mnch to be regretted that the valuable collection of drawings presented by Mr. B. H. Hodgson to the
hrench Institute in 1863 have not been published. His papers and illustrations in the I'rariK R. A, Soc,, vol. ii,
anti Jo//r, R, Ax. vol, xviii, are must valuable, but we need many more details to illustrate satisfactorilv the
]iantiieon uf the Buddhi-ts.
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On each end wall of the antechamber leading to the shrine are three Devis—the inner

one on each side with four arms, and holding a rosary and crooked rod—perhaps D harm a

as Prajn^paramitl The others have only two arms each; all are seated on open lotus

flowers on raised thrones, have high crowns or tiaras and aureoles, and the left hand is

raised, the fingers extended, and with the tips of the forefinger and thumb each holds the

stalk of a lotus or similar flower
; the right hand on the knee holds another stalk, and all

have bracelets formed of many rings, and necklaces. Three other figures on each side the

shrine door cover the back wall. Each has her left foot tucked up before or under her, and

the right down upon a lotus flower, or in the lalitdsana raudm. The thrones are supported

by Nagas, &c. One of these figures, to the left of the shrine door (plate xix, fig. 5), has

an upright txijra supported on the flower she holds, and as this identifies her as Lbcbani,

the Buddhisalctt of Akshobhya, we may regard the other four on one side the room as her

associated goddesses,—Yajradhatesvari, Mamukhi, Pandara, and Tara.^ The other five, if

different, must then be the five Taras—SitiVtara, Ugra-tara, EatnaAara, BlinkutiAara, and

Visva-tara.^ Above these are four Buddhas on the back wall, on each side the door, and

five on each end wall.

The shrine door is plain with bold mouldings and but little carving. The dwdropdlas

have very high caps, and stand with their arms crossed, and by the door jambs are small

coLichant lions.

The shrine is 21 feet wide, about 24 feet deep, and 14 feet 4 inches high, and the large

Buddha is fully 11 feet high, and from knee to knee is 9 feet, while his feet measure 2 feet

6 inches in length. He is seated cross-legged in the hlitiniisparsa mudrd, or that in

which he attained Buddhahood, with the left hand in the lap and the right over the knee,

pointing to the ground.

His nose and lips have ])eeii broken oft' by the Musalmans, but are supplied in plaster,

and the whole figure is frequently whitewashed. Round the seat and image is a dark

passage by which it may be circumambulated. On the floor against the front of the throne

are the two female figures already noticed as found in the same position in other shrines.

On the sides of the shrine are five tall standing figures of Bodhisattvas against each

wall. On the left side are (1.) Padinapani with a cJidmant, his face destroyed but restored

with plaster, as Hanumatds
; (2.) a Bodhisattva with a flower bud; (3.) another (perhaps

Visvapani) with a long sword in the left hand, and a bud or small flv-flap in the right
; (4.)

the next has a pear-shaped object, and a similar small cltaurt

;

and (5.) the last has some

object not recognisable in his left, and a similar bud or small fly-flap in the right.

The sculpture on the left wall is represented on plate xx, fig. 1. Here on the up}>er

part of the wall are five figures of Buddha, all in the Jhdna raudrd or attitude of medi-

tation. Below on the left and next to the great image of the shrine is Vajrapani acting

as cMma?T«-bearer to the Buddha, and easily recognised by his very rich headdress, neck-

laces, jewelled belt, armlets, &c., as well as by the ixijra or fulmen, supported on a half-

opened bud which rises over his left arm. To his left are other four smaller figures—though

all much larger than life size—each holding some symbol by which he might be recognised.

Thus, the next carries a book, and is perhaps Samantabhadra, the third and fifth hold buds

in their left hands, and perhaps some sort of fruit in the right, and the fourth has a small

flag or pennon ;
all stand on lotus flowers, and have very ricli headdresses, which varv,

1 These are respectively the saktis of Yairuchaiia, Ratnasambliava, Ainitabba, ami AmoLjhasitldlia.

- These are the wives or saliitu of Samantabhadra, Vajpapani, Ratnapani, Padmapaiii, and Vi»vapani rt'spcM i-

ively, but even their names are scarcely to be found in any iSariskrit dictionary.
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however, in minute details. On the front wall is a seated male figure with an object like

a purse on his left knee, and something like money in his right hand ;
below him is a

IxDna.firJalii or water-jar, with flowers growiug out of it; on the other side of the door is a

female figure squatting and holding a bud. On the walls above are Buddhas seated cross-

legged, five on each side wall, and two on the front wall.

Before leaving these figures it may be worth while comparing them with the analogous

ones in the Bagh caves in Malwa.^ In the antechamber of the shrine of the most entire

cave there (No. I.) are four large sculptured panels; on each end Buddha between two

attendants (plate xviii, fig. 4), and on each side the shrine door is a Budhisattva about 10

feet high, represented in figs. 2 and 3 of plate xx.“ That on the right has had his

right hand broken off, so that its original position is no longer recognisable ;
but the general

style of both figures is so like those we find at Elura, that they cannot be mistaken ;
and the

resemblance to the Bodhisattvas in the Aurangabad caves is still more striking.^ In both places

the figure of Avalukitesvara is distinguished by the scantiness of the dress and the absence

of jewellery, while that of the other Bodhisattva is marked by the jewelled belt, armlets, brace-

lets, rich muJcuta and necklaces, while he Avears a jewelled cord like the ^Tohmsuncal jdnvi.

The figures that attend on Buddha in the panels in the ends of the antechamber (plate

x\ni, fig. 4), are perhaps different persons, though the one with the chdmara on his right is

again distinguished by his rich jcAA'^elled helt,jdnvi, and necklace, from the other

who l)ears onh^ flowers in his hands. They are each about 7h feet hio^h.

This is the last of the series of Bauddha CaA^es here, and probably one of the last

excaA\ated in India. In plan and arrangements, it bears a striking resemblance to the Das

Avatara Brahmanical CaA^e close by,^ and, as already indicated, it is A-ery probable they

were excavated about the same period. It exhibits the early Mahayana mythology of the

Yugacharya schoofe in a more deA^eloped state than any other cave in India, and can hardly

be ascribed to an earlier date than about 700 a.d.

CHAPTER IV.

TPIE ELUBA BEAHMAYICAL CAVE TEMBLES.—THE DAS AVATAEA
AND KAILASA.

The Brahmanical CaA^es^' begin at a distance of about fifty yards north of the Tin Thai, the

first AA^e meet with being a large plain room, probably intended as a rest-house for pilgrims

(see plate ii).

In the large cave close to this, known as EaA^aiia-ka-Khai, the transition to the

Brahmanical form is complete. There is nothing in either its architecture or its sculpture

that can be mistaken for anything the Buddhists ever did. There are, howeA-er, as A^t, no

^ Cacc p[t. 3Go If.

- In Captain DangerfieLTs account of the Lugh Caves, Trau^, Liter. Sor, Bomhfnj, voh ii, pp. 194 ff, are

drawings of these figures, hut very inaccurate. Dr. Iinpey s dt^scription of the caves, Jonr. Buw. B. 11. An. Soc.,

voL Ag pp. 543 if, is nut illu:?trated.

Compare plate liii in Beport.^!, voL iii. y. 7G.

^ Compare Co/vj plates Ixiv, Lxv, witli plates Ixxiii and Ixxiv.

^ This school, founded as already mentioned, perhaps about a.d. 300, acknoM'ledged the existence of a soul

in the univer-e. The other principal school of the Mahayana was the !>radhyainika or followers of jS'agaijuiia.

See Vassilief, pp. 202, 280 f., 321.

^ See Cave Temples, introduction to chapter v of Book III, 431.
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violent contrasts. The plan of the temple and the position of the shrine ' are not unlike

what we find in the latest caves at Aurauo-iibhd and in Cave No. VIII. and the rained soutlio
wing of Cave V. here ; and the substitution of sculpture for cells—which are not required in

Brahmanical caves—is only carrying out the system inaugurated in the Tin TlulL

A plan of this Cave will be found in The Cave Temples, plate Ixx, fig. 2, and its sculptures

are described in sufficient detail, pp. 432-435 of that work, to dispense with anything further

being said on the sul^ject here. It has almost certainly been dedicated to one of the goddesses

—forms of Parvati, but—like the Das Avatara, a large cave at Karusa, a small one at

Aihole, and some of the earlier temples—its sculptures are partly Yaishnava and partly Saiva.

The Das Avatara Cave.

The next cave is a two-storeyed one, and one of the largest in the Brahmanical group.

Plans of both floors are given in The Cave Temples, plates Ixxiii and Ixxiv, and on plate

xxiii, fig. 2, of this volume is added a transverse section of the cave and through the court,

with its central mandapa. Though on a small scale, this will help to illustrate the arrange-

ments of the cave, and show how the sculptures are disposed on the left w^all of the upper

floor. Outside, on the end of the balcony, is a four-armed Eudra in a state of frantic

excitement, but a leg and one of the hands are broken off.

Xo. 12.—The Das Avatara Cave, from a photo^^raph.

The general appearance of the front of this cave, as seen from one side of the court, is

illustrated by the accompanying woodcut (No. 12), in which the roof of the hall in the

court is seen in the foreground.

1 AVe observe tbe earlier approaches lo this arrangement in the isolation of the image in some of the Ajantii

caves, and in a more marked form in the tehrine of Cave XVI. there. See Cave Truipes, pL xxxiii.

4
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The front pillars only luive any carving upon them, all the rest inside being plain square

shafts. One of these ]>ilhirs in the upper storey is represented on plate xxi, fig. 1, and

the shaft of the pilaster in the inuAh end of the balcony in fig. 2, and a glance at them will

show how strangely like Buddhist work they are. In the pilaster the little figure of

Lakshmi in the lotus fiower might readily be mistaken for a Bauddha one, and the

dancing female and musicians below we have the exact counterpart of in the Aurangabad

Buddhist shrine Xo. VII, ^ while the ijandharvas and (jana are quite as common in the works

of that sect as in those of the Brahmans.

Tiie jullar (tig. 1) is at first sight still more strikingly Buddhist. The figure on the

end of the bracket most closely resembles Buddha in the Wiinnisparki mudra, and the

figures coming out of the mouths of makaras are what are found behind most figures of

Buddha in the shrines. How this came here is difficult to surmise. On the lower part ot

the capital the sculptures are more Brahmanical : the rn/^a-like figure in the centre is

Vishnu, and the living one below him is Garuda, while the Xagas and their wives at

each side are founel also in other Vaishnava scu]])tures.“

The stair laiuls in the north end of the front aisle, so there is no carving there
;
but

in the end of the next cross aisle is the figure of Bhairava trampling on Kali,_ which forms

one of the most terrible and expressive sculptures in these caves (see plate xxii, fig. 2).

Tlie next compartment or chapel has Siva, eight-armed, dancing the dread tdndava amid

his followers (pi. xxi, fig. 4). At the end of the fourth aisle is an altar, but without

any image now. The next contains Siva, four-armed, seated with Parvati, two-armed, and

supposed to be playing cltnusar

;

vhile ])elow, or in front of the seat, is the Nandi or bull

and the dwarf frolicking about him. The sixth has the usual sculpture of Eavana

under Kailasa, attempting to carry oft' Siva and his consort, while the garia are represented

as expressing their contempt for the many-handed monster in the Aulest way. The next

two compartments, being on the back wall, do not appear in the section; the first of them

(‘ontaiiis Siva springing from out of tlie Jhiga to rescue his worshipper Markandfiya from

Yamadaitya, the messenger of death (])late xxiv, fig. l)—a myth but rarely represented in

Hindu sculpture, but which also occurs in the corridor behind Kailasa, which is also repre-

sented on the same plate. The second compartment contains Siva and his consort, with

X^aiidi and attendants. The pillars in the front of the autechnmber have struts, each

('arved with a j)air of figures and foliage somewhat like those in the great cave at Badami,'^

but of much ruder workmanship. On the left side of the chamber is a very large figure of

Ganesa or Gannpati, the god of policy—a figure which, though in modern times so

universal a favourite and so constantly represented, is but sparingly so in the earlier

mythology of the caves. On the back wall, to the right of this last, is a goddess—perhaps

Barvati—with a rosary in her hand, and musicians on each side. She sits on a lotus, and

two figures behiw, among foliage, hold the stalk, as the Naga figures do under the images

of Buddha. The dwarajailas of the shrine-door are four-armed, and have the vajra, snake,

and club. The ktluhkha^ or altar round the Vtiiga, in the shrine, has been destroyed by the

Muhammadans, but the lihga has perhaps been left unmoved. Whether any valuables

were found around its base is, of course, unknown.

^ voL iii, plate liv, fig. 5, and p. 7S.

- E.g., in lUidanii Cave III. See vol. i, plate xx.

2 Arcltipoj, Rtport^i, vul. i, pi. xxiv to xxx. Compare also Cave Temples, pL xiv. fig. 2.
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The otlier side of the cave is similarly sculptured. On the ripdit of the shriiie-door is

liakshuii, with four elepluiuts pouring water on liw. She is seated, similarly to the hLiur^'

oil the other side, on a lotus upheld l)y tigures helow, and Indds a lotus and a cu>tard-app!e

ill her hands. Two four-armed attendants offer jars of water, and hold the inuhli,

and lotus. On the rii>'ht end of the antechamber is a fmure of Vishnu, with his trliula and

lotus, attended by a large bird, which eats from his right hand, and a dwarf stands at his Ici't.

On the back wall is a ligure of Siva inside a great jhHar or frt.an the sides ot

which issue tlames (plate xxi, lig. 3). On the right hand Vi.-hnii is represented wor>hipping

it, and again as Varaha digging do\\n to trv and find the bottom of it. On the other side

is Brahma worshipping, and also Hying up to trv to discover its summit. The legend here

referred to is well known among the Lingayats. The next compartment contains ISiva also,

represented in a chariot with shield, sword, and bow, A\hile Brahnui drives the four hoi>rs

(the VedcLs) yoked to it.

d’he south AATill is devoted to Vishnu, and the back compartment contains that god as

Krishna with six arms, holding up Govardhan Hill above the fiocks of Vraj. The next is

the usual representation of Xaravana resting on Sesha, who has here a human head, witb

seven seated figures beloAV. The third is Vishnu riding on Garuda. The fourth niche con-

tains a vedi or pedestal for an image
;
the fifth has Varaha bearing Prithvi; the sixth is

the Trivikrama or Vamana avatara, represented as at Badami ;
and the seventli is Kara-

siiiilia wre.stling with Hiranvakasi})U (plate xxii, fig. l), Avho is armed with sword and shiel<k

Outside the cave on the wall is a gigantic Saiva dwura[)ala, with long curly locks, and two

cherubs above.

The mandap in the front of the (*ourt is about 31 feet wide Iw leet d<‘e}> and lol,

feet higli, the roof being supported by four square pillars witli }>lain square l^rackets and

moulded bases. It had a porch, in front of a perforated window, on the west side, sup[)ort(‘d

by two pillars in front, but the right-hand or south pillar, with most of the roof, i.-^ Ijrokeii

away. Over this window are the remains of an inscription in fourteen long lines, cuiilaining

twenty-nine and a half verses, now much abraded, l)ut whicli has bc<m partially (h‘c)phcivd

by Banclit BhagvanlfLl Indraji,^ and from which is made out a genealogy of tin? Baslitra-

kuta dynasty, which ruled over the Dekhan from aljout A.D. GOO till towards the end oi

the tenth ceiitury.“ The names here enumerated are :

—

1. Dantivcinuu L (cir. a.d. G00-G30j.

Iiitlmraja L, liis son (630-G50).

3. (tuvindaraja L, ^ou of Indraraja (GoO~G73).

4. Karkaraja I. (or Kakka), son of (kivinda (GTo-TOO).

o. Indraraja IL, sou of Karka (700-730).

6. Uantidurga (or Dantivarnia 11 )
Khadgavaldka, son <d Indra II., A.n. 733, anIio ovarcanio Vallablia. - a

the 'Western Chalukya king, Kirtlivarnui II.

Nothing is made out respecting the construction of the temple, but the inscription may

be taken as proving that it was finished, or at least in an advanced condition, when Danti-

durga visited Elurii in the middle of the eighth century; and it is not iin[)robahle that he had

^ Ttjmide (IJoinbay, ISSl), p. 92 ; se** aho ]>elow. ]>. 39.

- Vide fihtf, A'ol. iii, pj>. 31-33 ; Imh Auf., vol. vi, pp, 39-72 : vol. i, p. 203; vol, v, p. 141 ; and vol. m’,

p. 108 ;
Jotf.r. A. S. iA/c/., vol. viii, p. 292 : FIoli's p; //<- DXtrict.-', seet. v.

This is the date <4 rlio SaUiang.nlli giant, Lu.K A/4., vol. xi. p. 110.
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ecinstructed it. The inscription breaks off. however, in the 30th verse, and has never been

finished. Moreover, in an inscription of Krishnaraja, the uncle and succe.ssor of Danti-

durga, he is said to have established himself at the hill or hill-fort of Elapura, where was

a splendid temple of Svayambhu Siva.^ May not this Elapura have been Elurd ? There

was a Hindu city on the hill, of which extensive remains are yet to be seen.

On the north and south sides of the mandap are also perforated windows, and the door

faces the cave. On the flat roof are tio'ers or lions at the corners, and three human or

mythological figures between on each side. The door is in the style usual in the caves,

with a plain architrave, and very small pairs of figures of gods and animals in the minia-

ture representations of temples on the lintel. On each jamb of the door is a female figure

with a small umbrella over the headdress, and a chaiiri on each side the head. On the

corner pilasters are pairs of figures in embrace
; and on the spaces between, in separate

compartments, on each side, are one larger and two smaller male figures. On the north

end are one male and three female figures on the four pilasters, and females in the larger

intervening panels and in one of the smaller. On the north side is a curious torana over

the window
; the corresponding one on the south side is empty. On the west side there are

females on the corner pilasters only, and their hair is done up in the same style as in the ^

figures in the temple of Virupaksha at Pattadakal ; two of the smaller panels are empty,

and males fill two larger and two smaller ones.

In a small room on the left of the entrance to the court, Brahma and Vishnu with a

Devi occupy the left wall, and Ganapati the right. Inside is a shrine, which has never

been finished, containing a round stdinikha bearing a lihga, and behind it on the wall is a

Trimurti. This excavation is of a very rude character, and probably belongs to a later age

than the cave.

Kailasa or Bang Mahal.

This Eock“Temple, strictly so called, is Xo. XVII. of the series as reckoned from the

soutli, and has been pretty fully described in The Cave Temples^ pp. 448 to 463, and

illustrated in the six plates Ixxx to Ixxxiv. It was there shown that the resemblances both

in plan and details between this and the temple of Virupaksha at Pattadakal,* which

was erected by the queen-consort of VikramMitya IL, of the Western Chalukya dynasty, f

about a.d. 730,^ give us strong confirmation to the conclusion, which is also supported by a

fragment of an inscription found upon it, and other corroborative circumstances, that it was

constructed in the reign of Dantidurga, the great EMhod king (cir. a.d. 730-755).

It is by far the most extensive and elaborate rock-cut temple in India, and the most

interesting as well as the most magnificent of all the architectural objects which that country

possesses. It is therefore well worthy, not only of the few additional illustrations which

this volume contains, but of even a much more complete series of drawings than the means

at our disposal will allow.

^ Juvr. Six:, Bxixj,-, vul. viii, pp. 1^95, 301 ;
Imh vol, vi, p. 61. A1 iMas^udi {cir. 940 a.d.) mentioned

the caves prohahly under the name of Alura (H. de Meyiiard's transL, tome iv, p. 95; and Cave Teiapleii, p. 367).

The statement of the Mdlidtunja that the caves from Kailasa to the Bauddha Caves were constructed by Iluraja of

Ilichpur (A-s. lies,, vol. vi, ]». 385) is, of course, of no authority, but it may have arisen from some tradition of this

nga of Elapura. Other forms of it say that Hu or Ilaraja only cleaned and painted the caves about a.d. 900. See

Cave Tenures, p. 455 note.

- Described in tlie first ArcltmAoijkal Id port, pp. 29-33, and plates xxxviii, xxxix, xl.

2 Conf. inscriptions from the temple, Iiid, Ant., vuL x, pp. 164-166; and Arch. Siir, FiPj^orts, vul. iii, pp.

12.5. 126.
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In The Cave Temples are given plans of both storeys (plates Ixxxi and Ixxxi a) and tlic

elevation of the south side of the temple itself. To these are now added in this volume

plates iv, xxiii, fig. 1, and xxv to xxxi.

Plate xxiii, fig. 1, is a transverse section, on the same scale (20 feet to 1 inch) as the

elevation {Cave Temples, pi.

Ixxxii), through the centre of

the great hall, and continued

north and south through the

side excavations. This, to-

gether with the views in the

frontispiece and the woodcut

No. 13, will give a clear idea

how the central fane is raised

on a solid basement of rock

about 27 feet high. Along theo o

court, on each side, are seen

the pillars of the colonnade

and under the scarp of the

rock on the east. On the

north or left side, the section

passes through a wider part

of the colonnade below,^ and

through the hall of the

Lankesvara temple above,

looking towards the door of its shrine, with its river goddesses on each side.

On the right side of the great temple, it will be observed that the rock has been exca

vated in four storeys, none of them ever quite finished.

On this side there was a bridge from the south balcony

of the great hall into the second storey, but it had been

cut too thin for the rock to support so long a bearing,

and had broken down. These halls on the south side

are not carved with much sculpture, except the one

containing the female matris or demons,^ to the south-

west of the central hall, and through which this section

does not pass.

The fronts of the second and third storeys are

protected above by handsome drips carved in the rock,

quadrantal on the outer surface, and the under side

carved in imitation of ribs, with a bearing rafter running

horizontally through them, in the most perfect imitation

of a carefully-jointed wooden construction. As may be

seen from the accompanying woodcut (No. 14), the

effect of this is very pleasing.

1 Marked M on the plan, Cave Teniph-'^, pi. Ixxxi.

- Prom a sketch by Dr. Jas. Fergusson, Ind, mvl Arvlt,, p, 33.3.

^ Marked E' on the plan. Cave 2'einples, pi. Ixxxi a.

Xo, 13.—View uf Kaildsa from the snuth-w«.t.t,-

Xo. 14.—Eaves of the Second Storey on the

south side of Kailasa.
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Ill tlie third storey, the four pillars which sup[>ort the roof are connected by a sort of

arches, and the roof of the area within the pillars is considerably raised by a deep cornice.

A square area is left in the centre of the roof, opening into the small room above, and just

filling the area between the four jDillars in it, similar to opening in the roof of the rock

excavation in the Uparkot at Junagadh.^ The fourth storey has an opening from the outside

on the top of the rock, where there is some carving on the surface, near to the highroad.

The Hall, &c.

Among the details worth noting are the windows and panels of the great maiidapa or

hall. There are six windows, two in front and two on each side, of which the one on the

south-east is very much broken ; the other five are represented in plate iv, figs. 1-5, of

which figs. 1 and 2 are those in front, figs. 3 and 4 on the north side, and fig. 5 the

remaining Avindow on the south. Three of them are arabesques, of very rich but entirely

diflTerent designs, and the other two are formed of a combination of animal and vegetable

designs then the spaces left uncarved are pierced through to admit the light. They may

seem scarcely adequate for the purpose for which they w^ere intended, but as light also

enters from the fiAm doors, these admit sufiicient additional light to dispel the darkness in

the corners of the hall, as far as is really necessary in an Indian temple.

Among the sculptures may be noticed two representations of a faAmurite subject in the

Brahmanical works of the eighth century—the destruction of Mahishasura" or the buffalo-

headed demon, by Chandi or Durga, an eA^ent commemorated in the festAal of the Durga-

puja or Dasara, in the month of Asvin (Sept.-Oct.)
^

Fig. 6 is the representation on a

panel on the outside of the north wall of the great mandapa to the west of the balcony.

Nlahisliasura is here and in fig. 7 represented with a human body, as he is also in the large

and spirited sculpture in the Yamapuri or Mahishamardini caA^e at MahaA^allipur,"' and differs

chiefly in his not haAung the high muJcuta or regal cap which he wears in the latter. In

later sculptures he is almost always represented Avith the body of a bufialo'^ and a man's

head, or Avith a man s head coming out of the throat of a buffalo from which the goddess

has cut off the head. In the Eavana-ka-Khai the scene is represented on the left of the

entrance, but there the demon is in the form of a buffalo Avhich she has seized AAuth one

hand by the mouth, while with another she drAes her trisula into him, and Avith another

right hand holds a long sword. In both these sculptures he wears a rich necklace, and in

the first has a heaAy sAvord or bill in his hand. Her tiger, from which she has dismounted,

has seized by the head one of the Asuras behind her. In fig. 7, Avdiich represents the large

sculpture on the side of the porch by Avhich the court is entered, and on its north Awall,

Ave find more accessories : the goddess Mahishamardini is mounted, but not astride, on

^ Arclafjnl. Ht'ports, a'uL ii, j)l. xxi to xxiii,

“ 111 the temple of irilpaksha, at Pattadakal, avhich so closely resembles the Kailasa in plan and details, the

winduws are of similar device.

3 He is identical with the Siriihamukhasura of the Tamil districts.

^ The Chandtpntlia^ an episode from the Mdrlcamlhja Purdnu celebrating lier victories over the Asuras, is

read daily in her temj)les.

^ Cave pp. 145-147. This cave is No. 32 in CarEs &evm Pagodas, pp. 7, 32, 49, 96, 149, 208, and
Tran^. R. A^. Soc., voL ii, p. 26 1.

At Eadaini there is a sculpture in a small cell off Cave L, in which he is also represented simply as a buffalo,

Arch. Sar. Reports, vol. i, jx 16, and plate xix, fig. 1 ; Cave Temples, p. 404,
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her lion, as at the Seven Pagodas neax’ Madras, and is trampling down the Asuras assistants,

while she attacks him with her arrows, several of which have pierced his right arm, with

which he wields a heavy club. His left hand and shield are broken away. Above are the

Devas and Maharshis rejoicing over the victory; among the former of wdioni may be recog-

nised Indra on his elephant, Agni on the ram, Yama on the buffalo with mace and noose,

Visluiu on Garuda
;
the fourth and the last in the upper row are probably Sani or Saturn

and Yaruna, and below the latter is Siva on Nandi. The remainder of the lower line

consists of other superhuman beings, Rishis, Gandharvas, and Apsaras. Below the ])anel

are some other figures, too much abraded to be identified.

On the right or south side of the entrance into the court, in a panel with a pediment

over it, is another representation of this scene, in which the Asura is represented between

the body and the head of the buffalo.

On the front of the mandapa, to tlie north of the entrance, is a panel about Gi feet by 5

(plate xxvi, fig. l), in which we easily recognise Siva, four-armed, and standing on the back

of a kneeling figure, with Uma or Parvati at his left side
;
he holds wdth one of his right

hands what seems to be a long lock of hair, or else a cord coming out of the top of his head-

« dress, and at the same time apparently supports a Xaga-like female, perhaps intended for

Gahga, the widening tail representing the stream in its descent. Lower it reaches an

ascetic Jahnu, and (being drunk up by him) it again issues from his ear and descends

among rocks, and is visited by an elephant and a goat. Beneath are seven half figures,

possibly the Sapta-sindhava. The ascetic above standing on one leg may ])erhaps represeixt

Bhagiratha, who by his asceticism prevailed on Siva to bring down the Viyad-Gahga ^ to

the earth.

Two other panels are represented in plate xxv, figs. 2 and 3,—the first, from the east

side of the south porch, and the other from the west side of the same. The first is doubt-

less intended to represent some scene from the Rdrndycuia^ and the two men in the lower

right corner may be Eama and Lakshmana. In the other a divinity is carrying off a chariot

and its rider while a bird is pecking at him.

^ ThjE CoRRIDOn IN THE CoURT,

The corridor round the back of the temjde, extending across the end of the court and

nearly 120 feet along the south and liorth sides, contains quite a pantheon itself, the back

wall being divided by pilasters into a series of large panels, each filled with a separate

sculpture. The corridor at the east end of the south side measures 118 feet in length, and

contains twelve of these panels, containing the following sculptures :— (1) Perhaps Anna-

purna, a form of Durga, with four arms, holding a pot, a rosary, a spike or bud, and witli

her hair in the jata or ascetic style; it may possibly, however, be a form of Lakshmi.

(2) The next is known as Balaji, a form of Siva wEo slew Indrajit or Meghanada, tlie son

of Ravaxia. One version of the Rdmdyana ascribes this feat to Lakshmana, and this figure,

like Vishnu, is four-armed, with club, chakra or discus, mhkh or conch; and a suppliant

and small female figure appear in front of his club. (3) Vishnu as Krishna, four- armed,

witli the sahkh and sword, having his foot on the throat of the serpent Kaliya, and holding it

^ A representation of the descent of the Ganges and Jamiia is found at Udayagiri in PdioTAl. Sue Cunning-

ham's xirclt, Survey liejxuis, vol. x, p. 48, and plate xviiL
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l)y the taih^ (4) Varaha, the boar incarnation of Vishnu raising Prithvi, the earth-goddess;

he is four-armed, wdth chaloxt and iaiikli, and has the Naga or snake under his foot. (5) A
four-armed Vishnu on Garuda, the winged man who carries him. (6) Trivikrama or

A amaua, the dwarf avatara of Vishnu, somewhat like the representation of the same subject

in the Das Avatara Cave, and in the second and third caves at Badami, and at Mahavalli-

purani;" he is represented with six arms, holding a long sword, club, shield, discus, and

conch, with his foot uplifted over the head of Bali holding his pot. (7) A four-armed

^ ishnu as Krishna, upholding the lintel of the compartment, intended to represent the

l)ase of the hill Govardhana held up over the flocks of Vraj,^ (8) Sesha Narayana, or

\ ishnu, reclining on the great snake,^ with a lotus springing from his navel, on which is

Brahma. Five fat little figures are carved below. (9) Narasimha, or the lion avatara of

A ishnu, tearing out the entrails of Hiranyakasipu. (10) A figure with three faces and four

arms trying to tear up a llhga, (ll) Siva, four-armed, attended by his vehicle, the bull

Nandi; and (12) xCrddhanari, the androgynous personification of Siva, four-armed, and

attended by Nandi.

Following the nineteen sculptures^ in the east corridor (189 feet in length) from south

to north, we have— (1) Siva, locally known as Kala Bhairava, four-armed, with the triiula, ^
and accompanied by a small figure of Parvati, whose hair is dressed in a peculiar style.

(2) A god stepping out from lotuses, with a small figure of a goddess holding him by the

finger. (3) Siva, four-armed, with the frihila, beside Parvati, with one right hand on her

head and the other on her breast. (4) Siva, four-armed, with the trisula in one of the left

hands, and gaiidharvas above and other attendants below. (5) Siva dancing on a dwarf,

with a long-shafted trisula in one of his left hands. (6) Chanda, or Siva Dhurjati, locally

called Bhupala Bhairava, with only a ribbon over his thighs, a trisula over his right

shoulder, a begging-bowl in the left hand, and a damaru or small drum in the right, with

Parvati in front of him.^^ (7) Siva or Bhairava, four-armed as usual, holding a cobra,

with Nandi on his right and Parvati on his left hand. (8) Siva again, and Nandi.

(9) Brahma, with his hahsa or sacred goose, three-faced and four-armed, with the ascetic’s

water-pot (Jcarnandalu) and rosary [japa-mdld), (10) Siva, with a cobra, and Nandi.

(11) Vishnu, four-armed, with kihJdi and lotus; also a worshipper with his hands clasped.
^

(12) Siva, holding the trisula^ with Nandi and a worshipper. (13) Siva, holding a snake

and a lock of his hair, while the Ganges, perhaps, is represented as flowing from it and

down the outside of his arm
;
Parvati is at his left side, and an elephant at his right. Above

is a figure like Brahma, but only one face is now distinct, and overhead is a gandharva or

Vidyddhara. (14) Siva in aliiiga, with Brahma and Yaraha.' (15) Perhaps Siva, with

four arms, dainaru, club, and bell, but no third eye. (16) Siva and Parvati sitting

^ For the legend, see Harivaihsa, § 68.

- See ArrhifjiA. E^port^ vol. i, pi. xxiii, fig. 1, and pi. xxxi
; Cave Temples, p. 150; lad. Ant vi, p. 356

aii<l plate, tig. 4.

Htirtrcun^ifi, § 74; Growse’s Mathunf, p. 58.

Similar figures are found in the Undavalli Cave, in the Yamapuri Cave at Mahavallipuram, and in th(>

Das Avatara Cave {Cave Temphs, pp, 101, 146, 438).

This supersedes the lists given in Cave Tmnpdes, p. 412. Sir Charles Mallet must have followed the

iiiiurmation of the ignorant native guides.

^ GajiUura'?

Cnmpare the sculpture in tlie I)as Avatara Cave (Cave Tenples, p. 437), and for tlie legend see Jour. R. As.
s»r.^ vul. ix, p. 91; or II. IL Wilsons Wur/c.>>, vol. ii, p. 211; my Elephanta, § 56, n. 10; also the Chamia-
lasava Fiirdna in J, Dura. B. R, A. Sue., vol. viii, p. 142.

¥
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together, and Xaiuli below. (17) Siva or Sadasiva, with six arms, going to war against

Tripurasura or Taraka : Brahma drives him, armed with trisida, club, bow, and quiver,

in the sun’s chariot, with the four Vedas as his horses, and Nandi is represented on the top

of the club. (18) Virabhadra, six-armed, holding up his victim Ratnasura, with damaru.

bowl, and trisida, and accompanied by Piirvati, Ivali, a goblin and vampire. Every drop,

says the myth, of liatnasura’s blood that fell on the ground produced another Asura like

himself. (19) Siva, with Parvati at his left side, and laying his hand on one of hers,

while he has a flower in another, and Bhringi, his skeleton attendant, waits below.

Turning into the north corridor, which is 120 feet long and has twelve seul])tiires, we

have—(1) Siva springing from the Inuja to protect Markandeya from lama, the god of

death (plate xxiv, fig. 2). (2) Siva and two worshippers, one of them a huntsman with

a bow (plate xxvii, fig. 1). (3) Siva and Parvati, the latter with a very large chignon,

playing at chausar

;

below are Nandi and eleven gana (tig, 2). Siva and Parvati sitting

together; Narada below is apparently playing some wind instrument. (5) Siva and Par-

vati above the latter, with her arm entwined in Siva’s
;
Bavmiia has been begun below but

never completed. (6) A human figure called Rishi Muchhukunda, with two arms, and a

bag on his left shoulder. (7) Siva and Parvati seated facing one another, as if he were

speaking to her
;
nothing below. (8) Siva, four-armed, with snake and rosary, and Nandi

on the right. (9) Siva and Parvati seated, and Nandi couched below (fig. 3). (10) The

same pair, with a lihga altar between them, and Nandi couchant below. (11) Siva with

Parvati on his left knee, and a seated and a standing figure below. (12) A liiiga with

nine heads round it, and a kneeling figure of Eavana upholding the vedi in which it is,

and cutting ofi* his tenth head in devotion to Siva.

Pillars.

Of the pillars in Kailasa, some specimens were given in the Cave lemides (plate

Ixxxiv)
;
we here add some further examples. In plate xxviii, fig. 1, is another pillar from

the great mandapa, while fig. 2 is one of the pilasters from the side walls. Fig. 3 is an

example from the lower storey, under Lankesvara, from the apartment (21) in the north

side of the court {Cave Temples, plate Ixxxi). Above a moulded base the lower halt ot the

square shaft on the side facing the court is carved, below with three capering ganas in hasso-

rilievo in small ornamented panels, and above in a central panel a human figure standing

with a trisida in his right hand
;
the border of this panel, the edges of the pillar opposite

to it, and a pretty broad band above it arc carved with much care and considerable taste.

An extended plain bracket surmounts the shaft under the architrave above.

Laxkesvara.

On plate xxix, fig. 1, is given one of the four pillars that surround the central area in

the Lankesvara.^ These massive piers, with the short shafts square to about half their

height, and bold capitals and brackets, produce an almost Egyptian effect of solidity anti

errandeur, unlike auvthing else even in the cave architecture of India. The floor of the

central area in this hall is somewhat raised above the surrounding aisles, but the roof is cor-

respondingly elevated by a double architrave surrounding it, and shown in section above

the pillar, and also in plate xxiii, fig. 1.

^ One of the outer range is given in the Cave plate Ixxxiv. fig. 4.
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Tlie sculptures in Laiila\svara luive been executed with great care and minute detail,

but most of them have been very much injured by Muhammadan ignorance. The figure of

Siva dancing the Tdndava in the end of the front aisle has often attracted attention/ and

is represented in plate xxix, tig. 2, where the elaborate headdress in which is fixed a skull

and the crescent moon, the necklace, armlets, and jewelled belts may be studied. He is

represented with six arms, of which the right front one, which was probably bent forwards,

the back one bent downwards and forwards, and the front left one are all broken off, as

is the whole of the left leg and the low^er half of the right one, which appears to have

been twisted quite round.

On the back wall is a series of the principal great gods of the pantheon in six sculptures,

of which three are represented in plate xxx. Fig. 1 represents Surya or the sun-god at

the cast end of the wall with his two wives" and two male attendants, his sons, the Aswdns.

He holds two lotuses growing out of his hands, wears a diadem, and necklace hanging dowm,

with earrings and a girdle {vujahfja)'^ but it can hardly be said that in this case he is “clad

in the dress of the Xortherners, so as to be covmred from the feet upwards to the bosom,” as

in Varalia Mihira’s directions for niakino* his imaged

Fi". 2 represents Uma or Parvati, the consort of Siva, four-armed, and performing

tuijas or ascetic penance between two fires, while holding np a lu'iga—the symbol of Sh-a

—

in one right hand, and an image of Ganesa, his reputed son and chief of his followers,

in one of the left hands. There are traces under her feet of a crocodile, which beiuo- the

emblem of Gahga, may also be used by Uma.

In the middle compartment on this wall (fig. 3) are the three Dii Majores of the

Brahmans—Brahma, Siv^a, and A ishnu—each four-armed, but darnaged in their hands,

which probably held the usual symbols borne by each god. Brahma is represented with

three faces—the fourth is supposed to be behind the central front one. His consort,

Saras vati, the goddess of learning, is one of the figures beside him, and his vdliana or vehicle,

the JiCffisa-swan or goose, is on his left. The central figure is Siva holding up his trisida,

called Pinaka, and a snake, with Xandi by his side and an attendant. The third is Vishnu,

with the discus and a great club, attended by a male and a female. An injured figure of

Varaha-—the Boar avatara of Vishnu—on this same wall is represented on plate xxix, fig. 3,

with his left foot on the heads of a pair of Xagas.

The Chapels, Sikhaka, &c.

It should be noted that while in Eavana-ka-khai, Eamesvara, Dumar Lena, and other

cave temples, there is a clear passage iov iwcidaksliinCt or circumambulation of the shrine,

1 TLg figure of S'iva from this panel was drawn by Caj)t. R. X. GrinJlay for the Hon. Lady Hood in 1813,

and afterwards pnhli^hed in 1828 in the Trcm^i. li. Sol\, vuL ii, p. 32G, but like liis other drawings made at

Elura, he gives the ligure quite an arti.-tic linish of a high order.

- A figure of Surya and his two Avives aj-pears in one of the tympana of the Ananta Cave on the Kbandagiri
liill ill (liUsa, not repre>ented in the phot<igraph< from the ea^ts in Cave ])L i and p. 72. It is over the

left door, and is specially interesting from its close resemblance to the scnl})ture in the small very early Yilnlra at

Rhaja (Uciv pi. xeviii and pp. 515, 522 ; Rrj>ort^, vol. iv, p. 6 and pi. vi, %. 1, and vol. ii, p. 215, and
pi. Ixv; Iixl. Ant., vol. ix. p. 116,. AVhen not in liis chariot, Surya is fre(|uently attended by tAvo armed males a>

Avell as by his Avives.

2 Ur ariijainja, from the Eaktrian and Zend aurijdoHlainrni, ecpuvalent to the Pur>i Indt .—Hangs
West’s ed., ]>p. 286, 396.

^ Brihat ScuhJiitdy Iviii, 16.
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in the Kailasa tliis is provided for by the doors in the east wall leading on to the terrace on

which are also five small shrines^ with but little carving on their walls beyond the dwdrapdlas

at the doors, which, in the case of the one on the north side, are females, with a pair c^f

figures kissing on each side. In all of them, except that on the south side, there are altars

for images
;
in that one there is a bench round the back and ends, and it was probably

devoted to the iMatris, which would be arranged along the back of it as in the Yajha sala

on the south side of the court," with Skanda or Siva in the left end, and Ganesa and the

skeleton figure on the right. The two at the corners would probably be devoted to Chanda
and Rudra or Bhairava—both terrific forms of Siva—the former represented as nude.

having Siva’s third eye in his forehead, with two or four arms holding the tniula and a jug

or ilcunaru, and his hair wound up in the jatd style. To him the refuse of the ofterings were

thrown. On the east side was the shrine of Parvati, the saJctl of Siva.^ The dwdrnpalas

of this shrine are armed with swords. It is doubtful to whom we ought to assign the fifth

shrine on the north side opposite to the Somasiitra or outlet for the water from the iLinjn

inside the temple,—possibly it was dedicated to Surya or Narayana.^ In an advanced recess

in the corner of the temple facing this is an image of Ganapati or Vinayaka, the eldest
/

son of Siva: and on the facade above it is a fi^mre in tdto-rtlievo with its face to the wall.

The image in the corresponding recess on the south-west of the temple is perhaj)S meant for

Vishnu.

The base of the sUdiara itself is carved in panels, six on each side, and five on

the back, containing various forms of Siva, such as Chanda, Ardhanarisvara, &c., Durga

and Vishnu, standing on fat dwarf figures (perhaps Asura^), and with other attendants. At

the upper coimers of the panels are conventionalised figures of peacocks with long tails
;
and

above the panel is usually a Devi seated cross-legged. Two of these compartments iint

represented in figs. 1 and 2 of plate xxxi, the first being the second panel from the door of

the mandapa on the south side, and the other the sixth. The slightest examination of these

two drawings will serve to convince any one of the exceeding richne>-^s and beauty of the

foliage over the panels, and of the great variety of floral ornamentation on the si<le pilasters.

And these are only two out of sev^enteen, all carved in similar style, and all varying in

details.

Fig. 3 represents a similar panel on the south side of the basement of the Aaudi porcli,

just in front of the great temple. It has contained a representation of Xarasiiiiha strug-

gling with Hiranyakasipu
;
but being more exposed, has l)een much injured. The com-

partment is surrounded l.)y carved pilasters and a frieze, round which arc numerous figures

looking on at the struggle.

On the roofs of the Cfopuram in front, of the Yandi-mandapa l)efore tlie temple, and

of the great hall itself, figures of lions and fat dwarfs are placed. Two of these lions from

the roof of the great hall are represented on plate xxvi, figs. 3 and 4. They stand about 4

feet high, and are executed in the same bold stvle as the similar figures of lions and

elephants round the base of the temple.

^ Marked E' on tlio plan, Can' plate Ixxxi a.

“ See hid. Ant,, vol. ix, p. 119 note, and p. 119.

^ Tile temple of GovindCsvara at Sniiiar, twenty milns i^nuth from Xa^ik, arranc'd thu^ :—Tho givat

central temple dt'dieated to S'iva face^ the ea^t
;
in front of it the Kandimandapa ; in the S.E. comm* of tho

surrounding" court is tlie shrine of Vishnu : in the X. E. that of s^urya : in the V.AV. of Mahidiamardini or Jaya-

damba; and in the S.Mh of Guna]'ati.

£
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Over the gopuram ^\''ere fat dwarf figures represented as blowing sanhhs. But as

they had been carved separately, most of them have been thrown down and destroyed.

One is represented in the woodcut No. 15. Similar figures

are also carved on the roof of the mandapa in the court of

the Das Avatara cave, and on the roof of the second

storev of the Undavalli cave near Bezwada.^

Xu. 15.—Dwarf Figure from the roof of the

g('»puram of Kaihlsa.

Shkixe of the Eivek Goddesses.

In the north side of the court, behind the elephant,

is a shrine about 23^ feet long by 9 feet deep and 11

high, with two free-standing pillars in front (one of them

broken) and two in antis (woodcut No. 16). They have

moulded bases, 16-sided shafts, and massive capitals with

a double bracket above. The floor is about 5 feet above

the level of the court, and is approached by five steps,

with an elephants head and front feet on each side of them,

and the rest of the front of the podium is divided into three panels on each side, containing

small sculptures much abraded. At the ends also have been the heads, &c., of elephants,

and the facade was terminated

by gigantic dwdrajocdas with

several arms, and wearing high

miikutas or tiaras. The back

wall of this shrine is divided

by half pillars into three large

panels, with slender colonnettes

on each side carrying mcikaras,

and richly carved torcmas above,

each containing a tall figure of

a goddess in almost entire re-

lief, symmetrically arranged,

and which have been carved

with unusual care, and though

anything but classical in their

proportions, they are about the

best here, but have been much
abused. The central one, which

is perfectly erect, stands on a

makara, with lotus leaves and

flowers behind her, and may
therefore be supposed to repre-

sent Gahga; the other two lean slightly towards her,—the one on the left standing on a

lotus flower, with creeping plants and birds among their leaves, and that to the rio'ht

4m

Xu. 10.—shrine of the Ki\er Guddeanes, front a pht^tograph.

^ Cucr Temjfhm, p In 2.
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on a tortoise {Icurnia), with creepers and water plants behind,—the two reproseiitiug the

river goddesses Sarasvati and Yami or Yamuna respectively.^

The frieze of the facade of this chapel has been divided into seven panels
;
in the

central one are three figures, and in each of the others a male and female seated together.

These may have had some connection with the seven river goddesses of mythology, but they

are too much abraded to make out wdio they are. Over these are some mouldings, and

above, in front of a quite unfinished cave, is a low rail carved with water-jars, separated by

two little colonnettes. A part of this rail, cut away in the centre, seems to indicate that it

w^as approached by a ladder.

SCREEX IX FROXT OF THE CoUET.

The screen and front of the gopurara or entrance gate to the court is also covered with

mythological sculptures in recessed panels, and the outer side of the screen is crowned by a

crenellated parapet. Each crenellation is carved wdth three bells, and below them is a string

of small figures in high relief on foot, on horseback, in carts, fighting, &c.

Commencing from the north, the large panels in order are— (l) one never advanced beyond

two slight incisions in the rock
; (2) the next contained a large figure of some form of Siva

with ten arms, holding up what somewhat resembles a bowl, wdth fiames rising out of it

—

all below the w^aist of the figure is destroyed
; (3) a tall three-faced figure, probablv

Brahma. Turning a corner, on a portion of the ^vall facing south, are three panels
; (4)

containing a tall luiga, as in the Das-avatara Cave, with a triple Siva looking out of it;

Brahma is represented ascending on the left side, and also standing lower down; Vishnu

is on the right side, and a four-armed figure over his head, Avith a gandharva still higher,

but the Varaha beloiv and the base of the Jlhga hav^e been destroyed; (5) a tall four-armed

devcty with something like a chahxL in the left hand, and a biilfs head to the left
; (6)

another tall four-armed figure, but all insignia are gone. The line of wall again turns to

the south, and (7) the first compartment is a large deep recess over a drain from the court.

but it is so rotted away that it is impossible to say whether it contained any sculpture
; (8)

the next seems to contain Karttikeya or Skanda, the war-god, the Hindu Mars, and second
/

son of Siva, born to destrov^ Taraka, an Asura who became dangerous to the o*ods.“ He is

represented Rvo-armed, riding on his peacock Paravani, Avith an arroAv or sceptre in the

right, and perhaps a bird in the left hand : the lower portion of the panel is destroA^ed. (9)

A two-armed figure on a ram-headed animal with a mane—perhaps Agni, the god of fire and

regent of the south-east; (10) a similar figure on a deer, and may therefore be Yaruna, the

Hindu Uranus, the regent of the A\"est
;
(ll) another on a mahira, AAuth a A^ery large head.

This may be Nirriti, the regent of the south-west.

Just behind the porch is (12) a Yaga figure A\Tth fiA^e hoods as a sort of dwarapahi,

^ Like niany other points in Hindu mythology, the number and names uf the river goddesses is (juite

unsettled. In some of the classics they are called the Sapta-Siiidhava, but for these even the Mahdhhanifa

t^vo different enumerations. In the Peninsula tliey are often reckoned as (1) Yamuna, (2) Sarasvati, (3) (Tanga,

(4) Xarmada, (5) Godavari, (G) Kaveri, and (7) Xanya ;
but in ditferent districts one or more of the following

—

Sindhu, Satudri (Satlaj), Goiiiati, KrElina, Tungabliadra, Tamraparni, and Manneri—are added or substituted for

others in this list. The first three—Yamuna, Gaiiga, and Sarasvati—however, seem to have been the favourites,

and generally accepted.

- Sec GrifFiilfs beautiful version of the first seven cantos of the Knntara-SamUiava or Bhilt of iltt TlTn* Gufl

(Triibncr, 1879).
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having a lotus bud in the left hand. On the north side wall of the entrance is a Niigani

with one hood and a dwarf female attendant, and a gandharva over her right shoulder.

(13) On the jamb of the porch is a tall female—a river goddess—standing on a makara as

Gahgil, and resting her arm on a smaller female. A fat gandharva figure with a large

cliauri is over her right shoulder; that over the left has been broken away, except the

chauvi

;

and below is another attendant figure. (14) On the other pilaster has been a

similar sculpture. (15) On the south side of the pilaster and return of the wall are a

Nagani and a Xaga figure as on the other side, with large chauri, and one gandharva

over her head and two over his bearing garlands. (16) Indra, the god of the

firmament and regent of the east, on his elephant Airavati, with Indrani, Aindri or Sachi

behind, and above are gandharvas. This panel is much weatherworn. (17) Behind this a

little, in a narrow compartment, is Yama the Restrainer,” the god of death, the Pluto or

Minos of the Indian Pantheon and brother of Yanii, the regent of the south, mounted on a

buflalo. (18) The next also contains a riding figure, but much abraded and indistinct

—

2
'>ossiblv Yayu, the regent of the north-west, who should be mounted on a Bhuta or spirit.

(19) Yothing is left in the next compartment, but it also was ^wobably occupied by another

of the eight Dikpalas or regents^—Kuv6ra or Isana,

Over the water drain is (20) a large figure of Yaraha, with eight arms, and five

gandharvas above ; the figure of Piuthivi or Bliiiinidevi is destroyed. Then, on the return

of the wall facing north are three jianels— (21) Yishnu on Garuda; (22) an eight-armed

Trivikrama as at Badami, but destroyed below; and (23) a figure in violent action. On

the west face again are (24) Yarasimha, the man-lion avatilra of Yishnu, with long curls;

and (25) an eight-armed figure in violent action, possibly Siva in the Tandava dance, with

Parvati at his right side.

To the south of this is a rock-cut cistern about 22 feet by 19.

On each side the entrance to the j^orch is a sitting figure with one foot up {lalitdsana

rnudrd )—^^erhaps they had beards; and on the front of the inner jamb on each side is a

female with umbrella and chauri overhead, and a small attendant. Passing through the

Go[)uram,“ in which the two
2
>illars on each side dividing the passage from the guard-rooms

have been neatlv carved, we find the jambs at the east end have fat figures on the front,

one holding a sahJdt and the other a bud, out of both which a long torana or roll extends

over their heads. Above are two gandharvas, and their seats are su
2

)

2
^orted by lions.

On the east faces of these jambs are gigantic four-armed Pudras with clubs, as dwara-

j)ula3 . In the inner j)orch of the gateway are two sculptures in panels with side julasters

and pediments; that on the south wall is the IMahishasuri already referred to, and on the

north side is a Ganesa Avith female chaiiri-bearers.

On the outer side of the north wall of the j^orch is the large Maliishasuri already

described, and on the return wall of the court are—(1) A two-armed figure with high

rnukufa, and his right hand j^ressed against the ujAi^er corner of the compartment. (2) A
male and female, supposed to be Kama, Manmatha, or Makaraketu (Eros, Cupid), and his

wife Rati or Reva (Yenus) : these are represented on
2
>late xxvi, fig. 2. (3) On the return

of the Avail is a single male figure. (4) A female Avith the hair gathered in a lumj) on her

left shoulder. (5) A male and female Avith a slender palm-tree betAveen them, the stem

^ fii^urtiS appear in the ruuf of the verandah of the great cave uf Juulaiui aho. »See Ind. Aid
,
vuh vi,

p. 3G1 and plate.

- The apartment marked A on the plan, Cave s, pi. Ixxxi.
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notched. (6) Vishnu mounted on Garuda. (7) Over the drain a figure sitting on a chair

with another kneelino- in front.

To the north of this is an unfinished cave in the screen, with four stout short pillars

having thick compressed cushion-shaped capitals : one pillar is destroyed.

On the south side of the entrance porch, and partly on the west wnll, is (1) a large scul})-

ture of Siva in the chariot of the sun, drawn by the four Vedas as horses, with Brahma

as his charioteer, armed with the bow (Himalaya) which he draws against an enemy. This

sculpture is also found in tlie Das-avatara cave. In front of him in several panels are

groups of small figures ;
in one in front of the horses his enemies seem falling in confusion.

(2) Behind this is a four-armed figure with a peculiar turban, and holding a large

fruit in his hand. The next figures (3 to 6) are apparently Panlras in various attitudes.

(7) Over the drain are—a small figure bending a bow with his feet
;
a larger one, apparent!}

about to strike or push awaiy a female
;
and some others; and (8), to the left, a male and

female seated on a sii’nlidsana. Xext to this is an unfinished excavation in the south end

of the screen, apparently intended fin* a small open room or shrine.

It is evident from the number of unfinished excavations, especially on the south side

of the court, that for long after the great temple was finished, works w^ere carried on at

difierent points in the surrounding rock, adding shrines and images, until perhaps the

inroads of the Muhammadans finally put a stop to them.

CHAPTEll V.

ELUEA BRAHMAXICAL CAVES NORTH OF KAILASA.

Caves XVII. - XX.

Of the caves to the north of Kailasa, except in one or two cases, not much need be

added to what has been said in the Cave Tcnii>Ies (pp. 438-448). Across a deep ravine and

watercourse, we reach Caves XVIL, XVIIL, and XIX., of wdiich the first two are in close

contact. No. XVIL is locally known as the '' Chhota/' or small ''Dumar Lena,'' though

it has no resemblance to the larger cave passing under that name. The ground-plans of it

and of Xo. XVIIL are given in plate xxxii, fig. 1, from which it will be seen that it had a

low court in front wuth a corridor round it, now fallen in and ruined. Eight steps rise up

to the porch (now also fallen) on the level of the hall, the front of wRich is supported by

four pillars (see plate xxxiii, fig. 2), and the roof inside by eight heavy scpiare ones of various

patterns, one of which, from the back row, is represented in plate xxxiii, tig. I. It has

never been finished above, but the drawing show^s how it was probably iutended to com-

plete it. These pillars may be compared with the pilasters in Eavana-ka-Khrii [Cave

Temples, plate Ixxi, fig. I). The front and back aisles are fully 2 feet lunger than the

middle one, being 64 feet, and the depth of the hall is 37 feet. In the back wudl are three

doors, two opening into the pradalcsltinCi passage wdiich surrounds the shrine,^ and the

central one into the shrine itself, wdiich contains a large s(|uare altar and a decayed Jiiaja.

The only sculptures on the wmlls are Mahishamardiiii in the south end of the front

1 Compare with this tlio plan of the temple of Pdpanatlia at Pattadakal {Ar^'h. vd. i. platt* xlvii).
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ziish*, t*uur-urrn<Ml, with trisnln an«l sworh, and holding by the no-e the buflalo, which re[)re-

-ients tlie Asuni
;

(hiua[>:Ui, uhsn four-armed, is carved in the north end.

(hi tlio rock on tlie left side of the court, at the end of the lacade, is a figure of Brahma

with thret‘ fact s, roj»resented in plate xxxvi, tig. 1.

(Aivt* Wdll., close to this, has an irregiilar-^hape<l court in front, in the middle of

whiclt is a shallow trough. The cave is rai.sed above the level of the court, and has lour

nritinished pillar.^ in front. Tlui hall is h7 feet long by about 22r, deep, having a slightly

raised platform inside. At the back us an antechamber 30 feet by lOl feet, with two

<(piare pillars in front and corresponding pilasters, having low bases ot two member.s. The

shrine has no p/‘o//o/.>7////d path round it, and ('ontains a round structural I'All or altar—

a

modern form—and a hi'iyif.

( ave XIX. (}>Iat(‘ xxxii, fig. 2) is a verv irregular and much-decayed cave, with a wide

entrance. d1ie hall inside is 43 feet wide l>v about 32 feet deep, uiitl tlie shrine is sur-

rounded bv a ])assage.

(dose to the next is a ruinous cave filled with earth and hidden hy underwood. Cave

XX. (tig. 3) is little more than a shrine, with a wide passage round it, or a hall 37 feet

vide by 30 h^et dee[> in the middle, of whicli a l)lock has been left 20 feet by IG hewn into

a shrimp the front of wiiirdi has l)een given in tlie CWcc 2c///p/cs, plate Ixxviii, which shows

the (*arving on the ditlereiit members of the ihxjr mouldings, and the figures on each side so

v(‘rv aiialogoU'^, even in details, to what are- found in simihir po>itions in the Baiiddlia

e.ivt^s, as nia\^ seen by comparing it witli the front of the .^hriiie in Cave VL (Oarc

7e///p/e.v, plate Ixi), that one is almost for(*ed to allow that the one sect may have copied from

the other. On a platform outside is a square bast‘, eitlier of a (Uf rnjnsta mhluA or the remains

of a [Hulestal for a Xandi. Lower down bv G or 8 feet, and lari her back, is another small

plat hnin.

0A V I-: XXL—U AM ks\'aka.

(‘lo-e to the la>t is tin* cave No. XXL, known ar^ Uame>w’ara, which lias been descrilied

in ('orir>idi*rable detail in 77/e C<fvr 7V///y>/e.s‘ (pp. 438 f, and ]4ate Ixxvi, fig. I, and Ixxvii).

'riu‘ plan, it will be remarked, is similar to that of (avt* XVII, but v llliout the J»iliars in

the floor of the Iiall, aiul more closely resembling that of Cave XX\ I. It has two columns

in front of the shrine, witli corresponding [)ilast(U*s
;
one of the columns is represented in

])late xxxiii, fig. 3. They are somewhat of tlu' Elephanta t\q)C, but in })lace of the bracket is

a ileep s([uare abacus, lairved on the front and sides with figures. The lower half of the

shaft is square, the U[>per portions of it being covered with bands of rich tracery. Over

tlies(' is a deep octagonal member, with dwarfs on the corners; and the iq^per portion of

tin* shaft is circular, with forty-nine very shallow or flat flutes. The side chapels have each

a similar pair of columns in front, but standing on a raised platform, and with only a tliiii

square abamis above.

The facade r>f the cave is shown in plate v. It has a low screen wall in front, now

much rotted away from the accumulation of earth that long lay against it. Below was a

moulded base to about the level of the floor inside. Above this is a string-course of ani-

mals, chiefly elephants. The face of the rail over this is divided into narrow panels by

broad vertical bands of arabesques, each panel containing a standing male and female figure,

ami over this runs a coping of festooned carving. From this wall rise the pillars which

support the roof, nf which the lower portions of the shafts, partly embraced in the
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wall, are square. Just above the screen is an octagonal member with dwarfs on the corners,

then the shafts become circular, with flowered members and flutes. The capital has droop-

ing ears and a square abacus, over which are long brackets, carved in front with human

figures and animals, somewhat in the style of those in the later Ajanta caves ; but here

there are added massive struts supporting the brackets, each consisting, as shown in the

accompanying woodcut (No. 17), of a tall

female fiorure standing under foliage, and

attended by two small figures. Similar figures

on a larger scale are carved at the ends of the

facade, and there they are at once identifiable

with the river goddesses, the one at the left end

standing on a inaJcara, the symbol of Ganga.

Over a plain architrave is a frieze with

sunk panels containing dwarf figures, divided

by compartments carved in arabesque designs.

On the w^hole, this has been the most richly

carved facade of any of the Elura caves, or

indeed of any Brahmanical cave in India.

It is in fact the architectural arrangements

of this facade that constitute the principal

interest in this cave
;
for besides its intrinsic

beauty, its strongly marked characteristics

point it out as the style of a well-defined but

limited architectural epoch. It is reproduced with some changes in Cave III. at Badami, and

to a certain extent in No. XX. at Ajanta, while, as the Badami cave has a well-authenticated

date of 579 a.d., we may feel certain that these Elura and Ajanta caves were executed within

a few years of that date—either before or after. Looking at the extreme elaboration of the

Eamesvara facade, it would appear to be subsequent to the Badami caves, but the difierence can

hardly be fifty years, and in the Ajanta example it may be even less. We have thus a thread

of chronology running through the dates of the pidncipal series of caves of the utmost value

for determining the relative ages, at least of the later examples of cave architecture.

In the chapel in the right end of the hall of this cave is carved one of the large groups

of Saptamatris found also in Eavana ka Khai and in Cave XXII., in this case covering the

three inner walls of the room, and of which the Matris on the back and the group on the

right end wall are represented on plate xxxiv, fig. 1. The vahanas on vehicles of the

difierent mother goddesses that were carved below each are now almost entirely destroyed,

but there is no difficulty in recognisiug them by their positions and the symbols they have

in their hands. Ganapati sits at their head, and then in order from right to left they are

—

(l) Chamunda, (2) Indrani or Aindri (having a vajra in her hand), (3) Varahi, (4) Lakshmi

or ATiishnavi (with the kmkha and chakra), (5) Kaumari or Sena, (6) Mahesvaii, and (7)

Brahmi or Sarasvati. Each of them had a child (except, perhaps, Sarasvati), but they are

all more or less defaced. At the end sits Mahadeva or Siva, with Nandi below, and on the

wall to the left is Siva engaged in the Tdncjava dance, which he performs at the destruction

of the world, with attendants. On the other end wall is the ghastly group represented to

the right, in which Kali and Kala—the goddess of destruction and her partner—are probably

represented. The panel is much injured below.

Xo 17. — Pillar in fi^nt of lifimr^\ara, fruni a phutu^n'aj*!!.
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A very similar group of the Matris is found iu the south side of the next cave No.

XXIL, and is represented also on plate xxxiv, fig. 2. Here Chamunda is represented in a

ghastly skeleton form, v'hile Yarahi, like her husband, has a boars head, and Sarasvati or

Biulimi has three heads and holds a bottle. On the right end vxall are Kala and Ganesa,

and on the left Siva.

The high pedestal in front of the cave, on which a headless Nandi still couches, is

carved on the sides with goddesses also and attendants.

Caves XXIL-XXYII.

Close to Eamesvara, and somewhat advanced in front of it, is Cave XXIL, known as

Nilakaiitha blue-throated a name of Siva. The plan of this cave is given plate xxxii,

fig. 4. It has a somewhat irregular court in front, al^out 42 feet each way, in the centre of

which, on a high base, stands the Nandi mandapa, now somewhat ruined. The plan some-

what resembles that of Cave XYIIL, but with pillars introduced into the hall and in front

of the side chapels. On the south side of the court is a low chapel containing the sculptime of

the Matris referred to al)ove, wdth a skeleton Bhringi or Kala with two arms and outspread

hair; Ganapati and the seven mothers—the last, Brahmi, with three faces and holding a

bottle
;
and, lastly, Siva. All the Matris and Siva have four arms each. Among other sculp-

tures in the vestibule to the shrine is the figure of Gahga represented in plate xxv, fig. 5.

The next two caves (Nos. XXIII. and XXIV.) are close to the last, and are rather a

series of small shrines than cave temples. They are probably of later date than any of the

larger ones. The ground-plan is given on plate ii, drawn to the same scale as the others,

from Avhich it will be observed that they are huddled together and contain six round vedts,

and in one of the sbrines in No. XXIII. is a trimurti on the back wmll (figured in Cave

2\naples, plate Ixxv^, fig. 2). In Cave XXIV. is an injured figure of a Eiver goddess repre-

sented on plate xxv, fig. 4.

From these last to Cav'e XXV., wdiich is known by the names of Kumbarwada and

Sure s vara, is about 70 yards. The plan is given on plate xxxv, fig. 3, which shows that,

l)ehind a hall about 90 feet long, of which the front has fallen away, is a smaller one, 57

feet wide by 23 feet deep and 13 feet 10 inches high, with four square free-standing pillars

in front and two in antis. Inside are two others, wdth corresponding pilasters on the side

walls
;
anel in the back, se})aratiijg it from the antechamber to the shrine, are two more

free-standing pillars, with two in antis. These pillars have brackets, and on the front of

each bracket a male and female fiying figure. On plate xxxv, fig. 2, is a drawing of the

side of one of these pillars, showing how the bracket is separated from the capital of the

shaft by a neck narrower than the shaft itself, and illustrating at the same time the dete-

rioration in style and taste which the proportions and details indicate.

On the roof of the antechamber is the figure of Surya, the sun-god, in his chariot

{Cave Temples, pi. Ixxxiii, fig. 2), from which the temple derives the name of Suresvara.

The shrine door has a Dravidian moulding on the frieze, and by the jambs are tall dwara-

prdas standing on lotuses with v^ery bushy locks and long swords.

The next cave. No. XXVI., is very like the EameKmra in plan (pi. xxxii, fig. 5). The

hall is 74 feet wide by 25 feet deep and IG^ feet high, wdth four pillars in front. At each

end is a large irregular-shaped room at a somewhat higher level, wdth two square pillars

and pilasters in front, and at the back is a still larger one, about 40 feet square, also with

two square pillars and pilasters in front. In the middle of this stands the shrine, about
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IG feet square inside, and witli a circunaambulatory passage about 9i feet wide all namd it.

Tlie entrance of tbe sbrine is richly ornamented with scul
2
:)tured figures, and female statues

stand by the pilasters on each side the entrance to the side [)assages.^

The next is a large cave, No. XXYIL, known as the Milkmaid’s Cave, the plan of whicli

is given on plate xxxv, fig. 4. The front has been supported by six plain octagonal ])illars

wuth bracket cajfitals, but all of them have fallen away except one at the left end and a

fragment of one at the right end. The verandah is about G9 feet long bv 8 feet 4 inches

wide, with several sculptures on the back wall and in the ends. In the walls of the hall

three cells are rudelv excavated. The earvino-s are mostlv Yaishnava in character, and the

arrangement of separating the hall from the verandah by a wall pierced by three doors and

two windows is more in keeping with the plan of a Bauddha cave than any of the other

Brahinanical caves at Elura.

Cave XXIX.—The Dumar Lena or SIta’s Chavadi.

This is the most northern of the Brahmauical caves at Elura, and certainly one of the finest

of the class to be found anvwhere. It is also interesting from its being as nearlv as mav
be a duplicate of the celebrated cave at Elephanta, and also of the less known one at Jug-

esvari. All three are executed on the same plan, the light being introduced from three sides,

which is no small difficulty in cave architecture, but was necessary to produce the effect of

the structural buildings from which they were imitated.

This one is the best preserved and largest of the three, but not the earliest, though the

Jogesvari one (plate xlvi) is certainly the most modern, and, except the Kailasa which is

exceptional, is
2
>robably the last of the great cave temples of India.

A ground-plan of this splendid cave was given in Cove Templea;^ plate Ixxix, and wv^

now add a section (plate xxxvii, fig. l) through the middle of the cave from north to south,

showing the front of the shrine, with the dtvdmpdlas at its corners^ and the pillars and

sculptures on the east side. It is 148 feet wddc by 149 feet deep, and 17 feet 8 inches

high.

The description in Co.ve Temples, p. 44G f., gives a succinct account of the details and

dimensions of this temple, but to give a full description of all its mythological re[)reseiita-

tions and other sculptures, though these are much fewer in proportion to its size than anv

other cave temple here, would fill half this volume. Plate xxxviii, fig. 1, represents on a good

scale the marriage scene on the east wall of the south portico. The two chief figures are

Siva and Parvati or Uma, each with a flower in the left hand ;
below, to the right, kneel-

ing b}" the sacrificial fire, is Brahma, with three heads, acting as priest : to the left are i\[ena

and Himalaya, the mother and father of the Ijride, with a flower and a cocoa-nut. Above

are the gods and goddesses; on the left are—Vishnu mounted on Garuda, Yama on a

buffalo, Yayu or y6ma on a stag, Agni on a goat, and perhaps Vanina
;
on the right are

Indra on Airavati, and Nirrici on a maJeom. Among the goddesses are probably Gaiiga

—

She in her goddess shape divinely fair.

And Yamuna, sweet river-nym])h, were there,

Eaimiiig their lord, that fancy still might deem

8wans waved their pinions round each Lady uf the Stream.

“

1 See Cace pp. 444. 440.

F
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‘•High o'er their heads s’vvcet Beauty’s Queen ^ displayed

Upon a stem of reed a cool green shade,

While the young lotus-leaves of which Twas made

Seemed, as they glistened to the wondering view,

All richly pearled with drops of beady dew.

In twofold language on each glorious head

Tlie Queen of Speech- her richest blessings shed
;

In strong, pure, godlike utterance for his ear,

To her in litpiiid tones, soft, beautifully clear.*’

^

Fio'. 3 of the same plate represents the left-hand corner of the shrine showing the

dwarapalas with them attendants. At each corner is a similar group, the muJciitas of the

guardian figures being very richly carved. At Elepahanta these gigantic figures are attended

hv fat male dwarfs, whereas their companions here are females.

The other sculp^tures here are arranged as at Elepjhauta, in the ends of the aisles on

the three op)en sides. But as the shrine occupies the central portion of the back area, there

are no sculptures on the walls behind it
;
whereas at Elephanta, the shrine being in the

west side of the cave, the back wall contains the three largest and finest sculptures, viz.,

the oTeat Trimurti in the centre, Arddhanari and attendants on the left, and Siva and

Parvati with numerous smaller figures on the right. These have no rep^resentatives here.

In the north verandah, the sculpjtures corresp^ond to those in the same p^osition at Elep^hanta,

but are greatly inferior in details. In the east end of it is Siva as a logi or ascetic, with

a club in his left hand, and seated on a lotus upfiield by Naga figures, with tw^o females

worshipsping behind each,—an evident copy from the figures of Buddha. None of the

accessory figures are represented here which render the Elepthanta one so excellent a

rendering of Kalidasa’s p)oetical descrip:>tion. The pjanel in the west end is the Tandava

dance, said to be pjerformed by Siva at eventide to the sound of musical instruments, with

his hair loose, stamp:)ing with frantic energy, attended by his gana and Pisachas, when the

dust he raises is p:mt on their heads by the other Devatas.^ The sculp^ture, however, is very

inferior to that on the right of the entrance at Elep3hanta.

In the west aisle or front of the cave, the panel in the right end is the very freepuent

one of Havana under Kailasa, the white mountain, which is the special abode or heaven of

Siva. The p)rincip3al figures in this have not the larger p)rop3ortions than the subordinate

ones, which is usually given them in other rep^resentations of the same scene,—the finest

example of which is to be found under the south porch of the Kailasa tempDle, where

it is really well reparesented. In the left or north end is an unfinished sculp^ture of Bhairava,

the terrific form of Siva, very eflcctively represented in the Das Avatara (see pal. xxii, fig. 2),

and also in the west ai^>le at Elepalianta.

In the south aisle or portico, besides the marriage scene already referred to, is a very

common scul[)ture of Siva and Parvati at p>lay, with numerous gandharvas, &c,, above
;

the bull Nandi and the rollicking dwarfs or Gana below ;
Vishnu is reparesented to the

right, and Brahma on the left. These two are the best executed of the six great panels.

Outside the cave, on each side, is a tall Eiver goddess and attendants.

^ Ski or Laksliini. “ Saiabvati.

2 Griffith’s Birth i>f thf^ War-God^ pp. 98 and 105.

^ See kVilsoii’s Hindu Thtcitre, vul. i, p. xix, and vol. ii, pp. 53, 58, 59, 153; Colebrooke’s Essaf/r^ vol. ii.

p. 153.
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CHAPTER YL

THE JAIXA CAVES AT ELUEA.

It may help to illustrate the chronology of Jain a history ^ and its connection with Buddhism

to remember that Mahavira, the last Tirthahkara^ was contemporary with Buddha.' The

followincr table brings together the dates" belonging to both sects :

—

o o o o o
B.C.

Gautama Euddha, born at Kapilavastu .... About riGO

S renika Eimbisara, king of Magadha ^
.

• 35
540-512

Yardhamana, Mahavira, or Jhataputra, born at Chitrakot in Eihar „ 540

Gautama became Euddha at Euddhagaya .... 525

Yardhamrma became a Digambara ascetic .... ‘ 55
509

Yardhamana became an Arhat or Jina .... 49G

Ajatasatru, called Kuiiika or Konika by the Jains ' ' J
488—4G1

Gautama Euddha’s Yirvdna ...... • 480

Yardhamana Mahav^ra^s Yirvdna '^

at Pava 467

Hdayibhadra, Hdayasva, Udayin, or Udasin,® son of Ajatasatru • 33 4G1-437

Xandivardhana, a new dynasty ..... • 53 407-

xVlexander the Great’s invasion of India .... in 327

Chandragupta founded the Maurya d3masty • 35
318-295

Bindusara or AhirisS^ra, the Amitrokhates of the Greeks" 33
295-2G7

Asoka or Priyadarsi, son of Bindusara ....
3 )

2G7-22G

Samprati, grandson of Asoka ...... . about 225-217

Dasaratha, grandson of Asoka, Samgata, Salisuka, Somasarman, and

Satadhanvan ........ • 217-185

Bridhadratlia, the last of the Maurtms .... 185-182

Pushyamitra, the first of the Suhga dynasty •5 182-152

Balamitra, Ehanumitra, and Xabovahana ®
. • " T

150-74

Gardabhilla in IJjjain ....... - 74-Gl

^ For eome notes on Jainism see Care pp. 4S5 tL

- See S. Hardy, Man. Budh.y p. 274; Ind. Ant

.

voL ix, p. 2oS.

^ This is based on an extract from Merutiuiga's Vktidrasreni in Ind, Ant.^ vul. ii, p. 3G2, on Ileinachaiidra

-

statement i^Parisislitaparran, viii, 341) tliat Chandragupta became king Ida years after Haliavira’s nlrrOna, and on

the dates given in The Cave Templei^^ pp. 24-2 G.

^ The Ceylon chronicles assign to Eiinbisara the long reign of hfty-two years, and stale that h<- va-

murdered by his son Ajatasatru, wliile both the Vuiiii and Ptn-dnas agree in giving twenty-eight year- t'>

his rule, and after him the Midsya inserts the names of Kanvayana (with nine year>) and Phuminiitia *1

Pliiimiputra (with fourteen years), which till up the interval. lhm]»i:?ara's name is given as Vitlniisara in tie

VtAotii P., as Yidhisara in the Bhngucat, Lasstar, Ind. Alt> rth, (2d. ed.) vrj i, p. Sd9, and anh. j'. xxxviii

For Srenika or S'renya, conf. Asiat. 7iV,s., vol. xx, p. 46; liurnouf, Ldrod. a lUiB. yhe/d/o pp. 12S, 147,

^ The Jaina chronicler gives only 108 years to the Haurya dynasty, and places Mahavira's Yfrrdna Id.') yeai-

liefore Chandragupta’s accession, thus giving 312 b.c. (the .Seleucidan era) for the latter event. This drops about

six years from our usual reckoning; but Merutuhga and other writers add sixty for the reign of IMlaka : if w*-

regard this as a mistake for six, the dates relating to ^Mahavira here will be thrown back .-ix year.—his death

to 473 B.C., just 155 years before Chandragupta (318 b.c.), and add six to the 108 \eari of the Maurya dyna-i\.

to which the Pnrdna^, however, assign 137.

According to the Vdi/ii Purdna and the Jaina and Paiiddha acenunts, he founded IVitaliputra, and ruie<l.

according to the Pardnas. thirty-three years; but botli place Hharbaka, Harshaka or Vansaka iietwc-eii Ajata-atiu

and him, with a reign of twenty-four or twenty-live years. The lluddhists a-:?ign to Ajata'^atru, t]iirty-tw>> y.ai- .

to Udayibhadra, .sixteen : to IVlunda, eight ; and to Nagadasuka, twenty-four in succes-ion.—Eurnouf, Ldmd. d

Ptuddli. Ind.^ p. 319; Maharani<a.' iv.
;
Lassen. Ind. AlfertJt,, vul. ii, pp. 222, 12<)7.

” Atheiiteus, xiv, 67 ; Strabo, IL, i, 9. ^ These were probably kings of Ljjain and not of dLurail'n i.
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The Jaina caves at Elura form almost a group by themselves separated from the

Dumar Lena, the most northerly of the Brahmanical caves, by about 400 yards. The

group is a small one, consisting of only five caves, two of them unfinished, but the two

principal ones are very extensive works.

The first of them, removed a short distance from the face of the scarp, Avhich at the

place is very low, is known as the Chhota Kailasa, from the circumstance that, like the

great Brahmanical temple, it is not a cave, but a free-standing monolithic shrine, executed

in the middle of a pit hewm out of the rock. It is very much smaller, how^ever, than the

great Kailasa temple, being only one storey in height, wdth a very stunted and unfinished

tow^er. The hall is only 36 feet 4 inches square, but, like its pattern, has sixteen pillars

arranged in four groups ; and the shrine at the back is small.

The second also stands in a pit, into wdiich the porch projects, but the hall, quite

unfinished, is under the rock. This temple is filled up wdth eartli.^

The Indra Sabha.

The two principal Jaina caves are very extensive w^orks, superior both in extent and

elaboration to any of the Brahmanical caves, excepting of course the Kailasa, and the

Visvakarma among the Bauddha ones. Though two storeys in height and extremely rich in

decoration, the Indra and Jagannath Sabhas are entirely deficient in that purpose-like

architectural expression wdiich characterised the w^orks of the tw^o earlier religions. They

have no cells, like the viharas, and are nothing like the Chaitya halls of the Buddhists, nor

do they suggest the Chavadis, like the Dumar Lena, of the Hindus. Rich and elaborate

though they certainly are, the plan is compressed, and all their arrangements seem to result

more from accident than to have arisen from any well-conceived design, so that they lose

half the eftect that might have been produced wdth far less elaboration of detail.

Their age, too, is certainly considerably subsequent to that of the caves belonging to

the twm other sects, as if, after the decadence of the Eathod dynasty “ in the ninth or

tenth century, the Jainas had taken possession of the locality and determined to mark

the superiority of their religion, which w^as then becoming so important, by attempting to

rival the wa:>rks of their predecessors. Had they had any real motive in w^hat they did

tlnyv might have succeeded in this, but the absence of purpose is so evident in all they did

that their failure was inevitable.

The Indra Sabha, as explained in the Cave Temples, is, like Kailasa, rather a group of

caves than a single one, consisting of a central twm-storeyed cave wnth a court in front and

smaller caves finaning wings on each side. The plans of both floors have been given in The

Cave Temples (plates Ixxxvii and Ixxxviii), and need not be repeated here. But on plate

xxxvii, fig. 2, is given a longitudinal section of the cave, which, together with the plans, may

enable the reader to form a tolerably accurate idea of its arrangements and architectural style.

The cave faces the south, and outside the court on the east side is a small hall 19 feet

by 13 feet, wdth a low^ screen w^all and twm pillars in front, square below and octagonal

above, including the ca})itals. In the ends of this are the favourite sculptures of Parsva-

natha's temptation" and the tapas or asceticism of Gautama Rishi or Gomatesvara.

^ Fur further details, sue Gev pp. 49.3, 49 G.

“ Tile Rruhtrakutii kingdom beems to have been divided in the time of Govinda 111., T\dien his younger

biyther, Indra, e>tclbli^hed a >eparate kingdom of Gujarat, about the very end of the eiglith century.

^ Cave pi Ixxxvi, and j*. 49 G.
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A screen wall, left in the rock, terminates the court on the south side, and is pierced by

a doorway with a Dravidian roof. This court is about 56 feet inside from north to south

and 48 feet across. In it stands an elephant on the right side, about 15 feet high, inclusive

of the pedestal
; a fine monolithic column^ 27 feet 4 inches high, which fell over against the

side rock about eight years ago
;
and a small mandapa analogous to the Nandi mandapas in

front of Saiva temples. This is about 8 feet 5 inches square inside, raised by eight steps

above the level of the court, with a door on each side, but only with ascents from the north

and south sides
;
each door has two advanced pillars. The roof, as may be seen from the

section and the plan of it (plate xl, fig. 1), is Dravidian in style. Inside this room is left a

square block of rock, on each side of which is carved a figure of Mahavira, one of the

Tirthankaras, with the wheel in front of the seat supported by lions.

The accompanying autotype plate vi is a view taken in 1874, before the monolithic

column in the west side of the court fell over, and shows the gateway, the mandapa in the

court and the pillar, with portions of the facade behind them.

Exclusive of the verandah, the lower hall must have been intended to be about 72 feet

wide by 56 feet deep, beyond which are two free-standing pillars and two in antis in front

of the vestibule to the shrine, 40 feet wide and 15 deep, inclusive of the pillars. The shrine

alone has been completed, and is 17

^

feet wide by 13 feet deep, containing a Mahavira

seated cross-legged on a lion-throne, with the wheel or chaJcra in front, which is one of his

emblems with the Digambara Jainas, to whom these cave temples have belonged.

The stair ascends in the verandah, and lands in the east end of the verandali of the

great hall above. This upper hall, exclusive of the verandah, from which it is only separated

by a low parapet wall, measures 55 feet deep by 78 feet wide. The verandali is about 54

feet long and 10 feet wide. In each end is a colossal image, the male {Cave Teiaphs, })late

xci, fig. 1) in the west, and the female in the east, usually known as Indra and Indraui, the

former being seated on an elephant and the latter on a lion, with a tree behind the head of

each, and small figures of attendants beside them. These figures are perhaps the A'akslia

and Yakshini or Sasanadevi, the instructors of the Tirthaiikara to whom the temple is

dedicated. Each Jina or Tirthahkara, like each Buddha, has his sacred tree
;
but he has

also his Sasanadeva and Devi, his principal male disciple or follower, and chief of his female

followers. These are very shadowy creations, and it would.be difficult to find anywhere

among the numerous temples of the sect, with all their exuberance of images, representa-

tions of the fortv-eight male and female Sasanas or Yakshas that could be distinguished

from one another. Neminatha, the 22d Jina in their books, has the Yetasa for his tree ;

but at Mount Girnar the mango (^A^nha) takes its place
;

his instructor or Yaksha is

Gomedha, and his Yakshini Ambika; “ Parsvanatha, the 23d, has the Dhataki

tomentosa) for his tree, and Parsvayaksha and Padmavati for his instructors
;
and Maha-

vira, the 24th and last Jina, has the Sala {^Sltorea rohu.sta)" as his consecration tree, and

MatanguG and Siddhayika as his attendant divinities. But that the figures at the ends

of this verandah, and so frequent in the other caves here and at Ankai, Patna, and elsewhere,

represent a pair of these divinities is doubtful. They are always represented on the sann^

1 For drawing, see Care Ttnaples^ pi. Ixxx, fig. '1.

- She is a form of Durga, regarded in Gujarat as a mother-goddess, and has a temple on the summit <'f

Mount Girnar, wliich is sacred to Xemiiiatlia.

^ This is also the Biksha tree of Ajitaiiatha and Sumatiuatha. the 2d and 5th Tirthankaras.

^ lie figures also as the Yaksha to SuparA'aiiatha, the 7th Tirthahkara.
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animals, and tlie male is probably meant for Iiidra, who plays as great a role in the Jaina

as in Bauddha mythological literature, being an interested listener to the teaching of the

Jiiias;^ and the female might be his consort, the voluptuous Sachi or Indrani,^ but it is

much more probably meant for Ambika, whose proper vehicle is a tiger or lion, and who

is a special favourite among the Jainas.

Behind each of these figures, but entered from the side aisles of the hall, is a small

room about 9 feet by II, by which access is obtained to the shrines on each side of the

front area. A few steps lead down from each side room into a smaller one, carved all

round with Jaina figures, at the ends of the verandahs of these side shrines. On the east

the verandah has two pillars in front and two behind, rising from low parapet or screen

walls, with Ambika in the south end facing the entrance, at the right side of which Indra is

represented with a bag in his left hand and a cocoa-nut in his right, exactly like the figures

we find in the shrines of the Bauddha caves facing the principal images. The hall is about

25 feet wdde by 23^ feet deep, the roof supported by four scjuare pillars with round capitals.

On each side is a deep recess; in that on the right is a naked figure of Gomat^svara, a

favourite with the Digambara Jains, and of whom several gigantic figures exist in the

Canarese country.^ He is alw^ays represented with creeping plants twining themselves

round his limbs, snakes coming out of ant-hills at his feet, his hair falling over his shoulders,

and attended by worshippers. In the corresponding recess on the left is Parsvanatha,

also nude, and with attendant ficrures.^ In smaller recesses are figures of Mahavira vseated

cross-legged ; on pilasters at each side the shrine door are nude Jaina dwarapalas ; the archi-

traves are carved with numerous small figures
;
and on the throne inside is a cross-legged

Mahavira.

Another door in the south-west corner of the great hall has a four-armed Devi on the

right side, and below, on the left, a figure of Sarasvati, eight-armed, with a peacock.

Passing through a small room and down a few steps with sculptures on each side, we enter

the verandah, a small hall similar to that just described. Ambika is seated at the right

side of the steps, and a D^vi opposite to her, four-armed, with two round discs or flowers

in her u})lifted hands, and something very like a vajixt in her left upon the knee. Indra

is seated in the west end of the verandah facing the entrance. A figure of Mahavira

occupies the shrine and several compartments in the walls. In deep recesses again

Parsvanatha is placed on the left, and Gomatesvara on the right side of the hall, which is

very similar in plan to the one on the east side, but the four central pillars are more

elaborately and sharply carved after the pattern of those in the great hall. The two on

the inner sen.^en liave sixteen sides, and also correspond to those on the screen in the

great hall. One of these is represented on plate xxxix, fig. 3, and the carving on the

members of the corresj>onding pilaster in fig. 4. Pairs of figures in dalliance fill the com-

partments of the low inner screen. On the ceiling are some fragments of painting in this

room.

The facade of this side cave is shown in the accompanying plate vii, the greater part

1 The Satrnhjana Md]idtin>jn^ for example, is a relation made to Indra, at his own urgent desire, hy Mahavira.

- Hta name does nut occur in the list of the twenty-four Sasanadevis of the Jinas,

2 I/ifJ. Anfiq., vol. ii, pp. 129, 3o3
;

vol. v, p. 37, An inscription on the Karkaja statue, however, calls it an

imacro of llahubalin, who was the second son of Eishabhanatha, the first Tirthankara. See also Arch, Suj\ W.
Ind. Uf'p., vol. i, pi. xxxvii, and ]>. 25,

See a representation of one of tliese figures of Parsvanatha in Gave Temples, pi. Ixxxvi.
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of it being covered with sculpture in an exceedingly good state of preservation. The right

half of the rock below is excavated in two storeys and the left in one, and between the upper

of the two on the right and the one on the left is a vertical belt of carving
; at the bottom of

it is represented a fight, in which over three prostrate bodies other three are contending with

four. Over this is a smaller panel, in which two females kneel on the left and two males

on the right of a sort of stool. And ON er tliii^ a^^ain is a . figure of f a r s v a n atha seated

cross-legged on a svmhdsana or lion-throne, with the wheel in front, a small worshipper at

the right corner, a c/iawi-bearer with high cap on each side, and the great seven-hooded

snake behind him canopying his head. Above on the left is an object that may be intended

to represent a structural chaitya or a dagoba.

The lowest storey on the right has lately been cleaned of earth, and has two neat pillars

in front (plate xxxviii, fig. 2). On the back wall are figures of Indra and Ambika, both

particularly well cut, and in good preservation when excavated. Phrs van atha occupies

the left end, and Gomatesvara the right, with deer and dogs at his feet; farther back and

seated cross legged is a Tirthahkara. In the shrine is Mahaviia with c/n(«A-bearers, a

triple umbrella and foliage behind the head. Over this is another chapel with ParA’anatha

on the left side, two small cross-legged Tirthahkaras on the upper half of the right side,

Indra and Ambika in recesses on each side the shrine door, and a Jina inside with clio.url-

bearers seated cross-legged on a simhdsana with the wheel in front. In this chapel

Gomatesvara is carved at the front between it and the facade of the principal cave.

To the left (west) of these two, and nearly as high as both together, is a hall about 30

feet wide by 25 deep, having a screen wall in front, over which rises a pillar on each side

the entrance. The upper part of this screen, which, as in tem^des of the tenth to twelfth

centuries, forms the back of a seat inside, is carved with water-vases in small panels, each

separated b}^ two colonnettes, and the lower portion, like that of the upper storev, is carved

with elephants’ heads separated by slender pilasters, and each playing with or feeding on

flowers ; it differs only in height from the one above and in no sdrdulas being represented.

Inside are four pillars with high square bases and cushion capitals, the front ones only bavin o-

much carving. In the central compartment on the west wall is Parsvanatha,^ with female

chhatri-heaver, the snake behind him overshadowing his head with its hoods, and at his feet

two Naganis and two richly dressed worshippers, while round him are numerous demons

trying to disturb his meditations, as the emissaries of Mara attacked Buddha." In the next

compartment is a repetition of the same on a smaller scale, with a cross-legged Jina above.

On the east wall Gomatesvara is represented in the central compartment with deer

and perhaps a dog at his feet, and female attendants (plate xli, fig. 3). Above him are

Gandharvas, one with a large drum just over the umbrella, and others with cymbals and ear-

lands. In the compartment to the right of this is a smaller Parsvanatha, and in that to the

left a standing figure half split off, with figures of deer, makara, elephant, ram, &c., by the

sides. Above it is a small cross-legged Jina, and on the back wall were Indra and Ambika,
now much defaced, with an ascetic bearing a clihatri ;ind holding up one hand to her left.

Two stiff Jaina dwarapalas guard the shrine door, inside which is a Jina on a s'uhhdsv.na

with the wheel in front. He has two attendants and triple umbrella, with Gandharvas

making music to him and bearing garlands.o o o

^ Cave Temples, pL Ixxxvi.

- Cave Temples, pp. 32S, 345, and ]*1. li.
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The faeacle over these rooms, forming a parapet in front of the hall above, has a com-

partment iii the centre carved with a male and female, attended by two smaller females,

each holding the stalk of a flower; at the sides are pilasters bearing maJcaras holding a

ti>rami (plate vii). On each side the wall is divided by small pilasters into panels, containing

alternately an elephant’s head plaving with, or feeding on, flowers, and a rampant sdrdida

trampling on a small elephant. Above this is a frieze of w^ater-jars. Above the hall a

drip projects covered with florid carving, flying figures in twos and threes, and curious

little dwarfs hanging over with garlands. The next moulding is carved with numerous

animals, but somewhat weatherworn
;
and over it is a broad frieze, broken vertically by

pilasters into re})resen rations of little shrines, each containing a figure; Indra in the centre

on the left and Ambika on the right, with Gumatesvara, Parsvanatha, and other Jinas in

the remaining panels. The middle portion, representing the side of a building with an

arched roof upheld by four kneeling figures, has a Jina seated cross-legged on the side, and

another in a chaitya*window shaped recess just above him. Over this again the rock pro-

jects a little, and has served to preserve the sharpness of this sculpture.

Returning to the great hall, the section on plate xxxvii shows to some extent the variety

in the patterns of the pillars supporting its roof, and of the arrangement of the sculptures on

the walls. The pillars in the central hall are of five different patterns : two in the front and

two in the back row are illustrated on plate xxxviii, fig. 3 ;
the two middle columns on each

side in fig. 1, with which is also shown the bracket above and the architrave; and the

corner pillars are of the style represented in fig. 4. The four columns separating the

Aurandah from the area of the hall are shown on plate xxxix, fig. 1, and those in the front

of the A-erandah in fig. 2.

In the centre of each side wall, occupying a large compartment, is a Jina seated cross-

legged on a throne, Avith the AAdieel, elephants’ heads, and lions carA^ed in front of it, and with

two elejJiants below
;
like Buddha, he is attended by two cAawrz-bearers and a pair of Vidya-

dharas aboA^e, with aureole, triple umbrella, and sacred tree. On each of the other areas,

between pilasters, are two smaller figures of Jinas on simhdsanas, and usually with small

figures blowing conch-shells, between their trees. On the front of each pillar before the

shrine, and also on the corresponding pilasters on each side, are tall nude male figures, some

of them much injured. The ceiling has a large lotus in the centre, and still retains a good

deal of painting, though somewhat smoked.^ The door of the shrine is represented on plate

Ixxxix of Ihe Cave Temples.

The Jagaxxath Sabha.

The second large Jaina cave in this group is known as the Jagannath Sabhay and is

so close to the Indra Sabhii that the wall of the west AAnng of the upper floor of the latter

lias been broken through into a cell on the east side of the upper floor of the Jagannath

Sabha. The court of this caA^e, however, is much smaller than that of the last, hardly

38 feet sr^uare, and has contained some structural erections now entirely destroyed. The

plan of the ground-floor Avith the small caA^e to the west of it is giA^en on plate xc, ficr. 1^ of

the Cave Temples, and that of the upper floor, together with the west shrine of the Indra

Sabha, on fig. 2 ;
and on plate xcii, fig. 3, is given a drawing of one of the pillars in the

lower halk while fig. 1 represents the style of those in the upper hall.

1 For further details see Care I'cmples^ pp. 496-500.

- Cave Tempjles, pp. 500, 501, and plates xc and xcii, figs. 1 and 3.
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The approach to the upper floor has been very clumsily planned—probably it was quite

forgotten at first, and afterwards inserted—at the right corner of the court, where a rude stair

leads up to the right corner of the great hall, which is 57 feet wide by 44 feet deep, and varying

ill height from 13 feet 4 inches in the front aisle to 14^ feet in parts of the central area.

Twelve massiv^e pillars arranged round an oblong central area support the roof, and two in

front with a low connecting parapet wall and corresponding pilasters, form three openings

in 38 feet to lie^ht the interior. This arrane^ement, which is followed with slioht modifica-

tions in all the Elura caves, renders them much lighter than the plan adopted in the Ajanta,

Nasik, Kuda, and other Bauddha caves. Outside, the parapet is sculptured with a large

elephant head at each end.and in front of each pillar, with smaller figures of human beings

in the central division, and of animals in the two side divisions; and over them is a rail of

small colonnettes and flower-jars, the body of each of the latter being carved with human

and other figures. The front of the drip above has been carved with forty little (jo.na, and

other sculptures above them, now much weatherworn. Over this, but removed back a few

feet, are the decayed remains of a frieze richly sculptured with elephants, maJcaras, human

fig^ures, &c.

u The lower floor of this is on the model of that of the Indra Sabha, but is much smaller,

and has been finished, whereas in the latter case the pillars are little more than blocked out

and the side aisles hardly commenced. This hall is only about 24 feet square and 13f feet

high, with four pillars in the floor, and having in front a narrow verandah with two square

pillars on the screen wall. Tliis parapet has been finished only on the left of the entrance,

with elephant heads below and water-jars above, while the carving on the portion to the

right of the entrance has only been begun along the upper portion.

One of the front pillars to the left of the entrance, with a portion of the screen wall,

is represented on plate xxxviii, fig. 3.

Two more pillars on a low partition separate the verandah from the hall, which has

two recesses—one on the left side containing the usual standing figure of Parsvanatha

with the snake-hoods over him and attendant figures, and another on the rig^htside contain-

iug the corresponding figure of Gbmatesvara and attendants, all remarkably sharply cut.

^
Figures of Jinas seated cross-legged fill the other six wall areas between the pilasters. In

the verandah Indra occupies the left or west end, and Ambika the right or east end. The

shrine is entered tlirough a small antechamber with a fine torcAna arch over the entrance
;

it is about 9 feet by 7, and 10 feet 8 inches hiuh, with a cross-leuued fiuui'e of i\Iahavira
^ J ^ O ^ OG O

on the throne. The drip over the entrance has not been carved, and large j^i^ces have

fallen out of it.

The hall on the left side of the court is about 27 feet square and 12 feet high, with a

shrine 9-i feet by 8^, and 9 feet li inches high, and on each side of it is a cell, the left one

breaking into the next cave. This and the breaking into the cell at the left end of the

upper storey of the recess on the right of this hail may perhaps indicate that it was forced

in here after the others were completed.

On the other side of the court are two other small chapels, the walls of which are

covered with Jaina sculpture.

Cave XXXIV.,

The last of the series of caves, joins close on to the Jagaunath Sabba, and has been

broken into by the hall on the west side of the court of the latter. The verandah in front
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has been quite destroyed, except a small fragment of the left end. The back \vall of it has

two pilasters, and is pierced by a door and two windows. The hall is 20^ feet wide by

about 22 feet deep, and is 9 feet 8 inches high, with four pillars in it, and corresponding

]hlasters on the wall. One of the pillars is given in plate xl, fig. 4. All the spaces between

the pilasters on the walls are covered with rich sculpture.^

The colossal figure of Parsvanatha on the other side of the ridge is described in The

Cave Temples (p, 502), where a translation of the inscription upon it, dated 3rd Plnllguna

sudi S. 115G, corresponding to Wednesday, Feb. 21, a.d. 1235, will also be found. It

records the dedication of this image by one Chakreswara of (TT()rddbanapura.

CHAPTER VIE

THE CAVES AT BADAMI AND AIHOLE.

lx The Ca.ve Temples (pp. 404-4 1 G) and in the first volume of these Reports^ the

Brabmanical and Jaina caves at Badami and Aihole, in the Kaladgi district, were

illustrated in considerable detail. The discovery of the date of the finest of them also

supplied an important datum for the settlement of the chronology of these works. Little

need here be added to the details there given, but, extensive as is the illustration in the first

Rejjort, it falls far short of representing the full sculptured wealth of these caves, and I now

add a ground-plan showing the whole group of caves at Badami (plate xli, fig. 2). The

ascent is from the Saiva Cave No. L, at the west corner of the scarp, to Caves II. and III.,

which are Vaishnava. Beyond them, and accessible from below, is the Jaina Cave No. IV.

Round the upper part of the walls, over the pillars in front and back of the verandah in

Cave II., is a frieze containing a belt of sculpture only 10 inches broad, in which the figures

are crowded together so as to represent a considerable chapter of mythology. This is given on

plate viii, where figs. 1-3 represent the portion on the inside of the front wall, and figs. 4-8

that on the back. It would be needless describing these scenes in detail
;
those acquainted

with Hindu mythology will make them out. They begin with Vishnu sleeping on Sesha,

with tlie lotus springing from his navel bearing a very small Brahma; in the first half of

fig. 2 is Sri, his consort, bathed by elephants, &c., with Vishnu mounted on Garuda, Indra

on the elephant Airavati, and other gods to the left ; and well to the right Chandi destroy-

ing Mahishasura. The next compartment is the churning of the ocean by the gods and

Asuras, and the horse Uchchaihsravas, one of the products of the operation.^ The end

section (fig. 3) represents a battle. Fig. 5, on the left end of the back wall, hardly seems

connected with the others figs. 5, 6, 7 apparently relate to the history of Krishna,^

On the rock outside Cave L, the Saiva Cave, is sculptured a figure of Siva performing

^ See Cave Temples, pL xci, fig. 2, for a drawing of one coni[>artment.

“ ritport the Beljaum and Kaladgi Districts (1874), pp. 15-28, 37-40, and plates xvii to xxxvii and
xlviii to 1. In the Ltd, Ant,^ vol. vi, pp. 354-366, wiU also be found an account of the sculptures, illustrated by
seven plates.

^ Sue Reports, vol. iii, On Bcdar and Aurangabad, p, 17.

^ Portions of these sculptures are very similar to some of those on the pillars of the temple of Yirfipaksha at

Pattadakal. E'nfortunately, they are not labelled with the names of the actors, as is the case on one pillar there,

where the war of Rama with the Rakshasas is represented.—See Reports, vol. i, p. 32.

^ The principal sculptures, which are Vaishnava, have been described in vol. i, ut finp.
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the Tdndava dance on a lotus, fiofured with the verv unusual numbei' of eighteen arms

(plate xli, fig. 3), and attended Iw Nandi, Ganesa, and Narada.^

In the great Cave No. III. is a frieze very similar in subject to that in Cave IL, only

the band is 14 inches high, and being of much greater length, the twenty compartments of

varying lengths, extending to over 120 feet in all. Of this, about half is represented on

plate xlii. In the central portion of fig. 1 is Sri bathed by the heavenly elephants
;
to the

right is Narasimha, the lion avatara, tearing up Hiranyakasipu, and on the left Vishnu on

Garuda, engaged in combat with a dhrt in a chariot. In No. 2 Vishnu again appears in

the centre on Garuda, and to the rie^ht attain contendins: with Indra in fitrht. A battle-

scene occupies No. 3. In No. 4 Garuda appears carrying off the jar of Amrita^ the water

of life, from the Asuras, and to the left protecting it. In No. 5 it is perhaps Eahu Avho

appears to the right of the jar; Siva leans on Nandi, and Garuda is flying from the left.

No. 6 represents the churning of the ocean, and Nos. 7 and 8 seem to be the scenes pre-

paratory to that undertaking, the gods, mostly four-armed, figuring prominently as if in con-

sultation. The other scenes^ closely resemble those in Cave IL In one of them is Krishna

upholding the mountain Govardhana over the flocks of Vraj, a scene also represented in the

Kailasa temple at Elura and at Mahilvallipuram.^

The Aihole caves are only two— one Brahmanical and one Jaina, and have been

described in the first of these Reports'^ and in The Cave Temples.'' The Brahmanical

shrine, though very small and much injured by Jogis living in it, is so rich in sculpture

that a few specimens may be here added. Plate ix represents the roof of the small hall,

and with the other examples from the neighbouring Jaina cave, figuivd on plate xlix of the

Report on the Belgaum and Kaladgi districts, and that of the Jaina cave at Ankai given in

this volume (plate 1, fig. l) are almost the only examples yet found of an attempt to repro-

duce by carving in relief the forms we have become so familiar with in painting at Ajanta

and elsewhere. These too may have been originally enriched by the addition of colour,

though it was hardly required—the relief of the carving being quite sufticient for orna-

mental effect, and its greater permanency had much to recommend it. Barring a curious

irregularity in the setting out, and which is owing to the shape of the room, the selection

of the ornaments in this ceiling is judicious and elegant, and their arrangement is sufficiently

varied, without confusion, to render it one of the most pleasing specimens of a Hindu

ceiling we are acquainted with. It is so at least till we come to the elaborately constructed

coffers of the temples at Baroli and Mount Abu,® which belong to a later age and different

style of architecture. This ceiling, however, is interesting as a first attempt at a stvle

of decoration that afterwards gave rise to some of the most beautiful forms of Hindu

architecture.

Plate xliii, fig. 2, represents Hara or Siva with only two arms, the parasii, raarhu,

or battle-axe by his left side, and the trisida at his right, holding a snake in his hand,

while another twines round the p)aram, and wearing the crescent moon on his mnhuta.

^ For a sketch, of the sculpture of Ardhanaresvara in this cave, see Ind. xint., vol. vi, p. 359, and plate.

2 See Lid. Ant.y vol, vi, p. 3G5, and plates, where the figures should he arranged as follows : 2d plate, 4tli.

5th, and 2d lines ; 1st plate, 8th, 6th, 4th, and 2d lines.

3 Cave Temples, pp. 149, 460.

^ Yol. i, pp. 37-39, and plates xlviii to 1,

5 Pp. 404, and 491, 492.

^ Tod’s Annals of R<ijastltan, vol. ii, pp. 708, 733, Ac.
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This i.s in the north or left corner at the back of the hall. In the right-hand corner is the

group represented in fig. 1, of Siva, four-armed, without symbols, but holding a triple lock

of his hair on each side, with Parvati at his left hand and Bhringi, his Sannyasi attendant,

at his riglit. Below are four gana. But the peculiarity of this group is in the three god-

desses that rise from a cloud in the shape of a large shell on the miihita. The Gangii

river is fabled to How from Siva’s hair, and the three heads perhaps represent the river

goddesses of the three principal streams, which the Hindus regard as forming their sacred

river, viz., the Ganga, the Yamuna, and the Sarasvati,' the junction at Allahabad being

called Trircnt—“triple braid.” This triad of river goddesses was doubtless once painted

—

Gaiiga, the daughter of Himalaya, would be w'hite
;
Yamuna, the daughter of Surya, on her

left, blue ; and Sarasvati, on Ganga s right, would be red.

In the ends of the antechamber leading into the shrine are two sculptures, one (fig. 3)

of Yariiha, the boar form of Yishnu bearing Prithivi or Bhumidevi, the earth, on his

left hands, holding the chakra or discus in one of the right hands, and with the saiikh figured

in the upper right corner, while a Kaga and Nagini are showm below, perhaps representing

Hiranyaksha,' who had dragged off the earth, and his consort. On the opposite side is a

pretty entire figure of Durga as Mahishamardini (fig. 4), which may be compared

with other figures of the same goddess elsewhere. In the left chapel, off the hall, is the

Tandava dance represented in fig. 5, where Siva has ten arms.

CHAPTER YIII.

JOGESYARI OR AMBOLI AND LONAD.

The large cave known as Jogesvari, near Amboli, in Salsette, w^as described in the Cave

Temples (pp. 475-477), but without any illustration. The ground-plan is now given on plate

xliv, showing its general resemblance to the Dumar Lena at Elura and the great Elephanta

cave,^ while there are also marked differences perhaps indicative of the later date of this

example. The great hall, Avhich is about 94 feet each way, has twenty columns arranged in

a scpiare as in the Buddhist viharas, and in the centre of this stands the shrine, scarcely 17

feet square inside. Being constructed under a low rocky knoll, and lighted only by wdiat

comes in through three doors and two windows in the back wall of the front verandah, wuth

some slight addition from the side doors, it is much darker inside than any of the Elura caves,

and the drainage running into it from the sides, it must always have been a very damp
temple during the rains. Now it stands deep in water for months after they cease.

There is no sculpture on the inner walls, as at Elephanta and the Dumar Lena, though the

pillars are of the Elephanta type. The doors and windows in the verandah have mouldings

round them, and panels above filled with small groups. The verandah in front is 117 feet

long by 15 wide, and an irregular open court has been excavated before it, with two water-

cisterns, on the plan of the neighbouring caves at Kanheri, and also a small shrine and

another room. Two narrow^ passages have also been cut through the rock into the east end

1 Ante, p. 34. A similar way of representing tins triad is to be found at Elephanta. See inv Ekpharda
§44.

- See Harivamsay ccxxiv. Cave Temples, plates Ixxix and Ixxxv.
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of this court, by the side of one of which is another small shrine. The left or west side of

the hall is entered by a sloping passage, with a cistern by the side of it, which enters first

into a sort of guard-room with unfinished rooms on each side, on the plan of the gateway at

Elura, and with decayed remains of sculpture round the door. From the opposite or east

side a more elaborate entrance is formed. First a stair descends or slopes down to a wide

door that gi%'es entrance to a large room over 30 feet deep, with a wide passage through it,

separated from the side areas by a screen of four pillars on each side. This leads into an open^

court nearly 60 feet wide by 40 deep, with two irregular upright blocks of rock, apparently

intended to be hewn into dhvaja-staiiibhas or ensign pillars, similar to those on each side of|

the court of the Kailasa temple at Elura.

This court has three doors into another hall 59 feet wide by about 3lh deep and 16^

feet high, and which is divided into three areas by two rows of four pillars each—each divi-

sion having its own entrance into the great hall of the cave. The central door has been

carefully sculptured, and though now somewhat decayed, it is the best preserved piece of

sculpture here, and is represented on plate xliv, fig. 2. Over the door, under a tohuia, Siva

is seated—apparently receiving worship. Above the makaras on either side are female

figures and cherubs. To the left is the marriage scene so often represented. On the right

are Siva, Nandi, and Parvati, and attendants
;
and the tall dwarapalas and attendant dwarfs

by the jambs are in keeping with those found in other Saiva caves. Over the outer door

of the first hall on this side is also left a portion of the sculpture representing Eavana in

the well-known scene under Kailasa. Ganesa fibres to the left of Siva, and amon^ the

gcmas below expressing their scorn of Eavana are some with animal heads. Over the

makaras at the sides are figures on clouds, and above them again are clouds.

The shrine doors are also moulded, and the principal one, represented on the accom-

panying plate X, will fully illustrate their style, and presents a close analogy to those in the

cave on the eastern hill of Elephanta called Sita's devala,^ and which is apparently more

modern than the great cave there. The whole style is indicative of a later date for this

hall than either the Elephanta one or the Dumar Lena; in fact, as stated in The Cave

Temples, it may be regarded as one of the very latest of the larger cave temples in India,

and may be ascribed to the end of the eighth century a.d.

Loxad.

Lonad is a small village about 3|- miles N.N.E. from Kalyan, and about 30 miles from

Bombav. In a hill which forms one side of a glen above this village Mr. AV. F. Sinclair, of

the Bombay Civil Service, discovered a rock temple in January 1875.^ It faces S. by AV.,

and consists of a verandah 48 feet long by 10 feet wdde, of a hall 45 feet long by 19 deep,

entered by three doors, and of an unfinished shrine at the back (see plan on pi. xlvi, fig. 3).

The verandah has four square pillars in front, with a carved frieze above about a foot deep
;

the left-end portion, or fully one-third of it, is represented on pi. xlv, fig. 1. It will be

observed that there is nothing specially distinctive of any religious sect in these groups,

but when compared with those in the Badami caves (plates viii and xlii), they appear to

belonor to the same general class. In a recess at the left end of the front of the verandah

is a larger group, represented in fig. 3. It is a good deal destroyed on the right or outer

^ See my Ulej^hcuitn, 103, 104. and drawiii^^s x and xi.

2 See IncL Ant., voL iv, pp. 68, 165.
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side, but measures about 8 feet by 6 feet. A pilaster on tlie left side of the sculpture

supports a makarct from whose mouth a toixma issues, and it is probable the other side was

similar. In the centre sits a male figure, as in the fourth compartment of the frieze; a

small female chafes his left foot, and a taller one by his side holds up a sword, as in many
of the Ajanta wall paintings.^ On his right are three females, one with a clicmri^ and

another with a dish or other round object. Two males with curled hair sit on his right,

and other two on his left, each pair being engaged in conversation, while numerous other

figures fill up the background. The scanty clothing of all the figures reminds one of the

! Amanivati sculptures
;
but there is nothing distinctively sectarian in this sculpture any more

than in those of the frieze.

The side doors are surrounded by plain facias, and have small standing figures at each

side, and the central one has slender pilasters and a leaf moulding outside with chaitya

arches on the lintel. At each side is a sort of horizontal disc, borne by a small curly-headed

dwarf, both much injured (see fig. 2). Besides the unfinished shrine, there are incisions made in

the back wall of the hall, as if for the beginning of two cells. There can be no doubt that this

was intended as a Brahmanical shrine, but whether Saiva or Vaishnava, it would be difficult

to decide. The cave is now dedicated to a Gramadevi or villao-e o^oddess, known as Khand-
esvari, or the goddess with the sword {khanda )—possibly from the figure in the sculpture

described above. In the left end of the front, opposite the sculpture, is a rough square

isolated block of stone left in a recess.

The style of the sculpture and of the mouldings on the pilaster, pillars, and door, indi-

cate a much later date for this cave than for even the last described. A little to the left of

this and higher up are two or three unfinished cells.

^ e.g. in Gave Temples, pi. xliii, where t\YO may he seen.

>
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CHAPTER IX.

ELEPHANTA CAVES.

The great cave at Elepliantn, in the Bombay harbour, has been so long known to Euro^^eans,

and has been consequently so often described and so fully illustrated l)y Daniell and others/

that it is hardly necessary to say anything about it in the present work.

The cushion-shaped capitals which crown all its pillars, as represented in the accom-

panying woodcut (Xo. 18 ), seems to have reached its greatest development and beauty of

form in this cave, but is found in greater or less perfec-

tion in so many caves dating from before and after this

one, that it has come to be considered the ty[>ieal capital

of Indian architecture. It may be compared with, the

Doric style of classical art in the same manner as the vase

with the leaf falling over it, as exemplified in the Eames-

vara and elsewhere,^ may be considered as a richer Ionic

order. The two are the principal forms or '' orders of

Indian art, and though they may be compared ^ with the

classic orders, they are thoroughly original in their form

and indigenous in their inception.

The Elephanta cushion capital is also of interest, as

beino- the same form that constitutes the amald sila oro

amaldka crown to Hindu temples of the same age
;
and

thouo’h we are still unable to a'uess from what it mav have

been derived, we can hardly escape the conviction that

their origin was the same.

In some respects the Dumar Lena at Elura may be

said to be a finer cave than this, as it is a larger one, but

it wants that perfection of finish both in architectural and sculptural details which make

this temple so remarkable and so justly admired. The third of the group—the Jbgesvari

one—both as regards its architecture and sculpture, is greatly inferior, and probably may

be considered as the last of the class.

This cav^e may belong to the middle of the eighth century, and is the most complete

of its class, which consists of the three great halls of Dumar Lena, Jbgesvari, and Elephanta.

^ See Cave Temples, pp. 465-475, aftd plate Ixxxv for the ground plan Eor some of these aecount^, see

Xiebiilir s Yonage en Arahte, Ac., tome ii, p. 2*5-33
;
Dr. Vh Hunter in Arduxoloifia, voL vii, pp. 286-29*5 : H.

Hacneil in ihid, voL viii. pp. 270-277 ; Asiat. Ills., xol. iv, pp. 409-417
;
Eorhes, Oriented Mtuiolrs, vol. i, pp. 423,

432, 435, 441-448; Vh Erskine, Trans. Bnmh, Lit. Soe., vol. i, pp. 198-250 ; Fergusson, lioch-Cut Temple.'^, pp.

54, 55; Dr. J. Wilson. Calcutta ILvieic, vol. xlii (1866), pp, 1-25; and my Hocli Ternphs of Eh'iihmda or

Gliarapuri (Buiiihay, 1871).

- Compare also the capital from cave XXIV at Ajanta figure<l in Eepoit, vol. iv, p. 57, woodcut Xo. 17 ;

Care Temples, pi. xlix, fig. 1 ;
in the Tin Thai, ih. pi. Iviii, fig. 2 ;

in the Visvakarma, pL Ixiii, fig. 2 ;
in Kavana

ka Ivluii. ]d. Ixxi, fig. 2 ;
in Kailasa, ])1. Ixxxiv, figs, 1, 2, 3 : and at Aurangfibad, ]>1. Ixvi, fig. 2.

^ We might similarly compare the pillars in the Karle Chaityu, and in several of the Xasik Caves, with thf‘

Tuscan order.
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The accompanying autotype plate xi presents two of the compartments on the^back

wall of this cave ;
that to the left being the Trimurti or large three-headed bust of Siva,

representing him in the three characters of Eudra, Brahma, and \ishnu. The central face

is that of Brahma, or Siva as the Creator, that to the spectator s right is the same god as

the preserver or Yishnu, and that to the left holding the snake in his hand and with the

tusks is Rudra, the destructive form of Siva. The other compartment to the left represents

Siva in the androgynous form of Ardhanari, the right side being male, and leaning on

Xandi, the favourite vehicle of Siva, and the left female representative of Parvati. The

gods are represented on the clouds on either side of this group doing them reverence.

But, besides the great cave, there are several others on the island, which seems to have

been a v^ery early sacred place
;

for, on the north-east of it, on its highest point, is

a large ruined brick Bauddha stupa, which I had opened in May 1882, but found no relic

chamber in it.

Xot far from this, in a south-westerly direction, and north-east from the great cave,

is a neat cave (plate xlvi, fig. 2) with a large court in front, and having a hall or portico

73^ feet long by 26^ feet deep and 11 feet high, with four pillars in front and two pilasters.

Each pillar is 3 feet square to a height of 4-| feet from the plinth on which it stands, and

the neck and compressed-cushion capital, 3 feet 9 inches high, is sixteen-sided. In the

back of the hall are three shrines, the side ones empty, and the central one, 15 feet 7

inches square, contains only a moulded altar.

This cave appears to be the one mentioned by De Couto (1603), who says that ^^in the

other hill of this small island, to the east and nearly in the centre, beyond the great temple,

is another temjde, to which the entrance was formerly by a beautiful gate which had a

porch of marble most exquisitely wrought. This temple has a large hall and three chambers;

in the first, to the right hand, there is nothing left now ; the second has two idols seated on

a large square seat. One of these idols was called Vithala Chendai, had six arms and only

one head, and was supported by two small idols that were on each side of it.''^ ‘ This pro-

bably referred to Vitthala and Chandi, or possibly only to Chandi or Durga in one of her

terrific forms—the Mahishesvari with the Asura and her attendants. The cave is now

known as Sitabai’s Devala.

Quite near to the great cave, a little to the south-east of it, are two others, much

ruined in front, but otherwise not without interest, and probably older than the large one.

The fronts of both have entirely fallen, but they have been on the general plan of the last

described, a long hall or deep verandah, with three cells at the back, and other apartments

in the ends. The portico of the first (CaA^e II. on plate xM, fig. 1) is 85 feet long by about

35 feet deep, with a shrine and two cells behind, and a large room in the left end, about 39

feet by 20 feet, screened off by four octagonal pillars. The shrine door is moulded, and has

dwarapalas by the jambs. In the other (Cave III.) the portico has been 49 feet long, with

a linga shrine and two cells at the back, and a room at the left end about 21 feet by 16 feet,

with slender square pillars in front and a cell at the back, and at the right end is another

small room leading into two more cells.

^ Da A6ia^ dec. yu. liv. iii, cap. 11 ; see also NieLulir, Voyage^ tome ii. p. 33.
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CHAPTEE X.

HAEISCHANDRAGAD AND PATNA CAVES.

The Harischandragad Caves admit of but little illustration, as they are exceedingly

plain, and what sculpture there is has been repeated elsewhere, and they have been fullv

described already.^ The plans (plate xlvii) may help, however, to make the description more

intelligible. Fig. 1 is the ground plan of Cave II., the most complete of the group, and

whilst there is a figure of Ganesa on the lintel of the central door, it will be seen from the

arrangements that there is no shrine or place for worship
; the plan is that of a dwelling-

house, not of a shrine. There seems no reason to suppose that it was ever meant for ought

else, and was probably the dwelling of the priest in charge of the neighbouring temple.

Cave 1. also (see plan, fig. 2) is only a smaller place of the same sort, with a well in front.

Ill a small room on the right side of the court of Cave III. is an altar, and inside the cave i.'^

a large figure of a nude Ganesa in a panel about 6 feet square. Cave IV. consists of an outer

oblong cell with an inner one rough and unfinished. Cave V. is lower, and in a water-

course ; the front has fallen away and a structural one is substituted. The plan is irregular

and unfinished, with broad high benches along the three inner sides, and a cell on the right.

Close to it is a water-cistern. Cave VI. is at a slightly higher level, and is similar to No.

IV., the front room being 16 feet by 8i feet, but a bed of inuram or soft clay has destroyed

the walls. In Cave VII. the outer room is deeper, with an open front, and in the inner

one is a long vedi or altar, as if for three images, and with some small figures and lozenge-

shaped ornaments carved on the front of it. At the right end is a basin to receive the

water, &c., from the images. The miiram bed has also damaged its left and back walls of

this cave. Cave VIIL is similar to No. IV,, with a larger cell.

To the N.N.W. of these small caves and at a lower level stands an old temple of

perhaps the tenth century, consisting only of a neat Vimana, wdth four small porches on

the sides, standing in the middle of a court, the west side of which consists of a rockv

face, in which are excavated three caves (see plan, fig 3)," one of them with a cell in the corner

of it. In the south side is a shrine and two cells, and on the right is a wall with a small

shrine near the entrance
;
the wall that once bounded the north side has fallen. This temple

spire is much like that of the temple of Papanatha at Pattadakal, and is probably as old

as the rock excavations, which seem to have been meant for the accommodation of the

attendants. The pillars and roofs of the small porches are elegantly carved.

Farther down the stream a little is a rock-cut hall about 55 feet square, with a large

liiiga altar in the middle of it.

Patxa Caves.

The caves of Patna or Kanhar, on the south border of Khandesh, near to the Pitalkhoia

Bauddha cave, consist of three excavations, one Brahmanical and two Jaina."'

1 Cave Templc.% pp. 477-479; Ind. Ant.^ vol. v, pp. 10, 11.

- The structural parts are indicated on the plan by the hatched lines being A^ertical

^ Cave Temples, pp, 428 and 492.
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The Bruhmaineal cave is locally known as Sringar Cliavadi, of which the ground-

plan is given plate xlviii, fig. 2, and a section to double the scale (fig. 1), showing the

return of the facade along the side of the court, and the carving on the screen wall and

pillars, the style of which indicates a comparatively late date, as does also that of the

entrance door, shown in plate xlvii, fig. 5, with its very high step and mediseval style of

ornamentation.

The Jaiua eaves are known as Nagarjuna's Kotri and Sita's Nahni, the latter a

very irregular unfinished cave, and the other, strangely enough, bearing the name of one of

the greatest Bauddha teachei*s, if not the founder of the ilahavana schools.^ The plan of the

first is given plate xlviii, fig. 4» the longitudinal section in fig. 3, and a transverse section

in plate xlvii, fig. 4, which shows Iiidra and Ambika seated in front of the two very rude

pillars, and the Jina on a low throne against the back wall. These, wdth the details given

in the Cave Te)iii)les, are sufficient to give a correct idea of this very late Digambara Jaina

excavation.

CHAP T E P X I.

A N K A I C A Y E S.

Iattle need be added to the account of the Brahmanical Caves at Ankai-Tankai gfiven

in Tfic Cave Temples, p. 480. The sketch plate 1, fig. 3 represents the sculpture at the

right side of the entrance to the first cave, and fig. 2 is a drawing of the door of the shrine

to the scale of 1 inch to 3 feet. The sculptures represented in these drawings indicate

pretty clearly that these caves Ijelong to about the same date as the latest Elura Brahmanical

caves, about the tenth century. There are no scul[)ture3 whatever in the other three

excavations. Un plate xlix, fig. i], is a plan of the very irregular Cave No. II.

Tiie Jaina Caves on the ascent to the hill fort are a much more interestincr series,” and have

been elaborately carved. The accompanying autoty[)e plate xii j)resents the appearance of the

first two caves, which are two-storeyed, and on plate xlix, figs 1-3, are the section and plans of

both floors of No. II. On the outside wall at each end of the facade are lions in full relief,

and the front wall is perforated in small square holes to admit light. In the lower storey

the front apartment, about 2G feet wide by 12 deep and 91, feet high, has the usual Jaina

figures of Indra and Ambika in the ends, and an elaborately car^'ed door (pL xlvii, fig. 6)

from it iiito the hall, which is about 2oA feet square. A small lobby leads into the shrine

l>y a door also carefully sculptured. In the shrine is a throne with an arched back and a

high step to it, but no image.

The plans of Caves III. and IV. are given in figs. 5 and 6 of plate xlix, and will render

the account in The Cave Te/tiples more intelligible. The roof of the central area of Cave III.,

between the four pillars, as there mentioned, is carved with a large lotus, having four concentric

^ Nagirjuna is said to have lived as a hermit in Western India, but -was converted to Buddhism hy Kapimala

-d Patna, the 1 3th Patriarch. Can tliis story have anything to do with this locality? The cave, however, is of

much later date than the time of the 14th Bauddha Patriarch, who must be placed before the Christian era.

- See Car^: 'D mpks, pp. 505-308, and plates xciv and xcv for plans and section of Cave No. I., also the d(jor

and image of the Jina.
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rows of petals, two of which are sculptured with figures : the inner with sixteen single figures

dancing or playing on musical instruments, and the outer with twenty-four, mostly mounted

on different animals, and perhaps representing the gods of the Hindu Pantheon. This

ceiling is represented on fig. 1, plate 1, and may be compared with the examples at Aihole

already noticed (pi. ix), but to which it is much inferior.

CHAPTER XIL

INSCRIPTIONS.

]]r Professor G. Ruhler, C.LE., Yiexxa.

1. The Naxaghat Ixscuiptions.

The Nanaghat inscriptions, which belong to the oldest historical documents of Western India,

and in some respects are more interesting and important than all the other cave inscriptions

taken together, have not received hitherto much attention from Orientalists, though Colonel

Sykes’ imperfect copies have been available for many years, and excellent photolithographs

were printed by Dr. Burgess some time ago. Probably the fragmentary preservation of

the large inscription has deterred epigraphists from undertaking its explanation. Pandit

Bhagvanlal in his article on the coins of the Anclhrabhrityas^ discusses, however, the general

sense and bearing of Nos. I. and IL, and gives particularly valuable hints regarding their

connection with the six smaller coeval inscriptions. He has also given a list of the numeral

signs which occur in I. and II., ibidem vol. xii, pp. 404-6.^ His readings, however, do not

always agree with the photolithographs. Before him Dr. Stevenson made some remarks

on these documents,^ which, as usual, speak more for his courage as a scientific pioneer than

for his knowledge of the subject.

For the attempt at a translation and explanation of the Nanaghat inscriptions, which I

now offer, I have used, besides the photolithographs taken for Dr. Burgess by Pandit

Bhagvanlal, a photograph of the first half of the large inscription, also furnished to me by

Dr. Burgess. As will appear in the sequel, this additional aid has proved to be very

important for the beginning of line 3, and has enabled me to find what I think will be

admitted to be the real connection of that fragment with those preserved in the following

lines.

These inscriptions are found in a large cave at the top of the Nanaghat, a pass which

leads from the Konkan to the ancient towm of Junnar. Nos. I. and IL occupy the left and

right side walls, while Nos. III.WIII. are incised, as labels, above the heads of what have

once been a number of portrait figures carved on the back wall.

^ Jour, Bo, B, R. As, Soc,, vol. xiii, pp. 303-316. Pandit Bhagvanlal had engaged to supply translations of

this and indeed of all the Cave Inscriptions, which were to have been ready nearly two years ago, but has failed

to supply them in time even for this volume.—J. B.

2 Also in Jnd. A7if,, vol. vi, pp. 44, 45.

2 Jour, Bo, B. R, As. Soc,^ vol. v, p, 174.
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Transcripts.

No. I—A, L^>ft Wall

(1.) namo prajapatijno Dhammasa namo Idasa namo Saiiikariisana- Vasudevanarii Chariida-sutinam

[malii]ma[v]atanam cliatuiimam cham lokapalanam Yama-Varuna-Kubera-Vasava naiii namo kumara-

varasa Yedisirisa ra[ri]oi

(^2.) [vjirasa siirasa apratihatachakasa Dakbi[napa]t]ia[patino]

(^3.) ma [ba]laya nialulratbino Aiiigiya-kulavadhanasa sagaragirivaravala[ya]ya patbaviya patha-

niavirasa vasa .
.
ya va alaba (?) salasu .

ya inaliato niaha .

(4.) dirisa bbariya devasa putradasa varadasa kamadasa dbanadasa Vedisiri-matu

Satiiio sirimatasa cha matuya shiia patbamaya . . .

(5.) variya a[ii]agavaradayiniya niasopavasiniya gabatapasaya cbaritabrabmacbariyaya

dikbaTiatayamnasiiriidaya yafia bnta dbupanasugamdba yaniya

(G.) rayasa [yajnebi yitbarii vauo
|

Agadbeya-yaiiifio dakbina dina gavo barasa

12 aso cba 1 Anarabbaniyo yariino dakbina dbenu

(7.) dakbinayo dina gavo 1700 batbi 10 ... .

^3.) sa . . sasataraya [vjasalatbi 289 kub-

biyo rupamayiyo 17 bbi ^

(9.) riko yaniuo dakbinayo dina gavo 11,000 asa 1,000

pasa[pako]

(10.) 12 gamavaro 1 dakbina kabapana 24,400 pasapako kabapana 6,001 Raja

[suya-yaiiifio] sakatam

No. II.—B. Rujlit Wall

(1.) dbaiiinagiritamsapayutaih sapato 1 aso 1 asaratbo 1 gavinaiii 100 Asamedbo bitiyo [yijtbo dakbinayo

[dijna aso rupMa[mka]ro 1 suvamna . . . iii 12 dakbina dina kabapana [1]4,000 gamo 1 ha[tbi]

[dakbijna dina ^

(2.) gavo . sakatam dbamnagirita[iri]sapayutam ovayo yamno

17 dli[enu]? . . vaya . satara sa

(3.) W acba na . la ya

. .
.
jiasapako din[o] [dakbijna dina su . .

.
pini 12 tesa rap[alaiii]karo

1 dakbina kaha.pa[na] 10,000 . . . 2 ‘

^ L. 1. In tbe beginning six or seven syllables bave been lost. It is certain from tbe construction that tbe

word itamo must bave stood before an adjective or noun qualifying dhammasa, and it may be inferred from tbe

usual practice observed in inscriptions that tbe first word was Oui or Sldham. Tbe restoration \^i)rajLqxii'i\no

rests on tbe fact that in tbe riirdiias Dbarma is one of tbe Prajdpatis. In mahimdvatdnam tbe top of tbe ma is

visible, as veil us tlie vowel I and tbe top of tlie va. For clunk read cha.

- L. 2. Tbe restoration Dalchinaj/atha seems to be certain, because tbe inscription was written in tbe Dekhan.

The second j)art of tbe compound may bave been Uarasa, pat Ino., or sdinino.

2 L. 3. Tbe restoration hdldya is based on tbe photograph, where tbe letter la is faintly, but still distinctly

readable before >ja.

^ L. 8. Pos-ibly d-^adathi, wliicb, however, gives no sense. Tbe last figure in 289 is not certain. Pandit

Bba^vaiiial reads 189, but tbe 200 is plain on tbe facsimile and on tbe photograph. It is just possible that tbe

sign read as 9 is a mutilated da, and belongs to hulhiyo. Dakubbiyo miglit mean udalcnhliitjo, “water-vessels.”

Read riqdiaayiyo. See Childers, Pali Did. s. v. rupi. L. 10. Read ydmavaro.

^ L. 1. l^ossibly Icdhdpand 24,000 may bave been tbe original reading, for before 4,000 only J 1000 appears,

and tbe determinative sign, which mu;^t bave been 10 or 20, has been effaced.

L. 2. Tbe figure after gdco is blurred on the facsimile. Pandit Bbagvanbil reads it 60,000.
’ L. 3. Probably pasapidco dino is to be read. Probably some more figures followed after 10,000.
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(4.) gave 20,000 [Bliagajla-Dasarato yariifio y[itlio dakhina di]na[gavo] 10,001 Gargatirato yafic

yitbo dakluiui pasapako pata 301 Gavamayanaiii yailino yitlio[dakliina dinajgavo 11 01

gaVO 1100 (?) pasapako kaliapaiia
.
juata 100 Atuyamo yaLliuo . . . d

(5.) [Ga]vamayanam yau[o] dakhina dina gavo 1,101 Aiiigii‘as[a]mayanaiii yaiiiuo \itlio

dakhina gavo 1,101 ta [dakhina d]ina gave 1101(?; Satatirataiii yaihfio ....

100 [ya]ho dakhina g[a]vo 1100 A riigira3a[ti]r at 0 yamno yit}io[dakhi]-

na ga[vo

(6) gavo 1,002 Cliliaiiidoinapa[va]nia[natirato] dakhina gavo 1,001 Aiiig[i]ra[satira]to yam

[ho yi]tho da[khina] rato yitlio yafio dakhina dina to

yamho yitho dakhina yaihuo yitho dakhina dina gavo 1001

(7.) na . sayaiii dakhina dina gavo

... ta [Am]gi[rasa]mayanaiii chhava^a [dakliijna

dina gavo 1,000 dakhina dina gave 1,001 terasa ... a

(8) Terariarat(^ .sa aga dakliina dina gavo

Dasarato ma [di]na gavo 1,001 n

1,001 da

(9.) dakhina di[na]

(10.) [dajkhina dinl

Translation.

A .—Left Wall.

1. adoratioii] to Dharma [the Lord of created he adoration to Indra,

adoration to Samkarshana and Yasudeva, the descendants of the Moon,^ {ivho are)

endowed with majesty, and to the four guardians of the world, Yama, Varuna, Kubera

and Yasava; praise to Yedisri, tlie best of royal princes ! Of the king

2. “ of the brave hero, whose rule is unopposed, (of the lord nf)

the Dekhan
3. ''By the daughter of the Maharathi, the increaser of the Aiiigiya nice,

the first hero of the earth that is girdled by the ocean and the best of mountains

1 L. 4. The top, the sign for 1000 in 20,000, has keen lost. The two letters Blifuja are not certain. The r in

garga is not certain. The sign for 100 in 1101 is hlurred, but the amount paid for the Gavamayana mentioned

in the next line is 1101.

- L. 10. It seems doubtful if the tenth lino was the last.

^ L, 1. Krishna and his elder brother Balarama are remotely descended from the Moon, and the expiessnai

siddnaui, literally ‘‘sons,’’ must be taken in this sense. The form siita for siUa may be owing to a ciLiical

mistake, or to a fissure in the rock, but in some of the modern Prakrits, e.g. in Gujarati, sdta i- fre(]ueiitly m-cd

for aiita. Among the guardians of the quarters Yama is named first, apparently because the inscription w.i>

written in the South. In my opinion the manga!dcharana ends with the word VedtsirUa, to Vedisri.’* It m

hardly likely that that individual who is called “the best of royal princes” should immediately afterwards be

mentioned as a king. It seems to me more probable that the word rano, “of the king,” applies to anutlmr i>ers<'n,

whose name is lost. To the same person apply the epithets also wliich are contained in the fragment of L. 2. it

is impossible to say witli certainty in what connection his name may have been introduced, but see the remarks below

^ L. 3. The fragments in line 3-5 form, it would seem, one sentence, the subject of which is gada

dhupanasugaihdhd (1. 5), “sacrifices odoriferous witli incense,” while the verb is hntd, “were oiiered.'’ The

adjectives ending in the fern, instr. abb gen. which precede the word gafid qualitied the queen who caused the

sacrifices to be ottered. The same person, it seems to me, is referred to by the words . . . drUa hhdriyd, “tiic

wife of . . . sri,” Vedisirimdtu, “ the mother of Vedisiri,” sirimatuiia indtuya in line 4, and Idldya. “tlie

daughter of,” in line 3. It is not uncommon in inscriptions that queens and other females are described by giving
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4. '' {WliO is the) wife of . . . sri,^ tlie lord who gives sods, boons, {the fuljilment of)

desires and wealth, [who is the) mother of Yedisri and the mother of the illustrious

Sakti

5. Who gave a . . . most excellent [image of) a snake [deity),

^

who fasted during a

whole month, who (ere?i) in her house {lived like) an ascetic, who remained chaste, who is

well acquainted with initiatory ceremonies, vows and oflferings,—sacrifices, odoriferous with

incense, were offered

6. ‘‘of the king sacrifices were offered. Description— An
Agnyadheya sacrifice offered), a sacrificial fee Avas gh^en [consisting of) twelve,

12, cows and 1 horse;—an AnA^arambhaniya sacrifice [ivas offered), the sacrificial fee

[consisted of) , milch-cows

7- “ sacrificial fees Avere gh^en [consisting of) 1700 coav^s, 10

elephants

8. “ 289 (?) . . 17 sih^er waterpots
^

9. “ a rika-sacrifice, sacrificial fees were gu^en [consisting of) 11,000

cows, 1000 horses

10. “ 12 . . 1 excellent village, an sacrificial fee [consisted

of) 24,400 Karshapanas, [the gifts to) the spectators and menials [consisted of) 6,001 Kar-

shapanas
;
a Eaja[suya-sacrifice] the cart

^

tir>t tlieir descent, next tlieir position as married Avomen, then the names of their sons, and last an enumeration of

their virtues. If this conjecture as to the connexion of the three fragments is correct, it will, however, be necessary

to alter hhdriijd in line 4, which stands in the nominative case, to hhariydya, the instrumental, and Yedisirimdtu, a

genitive, to Vedislriindhtya, the instrumental. The name of the pious queen has been lost. Regarding the

meaning of the word Mahdrathi see my remarks on Earle Eo. 20, Reports, vol. iv, p. 107. “The best of moun-

tains ” is either the Himalaya or the Yindhya.

^ L. 4. The name of the king whose queen is here described is, unfortunately, mutilated. As the remnant

^sirisa shows, it ended, like the names of some other Andhra kings, in srt Satino undoubtedly corresponds to

San>krit Sahtek, and we have here the proof that the S'aktikumara who is frequently mentioned in the legends

regarding Yikramaditya and Satavahana as a son of the latter, really was a historical person
; compare also Prof.

Jacobi on the Ylracharita, in AVeber’s Indisclie Studitn, ch. xiv, pp. 108 seqq.

- L. 5. The translation of ndgavaradayiivya, “who gave a most excellent image of a snake deity,'’ is of course

uncertain, because the word may be mutilated in the beginning, and because ndga means also “ elephant ” and

vara a boon.”

2 L. 6. \_Yci\rielti yithaia corresponds to Sanskrit yajhair ishtam, and is the impersonal passive construction.

,In the original there is a larger blank space left after yitlwm, which indicates that one part of the inscription is

finished. The word vano, which opens the second part, corresponds to Sanskrit varna igprakasti), and has to be taken

as an equivalent of the common Jaina vannao, which is used in order to imply that the conventional description of a

person or thing mentioned has been left out, and must be supplied by the reader. It may be translated by “ de-

scription” or ‘'details.” The horizontal stroke which follows vano is a stop, and used frequently in ancient

inscriptions for the single or double vertical stroke
j

or |', which latter occur both on ancient monuments and in modern

MSS. The Agnyadheya, “ tlie kindling of the sacred fires,” precedes all Srauta sacrifices. It is followed by the

Anvarambhaniyeshti, called in the text Anarambhaniyo yamfio.

^ L. 8. I vdsalatl\i untranslated. The corresponding Sanskrit word cdsaycisJiti means “a perch” fur

peacocks and other birds. It seems hardly likely that the same object is meant fi^re. Regarding the figure

compare the note to the transcript. The text has plainly rnpdmayiyo, but rupimayiyo is required (see Childers,

Pali Diet, s. V. rupi,)

^ L. 10.* In several cases the word dalchind, “sacrificial fee,” occurs more than once in connection with the

same sacrifice. Probably tlie several sets of officiating priests received in these cases separate gifts. PasapaJeo,

“the presents to the spectators and menials,” corresponds to Sanskrit prasarpaka, literally “one who approaches.”

The latter word is used as a technical term for the spectators and menials who assisted at the sacrifices (see the

Pet, Diet, s. voce). It is evident from the context and from the phrase pasapako dln[o'\ in 1. 3 that in this

inscription “ the presents given to ” such persons are intended, and that pasapako stands for prdsarpaka.
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B .—Right WalL

1. Used for conveying a mountain of grain, 1 excellent dress, 1 horse, 1 horse-chariot,

100 kine. A second horse-sacrifice was oflfered ;
sacrificial fees were given {consisting of)

1 horse with silver trappings, 12 golden . . Siix{other) sacrificial fee was given {consisting

of) 14,000 (?) Karshapanas, 1 village . . elephant
,
a sacrificial fee was given ^

2. . . . cows, the cart used for conveying a mountain of grain an . . ovaya

sacrifice 17 milch cows(?) . .

3

17 presents to the spectators were given . . .

a sacrificial fee was given {consisting of) 12 1 {set of) silver

ornaments for them, tm{other) sacrificial fee was gh^en consisting of 10,000 Karshapanas

4

20,000(?) cows
; a Bhagala-Dasaratra sacrifice was offered,

a sacrificial fee was given {consisting of) 10,001 cows; a Gargatriratra sacrifice was

offered the presents to the spectators and menials {consisted of) 301 dresses;

a Gavamayana was offered, a sacrificial fee was given {consisting of) 1,101 cows, a . .

sacrifice, the sacrificial fee {consisted of) 1,100 (?) cows, the presents to the spectators and

menials {consisted of) . . Karshapanas, 100 dresses; an Aptoryama sacrifice (was offered)

2

5

; a Gavamayana sacrifice was offered, a sacrificial fee was given {consisting

of) 1,101 cows; an Angirasamayana sacrifice was offered, a sacrificial fee was given {of)

1,101 cows; {a sacrificial fee) was given {consisting of) 1,101 cows; a

Satatirata sacrifice 100 ; • . • sacrifice was offered, the sacri-

ficial fee {consisted of) 1,100 cows; an Angirasatriratra sacrifice was offered; the sacri-

ficial fee {consisted of) . . . cows ^

6

1,002 cows; a Chhandomapavamanatriratra sacrifice was

offered, the sacrificial fee ;
a ratra sacrifice was uftered, a

sacrificial fee w^as given
;
a . . . . tra sacrifice was offered, a sacrificial fee . . .

; a . . . . sacrifice was offered, a sacrificial fee was given {consisting of

1,001 cows ^

7.) ;
a sacrificial fee was given {consisting of) . . . cows

; an Angirasamayana, of six years {duration) ,
a sacrificial fee

w^as given, {consisting of) 1,000 cows (a sacrificial fee) was given

{consisting of) 1,001 cows, thirteen

1 L. 1. The grain used for the sacrifices is brought to the sacrificial enclosure in a bulluck-cart, which after-

wards is made over to the priests. Hence a cart is twice enumerated among the fees. The sense of “con-

veying,” seems to be clear from the context, but its etymology is not certain. The Prakrit dictionaries and gram-

mars give tamsa as an equivalent of tirichha {tiryaJc) and Avhich do not answer in this case. Possibly

tamsa may be here a noun of action, derived from the root Unas, “to move, to shake.” Sapoto stands for Sanskrit

satpatta, “an excellent dress or piece of cloth” (see also below, line 4). I take gdvinaM for the gen. pi. of gdid,

“ a cow,” governed by satann ‘‘ one hundred,” Avhich is expressed by a figure only. The expression “ a second horse-

sacrifice ” shows that the last sacrifice mentioned, the name of which has been lost, must also have been a liorse-

sacrifice.

2 L. 4. I am not able to find the Bltagcdadasardti'a in the S'rauta-sutras. But as Bhagala is the name of an

ancient Brahmanical teacher, it is not improbable that a rite, called after him, existed. Eegarding the Gargatri-

rdtra, see Ak'aldgana Sraiita-sufra^ x. 2, 6. The Gavamayana is one of the Sattras, or sacrificial sessions. The

Aptoryama is a well-known Soma sacrifice,

^ L. 5. The Angirasamayana is also a Sattra. I leave the name Satatirata in its Prakrit form, because I am

unable to identify it in the Sraata-sutras. Regarding the Angirasatriratra, see Sraiita mtra, ii, 2, 1.

L. 6. Regarding the CJthandomapavaiadnatrirdtra, see Pet. Diet., s. v. Chliandama.
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8.) a Trayoclasaratra a sacrificial fee was given,

{cunsisting of) . . . cows a Dasaratra

. . a . . . . sacrifice, a sacrificial fee was given (consisting of) 1001 cows
’

9-10

No. 3—
This and the following five inscriptions are incised on the back-wall of the Nauaghat

Cave, above the positions of the heads of w’hat were relievo figures now entirely destroyed.

Eava Sinmka—Satavahano siriniato.

— “King Simuka Satavahana, tlie illustrious oue/'^

Xo. 4—
Devi-Xayanikaya rafio cLa

Siri-Satakanino.

— (The images) of the Queen, Xaganika, and the King, the illustrious Satakarni.'
^

Xo. 5

—

Ivumaro Bliaya
'

—''The Royal prince Bhaya . .

Xo. 6-

Xo.

Xo.

Maliarathi IVanakayiro.^

—‘‘The Maharathi {^feudal harorL) Tranakayira.’’

Ivumaro Hakusiri.

— " The Royal prince Hakusiri.’'

'

Ivumaro Satavahano.

—"The Royal prince Satavahana.”

Xo. 9—Over a cistern near the large cave. This inscription is much later than the

preceding ones, and belongs to the times of Gautamiputra Satakarni 1. or Pulumayi.

Soparayakasa Govimdadasasa

deyadhama pudhi. r .

—"A cistern, the meritorious gift of Govindadasa, an inhabitant Sorparaka (Siipara).”^

^ L. 8. Regarding the TrayoJasardtra sacrifice, Sr. su. xi, 2, 1.

- L, 9-10. The only fragments remaining are not worth translating. It is, however, very uncertain if the

in>criptioii ended with line 10.

^ Pandit Lhagvanlal takes the word Slmulca as an equivalent of Sanskrit srtmukha, and attributes to it the

-ante sense as to hhadramukha in the Jasdan pillar inscription. The objection to this exceedingly ingenious expla-

nation is, that sri in all the Prakrits invariably becomes sir'll or siri, and mukha either remains mukha, or bec-omes

lawjhx or muha. It seems to me, aho, that the adjective sirimdto.^ i.e., sirimaiito, hxmdn, which follows the name,

makes a sriraukha superfluous, and its employment improbable. A difierent solution of the difficulty is suggested

by tlie fact that Indian kings often have double names, the first being the real name, and the second either a

family name, or a so-called Biruda. To the first kind belongs, c.^., the familiar instance Prithviraj Chohan, and
to the second the equally well-known Jesingh Sidhraj. In the same manner it might be that Slviiika was the

proper name of this king, and Satavahana his family name or Birvda. That there are good reasons for considering

this view to be the correct one will be shown below in the remarks on these inscriptions.

^ Adyanika, in S. Xaganika, is a double diminutive from S. naga, “ a snake.”

’ The name was probably Eliayala, as a female name Bhayila occurs at Ivuda, inscription Ao. 12.

The first letter of the name is not certain. It may be also read as ra or hha. I cannot give a transliteration

• »f tlie whole into Sanskrit, but think that the syllables atjiro correspond to Saiikrit drya. Regarding the meaning
•f tlie title Mahdrutlii., see Iviirle, inscription A^o. 20.

^ Hakusiri, which, accoiding to tlie method of spelling used in the ancient inscrijitions, may stand for Hak-
ku^iri, would correspond exactly to Sanskrit Saktusri, “ he whose glory is the {sacrificial) barley-flour.” But it

will be shown below in the remarks that it is probably a corruption of Saktisri.
^ See I/id. A/it.y vol. xi, ]>. 236.
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1

Remarks.

Owing to the mutilation of Nos. T. and 11. the inquiry into the hearing of the Nanaghat

inscriptions on the early history of the Dekhan presents very considerable difficulties, and

its results must always remain open to adverse criticism, in a higher degree even than those

deduced from other documents of the same class, because more conjectures and speculative

combinations are necessarily required in order to obtain them. But it seems to me that a

complete and minute analysis of the contents of these documents, and a careful utilisation

of the information available in other inscriptions and in the Puranik accounts of the

Southern dynasties, permits a combination of the fragme^s into a self-consistent story and

a fuller solution of the riddles which they offer than might be expected at a first glance.

The fundamental principles on which the inquiry must be based are those three, the

importance of which Pandit Bhagvanlal has already recognised, and which he has in

part, at least, correctly applied in his article on the coins of the Andhrabhrityas. First, it

must be assumed that the royal personages mentioned in the large inscriptions (Nos. I. and

II.) are identical with or intimately connected with those represented in the broken relievos

on the back wall of the cave, and named in the six small inscriptions accompanying them.

Secondly, it must be acknowledged that they refer to the same dynasty, which has left

records of its deeds and its liberality towards the Bauddha monks in the caves of Karle,

Nasik, and Kanheri, and on the Amaravati stupa, and which the Purdnas call Andhras or

Andhrabhrityas. Thirdly, it must be conceded that the characters of the Nanagliat inscrij)-

tions belong to a period anterior by about 100 years to that of the edicts of Gautamiputra

Satakarni I. and his son Vasishthiputra Pulumayi.

As regards the first proposition, its probability is very great on account of the fact

that the same cave contains the two sets of inscriptions, and that, as the characters show,

both belong to the same period. What can be more natural than the assumption that the

relievos are intended as illustrations of the large inscription, especially as the most super-

ficial comparison of the labels over the heads of the figures with the large inscription shows

that the former represent two kings, a queen, a Maharathi, and three royal princes, while

the fragments of the latter certainly mention a queen, one or possibly two kings, a Mahara-

thi, and at least two princes ? This probability gains considerably by the analogous custom

pointed out by Pandit Bhagvanlal, according to which both Bauddha and Jaina founders,

restorers, and benefactors of temples, set up so-called Salikas, i.e,, their own and their

relatives' statues in the sacred precincts, grouping the images according to the various

generations.^ The occurrence of this practice in such widely distant countries as Gujarat

and Nepal, permits us to infer that once it was universal all over India. Traces of it, I

think, are also found in other Western caves, at Karle and Kuda, where figures of

kings and queens are introduced, which look very much as if they were intended for ^lor-

traits. But in order to make the connection between the two sets of inscriptions and the

figures really convincing, it is necessary to show that at least the number and the characters

of the persons named in them actually correspond. To prove the identity or correspondence

of all the names is, of course, impossible, because the majority of those in Nos. I. and II.

have been lost or mutilated. Pandit Bhagvanlal, who has partly attempted this task in

the article quoted above, arrives at the conclusion that the male figures with the short

^ Examples are found in some of Yastupala's temples, at ALu.

I
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inscriptions represent three genenitions of the Andhra dynasty. 1. King Satavahana.

2. King Satakariii. 3. The sons of the latter, the Kumaras or royal princes Bhaya[la]

Hakusiri and Satavahana. He further identifies King Satakarni with the royal prince

{Jitimdra) Yedisiri, and believes that the latter is referred to also by the word rano ot

the king’' (at the end of line 1), and is described as a Haharathi and increaser of the

Aihgiya race” (line 3). The latter name he is inclined to correct to Andhiya, and to take

as an equivalent of a Sanskrit adjective Andhriya,^ derived from Andhra. Finally, he

assumes that YedisirbSatakani was the person who caused the inscriptions to be incised.

I regret that I am unable to agree with a portion of my learned friend’s remarks, and

must difter from him on all his deductions, except that the relievos and their headings

refer to three generations. In favour of the latter point particularly is the circumstance

that the first king and the last Kuinara bear the same name, and that it is usual among the

Hindus to name the grandson after his grandfather. The distribution of the persons named

in these three generations, on the other hand, cannot be correct, for Pandit Bhagvanlal

entirelv forgets Ko. YL, the Haharathi Tranakaviro, and neglects to notice the circumstance

that this individual is placed between the Kumara Bhaya[la] (No. Y.) and the Kumaras

Hakusiri and Satavahana. The latter circumstance makes it highly improbable that the

three Kumaras belong to one and the same generation. As a stranger is introduced after

Kumara Bhaya[la], it is more likely that this prince belonged to the second generation,

and, in fact, was a brother of king Satakani, This conjecture would become almost a certainty

if it could be shown that the Maharathi was not a son of Satakani, but closely connected

with him in some other way. An analysis of the contents of the first part of the large

inscription will, I think, shoAV in what relation the Maharathi Tranakayiro stood to

Satakani, and furnish further proof that the third generation consisted of two members

oidv. It will also make evident that Pandit Bhagvanlfd makes too much of Kumara

Yedisiri, and errs in identifving him with Kin^r Satakani.

In considering the contents of the large inscription the first question is, Mho is the

chief person in it ? Now, the central figure is a queen, wdiose name has been lost. Line 3

gives her parentage, deriving it from a Maharathi, ‘'the increaser of the Aiiigiya race,”

whose name is aKo lost. Line 4 states that she Avas the wife of a king, whose name ended in

. . . sii‘1, and that her two sons were Yedisiri and Sati. Line 5, finally, gh^es a catalogue

of her virtues, asserts that she Avas “ well acquainted Avitli initiatory ceremonies (cUJcJid),

vows [vnito)y and sacrifices (yaiia), and contains the A^ery important information that

sacrifices AA'ere offered by her (ycind Thus, she and her affairs occupy three out of

the five lines and a half over Avhich the first part of the document extends, and it is said of

her that she performed, or caused to be performed, those A^ery acts, Avitli the enumeration

of Avliich the second part of the inscription is filled. As another sentence ending in yaueltl

yhjiu.ih, “sacrifices Avere offered,” followed the j>hrase yand Jniid and immediately preceded

tlie Avord raiio, “description” or “details,” it is of course j)Ossible to demur to the conclusion

that the (pieeii caused the ])articular sacrifices named in the description to be offered, and to

contend that some other male agent was named in the last portion. Though it might, further,

be urged in favour of sucli a conjecture that, according to the Sdst)Xis, Avomen are not allowed

to ofter Srauta sacrifices, and that Brahmanas who perform such sacrifices for them {strtydjala)

^ Au adjective Aiulhriun^ is, heovever, not tracealJe in Sanskrit, vliere aiidhra. cuftlhra, and aiulJtralca alone

occur.
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are severely blamed, yet that seems bardly probable, fur in tbe sentence wliicb ends with jjaueh i

yithaih, ‘‘sacrifices Avere offered, we have the im[)crsonal passive construction and the genitive

rdycisa of the king’’ (1. 6, first word). It is for this reason not likely that the clause coii-

tained any personal agent. Further, though in general Brahmans are forbidden to act as priests

for women, that prohibition does not apply to queens who may be conducting the government

of a state, either independently or for minor sons. In that case the disabilities attaching to

the sex are removed by the position which the female occupies.^ Xow, it seems to me that

the queen described in the large inscription must have been ruling as guardian of her son,

the prince Vedisiri. For though, as has been shown, she is the chief person in the inscrip-

tion, the best of royal princes,” Vedisiri is addressed inline 1 with namo, “adoration

to” or “ praise to,” and treated with the same reverence as the gods invoked in the begin-

ning of the mangcddcharana. That fact points to his occupying a privileged and })arti'

cularly high position. Further, in the enumeration of the q^ueen’s virtues (line 5), it is

asserted that she “lived (even) in her home like an ascetic” {galiatapasd), and ‘‘remained

chaste” [charitah}xiMltacliariyd). Such behaviour befits a widow only, not a wife whose

ljusbaud is living. A widow must, as is well known, never vdolate the duty which she

owed to her husband, and it is particularly prescribed that she shall emaciate herself by

fasts and other austerities. A married wdfe, on the other hand, has no business with such

practices, and the duty of conjugal intercourse is incumbent on her. Hence, it seems that

the two epithets gahatdpasd and charitahraraliacliarigd clearly indicate that the king was

dead. If that was the case, the conclusion that the widowed queen ruled during the

minority of her son, and that that son was Vedisiri, follows from the namaskdra addressed

to him. If these combinations are admitted, the large inscription mentions— 1. A defunct

king whose name ended in . , . siri. 2. His widowed queen (name lost). 3. The father

of the queen, a Maharathi (name lost) of the Aiiigiya race; 4, 5, two sons of 1 and 2, the

prince Vedisiri and the illustrious Sati. But there is still one line (2) which has not been

taken into account. The fragment remaining speaks of a “ brave heroic lord of the Dekhan

whose rule was undisputed,” and if the last word rano in line 1 is,— as in my opinion must

be,—connected with the words in line 2, it appears that he was a king. The individual re-

ferred to cannot have been the Maharathi mentioned in line 2. The construction forbids this,

because the word hdhhja stands before mcihdratldno. Moreover, as stated above, d/o/uF

rathi was a title belonging to a feudal baron, and had a meaning similar to the title Malta-

sdmanta. This follows clearly from the fact that in Karle No. 20 the Maharathi of the

Okhalakiyas dates according to the regnal years of Pulumayi. Again, the word raTto and

the fragment of line 2 cannot be connected with the preceding genitive Vedtstrisa^ because

it is clearly impossible that a person who is called a royal prince, can at the same time

receive the title “king” and be said to be the lord paramount of the Dekhan. Thus the

only course is to assume that the words in question refer to a sixth individual, a second

king, who, as his name stands before that of the consort of the pious sacrificer, either

was his father or remoter ancestor.

If we now turn to the persons mentioned in the small inscriptions, it is clear that the

number and the character attributed to each correspond almost exactly with tliose in the

larger. They may be arranged as follows :

—

^ For tlie fact that queens ruled in India, compare Eojataranguu^ i, 70 ; vi. .313 and tlie grant- of gJiie-.n

Yijayabhattarika of tlie Chalukya race, Juur. Bu. Br, A*’. vol. iii, 203; haJ, Ant., vul. vii, ]>. 103.
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No. III. King Simuka Satavahana (mentioned in Xo. I. 1-2 as king and lord of

the Dekhan)

Xo. VI. ]Maharathi Tranakayiro

(mentioned in Xo. I. as father of the sacrificing queen,

and as Maharathi of the Amgiya race)

Xo. IV. Queen Xayanika 1

(the Queen \vho offered tiie sacrifices - =
acording to Xo. I.)

( King Satakani
. = '

(mentioned as the lord

j I
(

• • • siri in Xo. 1. 1. 4)

Xo. V. Kumara Ehava[la]

(not found in Xo. I.)

Xo. VII. Kumara Hakusiri

(Xo. I. Sati).

Xo. VIII. Kumara Satavahana (Vedisiri in Xo. 1.)

The only difficulties which remain are (l) the discrepancy between the name Satakani

(Xo. IV.) and that ending in . . . siri (Xo. L), (2) the discrepancy between the names of

the two princes in Xos. VIL and YIII. and in Xo. L Xow, it must be noted that Sata-

kani is not a proper name, but a Binida or title, and that we have, at least, one certain case

where a king who was called Satakani had a second name containing the word

—

siRi, in that

of the second Gautamiputra of the Xasik and Kanheri inscriptions, whose complete name is

in Prakrit Gotamiputa Siri-Yaha Satakaihni, The fact that the name of the second king

in Xo. 11. ends in , . . siri, and in Xo. lY. is Satakani, is, therefore, no obstacle to their identi-

fication. As rei^ards the names of the Kumaras the case is somewhat different. The

Sanskrit form of the name of the prince called in Xo. L “the illustrious Sati'’ is un-

doubtedly Sakti. The Prakrit word is the regular representative of Sakti, and we know,

from the legendary history of Satavahana,^ that a Saktikumara belonged to his line.

Though in general I do not attribute any historical value to those legends, yet I think it

cannot be denied that they have correctly preserved some of the names of the persons whose

lives they pretend to describe. Xow, if Sakti is the Sanskrit etymon of Sati, it is quite

possible that Hahu, which, according to the method of spelling adopted in the old inscrip-

tions, may stand for HaJchi, is another stronger Prakrit corruption of Sakti. ^ It ought not to

be objected that, even admitting the philological possibility of the identification of Sati and

Hakku, it is improbable that two such different forms should be used to designate the same

individual in two closely allied inscriptions. For, to judge from the examples furnished

by other ancient Prakrit inscriptions, the Hindus did not hesitate to vary the forms of

names even in one and the same inscription. Thus Ave find in Xasik Xo. 14 the forms

Pulumayi, and in the postscript Xo. 15 Pulumavi, and Bhadavaniya in Xo. 14 against

Bhadayaniya in Xo. 15. Similarly in the Jaggagyapetta inscriptions {Ind, Ant., vol. xi,

p. 256), where a number of names occur formed with the word nciga, “snake," we find

sometimes ndga and sometimes iictka employed. Under these circumstances I not only take

Sati and Haku to denote the same person, but to be two different forms of the same name.

If the illustrious Sati and Prince Hakusiri are one, it follows that Yedisiri is another name of

Satavahana, and it must be noted that Satavahana is just as little a proper name as Satakani,

but either a family name or a Biruda. It Avill be observed that the order in which the two

^ See e.g. Jacobi on the Viracharita, AVeber, Ind. SiiuL, vol. xiv, p. 103.

2 The cliange of sa to ha is not at all imconimon
;

see Kuhn, FCdigramviatilc, p. 45, 53 (where Pali sunisd,

sirnkd. anil husd for Sanskrit simshd ouglit to be compared), and the common name Hamgha in the Amaravati

inscriptions for Samgha ; that of Icta to kka is just as usual as that of kta to ita. And there are at least some

instances where final appears for i; e.g. in Teranhu (Xasik inscri])tion3, Xos. 11 b, 15, 18) for Trirasmi. See

also Kuhn, ibidem, p, 25.
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princes are named differs in the two sets of inscriptions. In the large one Vedisiri stands

first and Sati second, while in the short one Hakusiri appears before Satavahana. The

cause of this discrepancy probably is that Sati-Haku was the elder by birth, but that the

succession to the throne devolved on Vedisiri-Sataveihana, either for unknown political

reasons, or because the elder brother was dead at the time when the inscription was

incised.

In turning now to the second point—the question as to which Andhra kings of the

Puranik lists, the princes named in the Nanaghat inscriptions have to be identified with,—

1

must premise that the link which connects the latter with the Andhra dynasty consists in

the names Satavahana and Satakani. From the Nasik inscriptions Xos. 1 and 14 we learn

that Krishna, Pulumayi, and Gautamiputra Satakani I. call themselves members of the “ race

of Satavahana,” and these same kings belong, according to the Fiininas, to the dynasty ot

the Andhras or Andhrabhritvas. Ao'ain, the title or Biruda Satakariini is given in the cave

inscriptions to several members of the Satavahana family, and in the Puranik lists, its

Sanskrit original, Satakarni or Satakarni, appears repeatedly as the name of Andhra kings.

Moreover, it has not hitherto been found aj^plied to any other princes but those of the

Satavahana-Andhra family, and its use seems to be confined to them. Under these

circumstances we may safely infer that wherever we find kings or royal princes bearing

the appellation Satavahana or Satakani they presumably belong to the Andhra dynasty of

the Purdnas, and may be looked for in the lists of those works. Pandit Bhagvanlal, acting

on this principle, identifies the first king of the Nanaghat inscriptions with the thirteenth

king of the Matsya Purdna, called Kuntalasvati, and the second with the fourteenth ot

the same list, Svatikarna. In favour of the first conjecture he adduces the fact that
/

Vatsyayana s Kdmasutra speaks of a Kuntalasvamin-Satakarni-Satavahana, and he thinks

that probably Kuntalasvamin was a second name of Satavahana. The name Svatikarna is,

ill his opinion, a corruption of Satakarni. The basis of this identification is obviously very

unsafe, and the Pandit's conjecture becomes very improbable if it is borne in mind that the

Nanaghat inscription gives not merely Satavahana, but Simuka Satavahana as the

name of the first king. I have already stated why I cannot accept Pandit Bhagvanlars

explanation of Simuka by srtinuJdia^ of glorious face," and that Simuka probably is a

part of the king's name, because the adjective sirimdto, ‘^the illustrious one," stands at

the end of the inscription, and hence no other adjective of the same or similar import is

required. But if Simuka is the proper name, it is not difficult to find in the lists

of the Purdnas the person named in the Kanaghat inscription, Simuka-Satavabana

is in all probability the first king of the list of the Andhra monarchs, whose name is

never given alike in any two works, but according to three Purdnas begins with a si or

si; according to two, contains in the second syllable the vowel u; and according to all,

ends in Kn The Vdyu Purdina calls the founder of the Andhra dynasty Sindhuka, the

Matsya Purdina Sisuka, the Vislmii Purdua Sipraka and the Brahmdnda Purdna

Chhismaka.^ Now this divergence of the authorities clearly proves that the name was one

1 Wilson, Vlehuuj). (ed. Hall, vol. iv, p. 194). Prof. Wilson’s assertion that the Bhwjnvaia calls the founder

of the Andhra dynasty Balin is a mistake. For the word haU, ^vhich occurs in the verse quoted, must he taken

as an adjective, not as a proper name. The real name of the “ powerful S'udra servant of the Andhra race'’ has

been left out. Wilford’s assertion that the first Andhra is called Sudraka in the Kumdrikd klianda I doubt, for

I have not found it in the copy which I have examined. But even if Wilford were right, the authority of the
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wliicli (lid not readilv give any sense if taken as a Sanskrit name, but had a strange, im-

Sanskritie form. Hence the co})yi3ts blundered badly, and correctors tried to make a

Sanskrit word of the unmeaning syllables. To this desire we owe the form Kshipraka (lit.,

the swift one which, according to Dr. F. E. Hall, occurs in some copies of the T islinii

Ptinhia, the form Sisuka (lit, ''the infant’'), and Sindhuka (lit., "born on the Indus.”

But patent as the fact is that the name of the first Andhra king is l)adly corrupted in all

the Purdnas which ^ive it, there is not one form among those given which might be safely

regarded as the original of the others, while it is not too much to sav all that can be

easily traced to misspellings of SimuJca or Simid'a, The reading of the ^ ayu, Sindhuka or

Simdhuka goes back to Simuka, Sipraka, and Sisuka to Simuka, while Chhismaka, the

reading of the Bralimdnda, which still preserves the ma, owes its initial chha to a

bad pronunciation of sa. Everybody who is conversant with Devanagari MSS. will

know how common the graphical mistakes which I here impute to the scribes really are.

As regards the two forms Simuka and Simuka, they are for a Hindu, who, if he is not

a grammarian, constantly exchanges these two sibilants, and especially before i and e

in many districts always pronounces s for s, perfectly identical. Similarly the forms

Satavahana and Satavahana, Satakarni and Satakarni. Yasishtha and Vasishtha, San-

khayana and Sankhayana frequently occur in the same Avork, and it is difiicult to decide

ill such cases, except Avhere the etAmiologv" is perfectly certain, which form is the original

one. In the case of Simuka it is possible that the form with 6" is the older one, as the word

might be derYed by tlie affix ^ika ridlada, hramidca, &c.) from the rare root

Avliich according to the grammarians means " to go,” " to make a noise,” and " to

examine” or “consider.” StmuJca might thus mean like the familiar name Rudrciy "the

roarer.” But it is also possible that the Prakrit Simuka is a strongly corrupted Apa-

bhrariasa orDesi Avord. Be that as it maybe, the identification of Simuka SataA^ahana with

the Sindhuka, Sipraka, &c., of the PiirdnaSj is not affected by the etymological question.

But there are other facts connected with the statements of the inscriptions and of the

Purdaas which support the identification. First, if Simuka is the founder of the Andhra

dynasty, the fact that he bears the second name SataAAhana, agrees well AAuth the fact that

the inscriptions gh^e Satavahana-kula "the race of Satavahana” as the family name of

the Andhra kings. Secondly, according to the Purdnas, the founder of the Andhra dynasty

was succeeded by his brother Krishna (who appears in the Kasik inscription No. 1 as

Kaiiha), and the latter by his son Satakarni or Satakarni. The second king of our short

inscriptions is the illustrious Satakani. Now it happens not unfrequeutly in Indian inscrip-

tions that the genealogy is not giA^en completely, and even important members are left out.^

Even supposing, therefore, that the Puranik account of the order in which the first three

Andhras followed one another is correct, there is no obstacle in the usages observed in

Hindu inscriptions that prevents us from taking Simuka Satavahana as the paternal uncle

of Satakani.

The third argument in favour of the view that these inscriptions belong to the earliest

times of the Andhras is furnished by the alphabet. If Ave compare the characters of the

Kinndnkd Khfuuja, 'svhich appears to be a compilation of the 14th or 15th century a.d, (see my notes, Boiiiban

Gazdtn'r, “Cambay’^), Avouhl be of no value. Elsewhere (see, ejj., Ind. Stud,, vol. xiv, p. 105) SAdraka is called

a minister of Satavahana.

^ See hoh Aid., vol. vi, pp. 60, 1S4; and vii, 66, where in a grant of Guhasena of Yalabhi the name of his

father Dharapafta has been left out.
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Nanaghat inscriptions with those used by the later Andhra kings, Gautamiputra, Satakarni

L, and Puluinayi, at Xasik and Karle, the former show the following constant peculiarities,

which consist in—(l) the absence of a thickening or small horizontal line or serif at the top

of letters which begin with or consist of a vertical stroke, like ka, pa, ra, va, &c.
; (2) the

absence of curves in the lower- portions of the letters ka and ra

;

(3) the roundness of the

letters T-Ct, and ha, which in the later inscriptions are angular; (f) the form of the

letter da, which consists of a small vertical top stroke, a deep irregular curve open to the

left, and a small vertical stroke at the bottom, which hitter, in the later inscriptions, has

been changed to a horizontal stroke turned to the right; (5) the form of the letter chha,

which consists of a circle divided by a long vertical line, while the later inscriptions show

two small circles joined together, with a very short vertical over the junction or over the

first circle; (6) the use of the symbol su for 100 instead of the symbol All these

peculiarities are archaic, because they agree with the oldest form of the Southern Indian

alphabet, i.e., that which the Mauryas use. A number of other letters vary in their forms

and sometimes agree with the Maiirya characters, and sometimes with those of the later

Andhras. In some cases we find other variations which are not traceable elsewhere
; thus

the initial a has the Maurya form in apratihatacltakasa (No. L 1. 2), and in ahajuja

(No. 1. 1. 4), the later Andhra form in aso (No. L 1. 6) and aso (No. 11. 1. 1), and an

unusual shape in asaratho (No. 11. 1. 1), anigirasdin (No. 11. 1. 5), &c., where the two left

hand strokes are curved upwards and downwards. Again, va, cha, and rna usuallv show

the round ilaurya forms, but the first is angular, c.g. in devdnant (No, I. 1. 1), in caruja

(beginning of No. 1. 1. 5), and in devi (No. IV,), the second has the later shape in cha

(No. IV.), and the third is angular, e.g. in dliamniasa. (No. I. 1. 1 ». Finally, the letters

ga and ta usually agrje wfith those of Pulumayfs inscriptions. But in sagara (No. 1. 1. 3),

and still more in ahigira[tira^to (No. II. 1. 6), the ga has the angular form used by the

Alauryas. The same remark applies to the ta ot satiuo (No. I. 1. 4), dhautkiagtritahisa

(No. II. 1. 2), and a few other cases.

The inferences as to age drawn from these facts will be considered further on. For

the present it will suffice to point out that, according to the epigraphical evidence, these

documents may be placed a little but not much later than Asoka's and Dasaratha's edicts.

But what, in my opinion, most clearly proves that they belong to one of the first Andhras

is that their graphic peculiarities fully agree with those of the Nasik inscription (No. I) of

Kanha or Krishna's reign. In the latter we have the same forms of da, ka,ja, ra, la, va

and ha, the same absence of the thickening or serifs at the top of the vertical strokes, and

the same vacillation as to the form of ta and ma. This complete identity of the characters

very strongly corroborates my view that the Satakarni whose Avife caused the Nanaghat

inscriptions to be incised is the Satakarni whom the Pardnas call the son of Krishna and

the third Andhra king. In conclusion, I have to add two more remarks. First, I must

repeat that I do not feel justified in trusting the assertion of the PurdrKiS that the third

king (Satakarni) was the son of the second (Krishna). He may have been the son of the

first and have come to rule only after the death of his uncle, for it is a very common occur-

rence in Indian history that an uncle assumes the government instead of a nephew who is

a minor at his fathers death. Tlie fact that- Krishna's name does not occur in the Nanaohat
• • o

inscriptions is not absolutely irreconcilable wdth the Puranik account, but it is more easilv

explained on the supposition that Satakani was Siniuka Satavahana's son. A usurper

would, of course, not be noticed. The Puranik accounts of the Andhras, moreover, as is
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well know’ll, are not verv accurate, and tlieir Leiuo; mi.staken on suck a detail as the exact

relationship of the rulers is very probable. Nevertheless, I prefer to leave the question

open. Secondly, it might be objected to my theory that the name of the fourth Punlnik

kinof, Purnotsano’a, does not agree w’ith that of Satakani’s son, who is called Vedisiri-

Satavuliana. Oue answer to this objection would be that the name Purnotsangais clearly

a Biniday and its bearer certainly had one or perhaps more other names. He may, therefore,

be identical with our Yedisiri-Satavahana. The difficulty admits, however, of a very

different solution. It is not impossible that, though Yedisiri-Satavahana was heir-apparent,

he may never have come to rule at all. It must not be forgotten that the Puranik lists

contain neither a Yedisiri nor a Satavahana, and the question if our best of royal

princes ever ruled, or if he is hidden under the name Purnotsanga, must for the present be

left undecided.

As regards the third point,—the age of the Nauaghat inscription and the chronological

position of Simuka, Kanha, and Satakani, I can here only indicate shortly my views,

^

which differ considerably from the chronological theories of Professor AYilson, as well as

from those of Mr. Bhau Dhaji and Pandit Bhagvanlal. I find it impossible to trust with

AYilson to the statements of the Piircinas regarding the order and duration of the Maurya,

Sunga, Kanvayana, and Andhra dynasties, and to fix the accession of Simuka-Sipraka, in

21 B.C., by the simple proceeding of adding the years of the first-named three dynasties, and

deducting the total from 312
,
the year B.c. in which Chandraguptas coronation is supposed

to have taken place. This method is charmingly simple, but hardly in accordance with the

canons of historical research. Its incorrectness is proved by the fact that it throws the

reign of Pulumayi, whom Ptolemy in 150 a.d. mentions as a ruler of Baitliana or Paithan,

into the fourth century a.d. On the other hand, I am unable to agree with Mr. Bhau Daji

and Pandit Bhagvanlal that Gautamiputra Satakarni L, who overthrew the Kshatrapa Naha-

pana, must have done so between 124-135 a.d., because Nahapana^s latest date is Samvat

46, and this Saihvat is the Saka era. Isor can I assume with them that Ptolemy's dictum,

'' Baithana, the royal residence of Siri-Polemaios," must mean that Siri-Polemaios,

whom they, following Lassen, rightly identify with Gautamiputra Satakarni's son, Siri-

Pulumayi, ruled at Paithan-Pratishthana, at or shortly before the time when Ptolemy

WTote, 2 .e., in 150 B.c. Least of all can I concede to Pandit Bhagvanlal that it is per-

missible, after upsetting the chronological system of the Purdnas, to invoke their help

for chronological purposes, and assume that the years Avhich some of them allot to the

various reigns have been correctly given, and to fix the dates of kings with the help

of the Puranik figures. As regards Ptolemy's statement, it gives nothing else but

an extreme limit beyond which the reign of Pulumayi-Polemaios cannot be placed.

There are good reasons for believing that the two names denote the same person. But as

we do not know from what source Ptolemy drew his information, and as a note like that

whicii he gives would be equally correct both if Pulumayi lived a long time before the

geographer, and if he were his contemporary,^ it is not possible to make Ptolemy's assertion

the starting-point of a chronological calculation. Further, as regards the Purdnas, their

^ I trust that I shall soon be able to treat the question more fully in a treatise the Eoyal Inscriptions

of the Western Caves.”

- Similarly a geographer of the present day describing Germany would be quite correct appending to the name
Berlin, the note, the capital of Frederic the Great,” and a historian of future ages who would infer from this

statement that Frederic the Great ruled in 1882, would make, as we all know, a serious blunder.
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aim is to bring the history of India into the frame of the Yuga theory. For this purpose

their authors have to pile dynasty on dynasty in order to fill a space of many thousand

years. Historical research has shown that they possessed some reliable information not

only as to names, but even as to years. In the case of the Andhra dynasty, the coins and

inscriptions prove that the order in which the corrupt forms of the names Gautamiputra

Satakarni, Puluraayi, Sakasena (^Sirisena) Mathaiiputra, and Gautamiputra lajnasii Satakarni

are given, is perfectly correct, as well as that Siinuka, Krishna, and Satakani reigned a

considerable time before the former princes, and followed each other closely. But it by no

means follows that all the other names or the order in which they are given are reliable.

Nor is there any guarantee that the dynasty of Simuka-Sipraka ruled during about 450

years, much less that Simuka-Sipraka reigned 350 or 360 years before Gautamiputra

Satakarni L All these points hav^e to be proved. Though I think it right and necessary,

therefore, to look to the Purduas for the kings mentioned in the inscriptions, I deny

the possibility of making up a chronological account of the Andhras wdth their help.

It seems to me that the only means for approximatively fixing the age of the group

of kings— 1. Simuka, 2. Knshna, 3. Satakani—and of that containing 1. Gutainiputa

Satakaiiini, 2. Pulumayi, 3. Sakasena Madhariputa, 4. Gotamiputa Siriyana Satakamni and

5. Chandasiri, are epigraphic evidence, and the synchronisms with the Western Kshatrapas.

who date according to an era, not according to regnal years. The synchronisms which the

inscriptions and ruins allow us to establish are : 1. Gotamiputa Satakariini was a contem-

porary of Nahapana. 2. Pulumayi Avas a contemporary of Chashtana. 3. Gotami2)uta

Siriyaiia Satakamni was a contemporary of Kudradaman,^ Avhose reign fell between 72 and

101 of the era used by the Western Kshatrapas. The initial ]Knnt of the latter era eiin be

determined approximatively by the following process. The Kshatrapas ruled oA^er Malavui,

Eastern Eajputana, and Gujarat. Their power was destroyed by their immediate successors

the Guptas, AvKose first date in Malava is the Gupta year 83, wdiile the latest date on the

coins of the Kshatrapas is Saiir 310.“ These two dates must, therefore, nearly correspond.

The Gupta era began about 190 a.d.,^ and the Guj)ta year 83 to circiter 273 a.I), Hence

the beginning of the Kshatrapa era falls about the middle of the first century n.c., and

the reign of Gotamiputa Satakamni L, who destroyed Nahapana’s power, a little earlier.

In order to determine the date of the group Simuka, Kanha, Satakani, nothing but the

epigraphic eAudence is aA^ailable. It seems to me that a comparison of the characters of

Kanha s and of the Nanaghat inscriptions Avith those on the coins of the earlier Sunga kings,

as A\^ell as of Dlianabhuti s inscription on the Bharahut gatCAvay, which, owing to its begin-

ning suganam raje, i.e. Sungdndm rdjije, ''In the reign of the Sungas,'’ must be counted

among the documents of Pushyamitra's successors, incontestably proves that the Nanaghat

and Kanha’s Nasik inscriptions belong to the first half of the second century b.c., ue, Avere

incised between 200-150 B.c. It agrees with this estimate that the differences betAveen the

characters of Gotamiputa Satakaiimi's aud those of the Xanaghat documeuts are such that

it is not possible to place them, as Pandit Bhagranlfd has also seen, at a distance of more

than about 100 years.

>

^ The latter assertlni hecomes particularly probable by Campbell and Lhagvanlars discovery of a coin of

Satakamni designed on the model of the Kshatrapa coins,

- General Cunningham’s unpublished coin.

^ This date is now suhstantiati^l by Sir E. C. Bayiey's discoveries of Gupta dates on the Kabul coin? and otlier

epigraphic evidence.

K

f
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It now remains to notice the importance of the large inscription for the history of

religion and civilisation in India. First, it proves more clearly what indeed may be

inferred from the names of some Andhra kings, e.g, from Siriyana or Yajhasri and from the

Nasik inscription Ko. 14, that this family from the beginning to the end adhered to the

Brahmanical faith, and, though willing to support Bauddha mendicants by liberal gifts, did

not follow their heretical teachings. This fact, to which I have pointed already in my intro-

duction to Apastamba {Sacred Bool:s of the East^ vol; ii, p. xxxvi), taken together with the

other fact that Southern India produced a number of ancient schools of the TaiUirtya Veda

and of the Sdmaveda, some of which seem to have had their home in the Andhra country,

disposes of the view frequently advanced that the non-Aryan races of Southern India owe

tlieir civilisation to Buddhism and Jainism, and that Brahmanism is, in Southern India, a

modern interloper. Secondly, the second part of the large inscription shows that the asser-

tion made in the school-books of the Brahmans regarding the costliness of the great \ edic

or Srauta sacrifices are not exaggerated, and that the so-called Ddnastutis^ occurring in the

Jdigveda, name comparatively speaking small largesses which the Rishis received from their

royal patrons. Thirdly, the invocation nanio Samhamsana-Vdsudevdnam Chcuhdasiitanaih

maliiradvatdnam, “adoration to the two descendants of the Moon, Samkarshana and Vasu-

deva, who are endowed with majesty,” furnishes an important addition to the materials

proving the early prevalence of the worship of Krishna and his family in other countries

than the Doab, where the Greeks already found the club-bearing Krishna-Vishnu installed

as the tutelary deity.

IL Kanheri Inscriptioxs.

The first fifteen inscriptions, given below, have been read according to the facsimiles

on pi. li. For the following ones I have used Dr. AVests eye-copies {Jour, Bo, Br, Roy,

As, Soc., vol. vi, pp. 1-14) and some unpublished materials. A portion of the Kanheri

inscriptions has been translated by Dr. Stevenson in his usual style (loc. cit. vol. v.

p. 1 scijq,)

No. 1 (West's No. 1) beneath a standing figure of Buddha, in a recess behind the

dagoba Cave No. II.

—

1. Naimavaidya-

2 . rano

3. IRiaskarah
^

4. Eliaravili

5. Clielladeva

G. Eoppai

7. Eliatta Khasu avvai po-

8. hoi[il]

The inscription, ^Yhich shows some Sanskrit nominatives, and ends with two Prakrit

words, seems to record merely the names of some Brahmans who visited tlie cave, viz.,

Nanija, i.e., Ndnd, a physician; BJidskar, Bhdmvi, Clielladeva, Boppai, i.e., Vopadevci,

and a priest or Bhattji, whose name may he read Khasu or Besu. The concluding two

Prakrit words are not quite clear to me, hut it seems likely that their meaning is equivalent

to the Jaiua phrase rdtijam jyrojiamati, vfhicli is often read on votive statues, might

stand for Sanskrit avyayam, or avyaye. Alphabet, Western type of the fourth or fifth century.
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No. 2)^ou the back wall of Cave 11.^ above a bench

—

1. Xasikakasa Xaka-

2. nakasa sata deyadhama [|1]

—“ A seat, the meritorious gift of Naganaka (Nakanaka), inhabitant), of Nasik/'

The word sata is probably a corruption of Sanskrit sadah. Language, Pali ; charac-

ters, Andhra type of the time of Pulumayi, or a little earlier.

No. 3,|in the same cave, near a tank

—

^ 1. Kaliyana[iia] suvanako[ka]rasa Samida-

2. tasa salia saglia[glie]iia paiii[ya]ka deyadliamma
[ jj ]

— A cistern (?), the meritorious gift of the goldsmith Samidata (Svamidatta), of

Kalyana {associated) with the community {of ascetics and lay^hrethrerf

Dr. West's facsimile reads plainly Kaliikyand (ablat.) which is required, and so.ghdne,

i.e. saghcna or saghend. Language, Pali
;

Letters, Andhra ; Date, about or shortly after

Pulumayi's time.

No. right-hand gate-post of the Chaitya cave (No. III.)

—

1. RaflO Gotampputasa Sami-Siriyaiiasa]

2. Sotakamnissa [samvacliare gi] -

3. mliapaklie pamchame [5 divase
]

4. vanijakehi utup)

5. nuya upamnelii ga[
]

6. kliatiyehi Lliatu[lii
]

7. Gajasenena Gajamiftena
]

8. kapatliayi clieti[ya
]

9. acliariyanam nika[yasa .... Bliudaya]

10. niyanam parigahe pa[titliapitam ma]

11. tapitilnam abliatita[narh]
]

12. piijaya ktitumbini[iia balajkanam bali[kanani]

13. savatasa^ bhagineyana nik[a]yasa nati]

14. vagasa cha aga patiasiya savvasapanaiii]

15. hitasukbaya betu
[ | ]

etha cha nava . .]

16. ka pavajito tbera bliadata-Acliala bliadaiiipa-]

17. Gabala bbadaiiita-Vijayamita bhadata-Eo[dbiko]

IS. bbadata-Dbamapala upasako cba iiegamo A[nada-]

19. puto Aparenuko samapita[
| ]

achari[y]ana tberanaiii

20. bbadata-Seumlanam sisena uparakliitana bba-^

21. data Eodliikena kata selavadhakilii [iiaya]kanii-

22. sebi kaclbicbak[e]bi iiiabakatak[e]bi kbadara-

23. kina cba mitbikena [[j]

(“ On the .. . day) of the fifth fortnight of the hot season {of the . .
.
year) of the

king, the sou of the Gautami queen {the lord Siriyaua) Satakarni. By the merchants

born of . . nu, the hhdtiya brothers Gajasena,

'Gajamitra {was erected) a chaitya which will endure until the end of the Tcalpa,

1 See ante, voL iv, p. 63.
' - Read SCdaliamnissa.

3 Possibly unha is to be read. ^ Possibly . iasa to be read.

^ Read ai)ara}c]diund ; blia looks like sii.
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m liuiiour of tluAr deceast^d parents and, after seeurieg a most excellent share

{<>/ the uLerlt) fur their wives, >ons, daughters, stepbrother, the crowd of their sister s sons,

and the multitude {nf their hlood relations^ aho) for the welhbeing and happiness of all

st'iitient creatures. And .... an ascetic, the Thera, the reverend Achala, the reverend

(i ah ala, tln^ reverend Vijayamitra, the reverend Eodhika, the reverend Dharmapala

and the lay worshi[)per, the merchant Aparenuka, the son of Ananda, have completed

(this) new (:)... here. [The ivorJ: heea) executed by the reverend Bodhika, the pupil

of tlie teacher [u.nd) Thera, the reverend Seuiula, [leho acted as) overseer, together with

the .'stonemasons and with the polisher Skaitdarahi (Khadaraki).^’

Regarding the state of the inscription and the causes of its mutilation, see Dr. A\ est,

Ine. rit. The restoration \_Bhddaua~]nl^diKiiu (1. 9) is supported by No. 37, (West) 1. 2.

Idle wording of the latter inscription must be compared for the next phrases of our inscri])-

tioii (1. 10-15). At the end of line 13 ntlta or handJnt may also be thought of. It is

difficult to offer a jhausible conjecture for the restoration of the end of line 15. I think ol

)ieira-]cajhhKVih, which must have been followed ])y the name of t\\k^ parajito, the last syllable

of whose name Jed (read Jeo) is preserved in 1. 16. It seems to me that the Kanheri Chaitya

was begun by the merchants Gajasena, Gajamita, &c., and finished by the persons named in

h 15-19. The name Aaada (1. 18) may be restored according to No. 15 (AA est, -44—1. 3, 4),

where the names of Aparenuka's relatives are given in full. For the active meaning of

saradpitd '' have completed^ compare ])atithapita has erected’^ in the Jaggayyaj)etta inscrip-

tions [Itid. Ant.<^ A^ol. xi, p. 256). Seunda is a curious name, but may stand for Saivala,

LI. 22, 23 contain several difficult words which a
2
)parently denote various artisans. The

modern Gujarati ^'bricklayer,'' may be compared with hxdhiehaha.

No. 5, /on the left-hand gate-post of the Chaitya cave (No. III.)

—

1 kluiljhalakaresu adlia-

'1 a[ka .](jli[c]tia^a blia-

3

lakara'^a
.
[pajvayitana ya

4 . . akliaya nivi [da]ta Snj)arakaliare La-

T). . .
.

[ti]id 3 Kaliane ALrilikaviliare clieti- P'

G. . . . u[)athana.-fil[a] ovarakani Patitliane viha

7. . - tiL^upasadan[ya] C'lietiac;}iara ovaraka terasa

S. . sa-akhayaiiivika [KJajatakika-Paithanapatlie

D. . Sana idiulika
.
ya kuti kodhi cha clmnita sada-

10. sevajuya [viLajre i^agliaramo sa-akhayaniviko k[a]

11. rapito ]ai[fia]tha deyadhamani cha anani pi [karijtani [|j]

This inscrij)tion a2>pear3 to record, besides a benefaction at Kanheri, various meri-

torious gifts which the donor bestowed at other places on the Bauddha monks. The

fragments permit us to recognise the following details:— 1. Some addition seems to have

heen made to the Chaitya at Kanheri (1. 2). 2. A perj^etual endowment, the purpose and

nature of which have been lost, was given (1. 3). 3. In the Zilla of Supara (Soparakahare)

throe (pos.sibly cells) were added to some building (1. 4, 5). 4. In the Ambalikavihara

situated at Kaly ana (Kalliene in the Konkiin), a Chaitya, a hall of reception {iipathaitasdld)

and cells for the monks [ovaralxi) were built (1. 5, 6). 5. At Paithan (Patithane) a Chaitya-

yriha and thirteen cells for the monks (ovaraJed terasa) together with a j'^erpetunl endow-

ment (raaddtoya filvlkd) were given (1. 6, 8). 6. In the farejana or tdluhd of Paithan,
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called Rajatalaka a small tem])le (I'litt) and a hall {hnijlti) were erected^ at the viliara

of Sevaju (?), (1. 8-10). 7. A monastery (saghanimo) was built {h1nq)ibj) and endowed

with a perpetual grant {sa-nkltauanivilio). These and other meritorious gifts were made, as

the donor adds, for his own beneht
{ 2ni[jiay}ia). Alphabet, Andhra type of the time after

Pulumayi.

No. (),^ujidei' a figure of BudJlia in the verandah of the Chaitya Cave (No. III.)

—

1. Bu(Idba?ya bhagavatas sasananukaritraipitako]iatLlhyaya-
f

2. bhaJanta-I)harmmavat^a-ii>liyasya^])hik>liur BuJdliaglioshapya

3. mahaganilhakutiYarikasya Lhagavat-pratimeyam di^yadliarmniah
[ j| ]

—‘'This image of Bhagavat, {^Buddha, Is) the meritorious gift of the ascetic

Buddhaghosha, the guardian of the great (jandliohutl, and pupil of the reverend

Dharmavatsa, a teacher of the three PtpAhus, who follows the relipion of divine Bu^ldha.
’

The reading vdrdcasjja (see, however, the Pet. Diet., sub. voce }Ld<j<{i'drd:a) is not

absolutely certain. It may be elidetka, and be translated " who undertook a pilgrimage*

to the great gandliakuftP By the latter term, as the position of the inscription shows, tin*

great Chaitya is meant. Language, Sanskrit
; letters, AVestern alphabet of the fourth or

fifth century a.d.

(WTofsIVD.yj
Jso.

7,

funder another figure of Buddha " in the verandah of Cave No. III.

—

L>e
3^adharmmoyaiii Sakya-bhik3liu[r] I)liarmmagiipta^ya

[ !i ].

—" This {is) the meritorious gift of the Bauddha ascetic Dharmagupt a.'’

Letters and language as those of the iireceding.

No. 8,|on a small bas-relief dagoba in the verandah of Cave No. III.

—

Ye dharmma betuprabhava tesba[ ....].

The beginning of the Buddhist creed. Language and letters as those of No. ^J.

ImiU
No. 9,/iiiside a small chamber to the left of the eutrauce of the Chaitya Cave (No. 111.) —

k
1 . Deyadha-

2 . rrumuyain a-

3 . cLaryya-

4 . Buddliara-

5 . ksbitapya
[

i

]

G, anciia

7 . sarvvasa-

S. tva Lufldha

bliavautu
[ ;; ]

—“This {is) the meritorious gift of the teacher Ijiiddharak.shita. IMay all living

beinsfs thereby become Buddhas.”

Letters and language as those of No. G.

^ Chonitd^ compare Gujarati clLauavaih^ to buiid.
'

- See vul. iv, p. Gl.
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No. lOjjin the small chamLer, No IV. (West), just north of the Chaitya Cave^

—

^ 1. Sidhaiii lieranikasa Dliamanakasa Lliaya-a

2. Sivapalitanikaya deyadhaiiiina

3. therana bhayata-Dhammapalunarii

4. tliuLa
[ ;1 ]

—^‘Success ! The stupa of the Thera, the reverend Dhariimapala (Dharmapfila), the

meritorious gift of Sivapalitanika, the wife of the goldsmith Dhamanaka (Dharma).^’

West’s No. 10, Mr. West's facsimile reads plainly hliayda, f.e., hliaxjdya^ while Pandit

Bhagvaiilars omits the final a. Date of the inscription, the interval between Pulumayi and

Gotamiputa Siri-Yana Satakanini IL

No. a recess over the tank, No. (West) on the path up the hill

—

1

[Ya]sislitli[i]piitra3ya sn-Sata[karii]i[s]ya deYya[h] Earddamakarajavamsapra[blia]v[a]y[a] maba-

ksliatra[pa] Ru
.

[p]utry[ah] ...
^

2

sya . . , Ypjsyasyasya amatyasya S'aterakasya paniyabhajanam deyadliarin[m]a[lL
||]

—‘'Of the queen ... of the illustrious Satakarni A^asishthiputra, descended

from the race of Karddamaka kings, {cuid) daughter of the Mahakshatrapa Eu(cZra)

of the confidential minister Sateraka, a water-cistern, the meritorious

As the connection between the royal lady, mentioned in L 1, and the minister in 1. 2,

is not clear, I can do no more than translate the remaining words literally. It seems,

however, probable that the minister executed the work at the command of the queen.

Language, Sanskrit; alphabet, AVestern Kshatrapa type of the times of Eudradaman 1.

KdnldamaJca probably means ‘'of {the town or country of) A'arcZama." A locality called

Kardarnila is mentioned in the Jlahdhhdixita, see the Peth. Diet,, s. voce. For further

historical combinations see Ind, Ant, xii, " On the relationship between the Andhras and

the KshatrapasJ'

No. 12,pbove a tank with two openings to the left of Cave No. VII.

—

1. Sopilragd negama-

2. sa Samikupasaka-

3. sa podbi deyadhama [||]
/—‘'A cistern, the meritorious gift of the lay-worshipper Samika [Sramika?,

Svfimika ?], a merchant of Supara [Sorparaka]."

Language, Pali; letters, Andhra type of the time of Gotamiputa Satakamni I. or

No. 13,^close to the preceding

—

1. Cbcmulakasa lieranikasa

2. Robinimitasa putasa
*

3. Sulasadatasa podbi

4. deyadhariinia
[ [j ]

—"A cistern, the meritorious gift of Sulasadatta, son of the goldsmith Eohini-

mitra of Chemula” (Simylla, Chenval, or Chaul).

1 See Yol, iy, p. 63.
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* Language, Pali. Letters, Andhra. Date, the period between Satakani of the Nanaghat

and Gotamiputa Satakaihni L, as is shown by the archaic form of the letter da and the

prevalence of round strokes in sa, ha, and ya.

^ >/

Xo. 14 ("West's Xo. 19), outside the verandah of Cave Xo. XXXVI.

—

1. Sidliam raiio ]\Ia[Ma](lhanputasa Svanii-Sakasenasa

2. savaclihare 8 gi pa 5 diva 10 etuya puvava ka-

3. liyanakasa nekamasa Venhunamdisa putasa noga-

4. masa gahapatisa . tisa l[e]na pa[ti]thapi-

5. ta salia ayyak[e]na . sena saka pitu[na] Yeuliuna-

6. dina saka matuye Eodkisamaya saka bka-

7. [tun^ .
. ]

katkina saka [sajvena [n]i[kayeneti]

— Success ! On the tenth day of the fifth fortnight of the hot season, in the eiglith

year of the king, the lord Sakaseua, the son of the queen of the Mathara (Madhara) race.

On the above (day) the merchant and householder ti, the son of the merchant Vishiiu-

nandin (Venhunaiiidi), an inhabitant of Kalyana, made a cave, {lie being associated)

with the venerable
,
with his father Visuunandin, with his mother Bhadhisama,

with his brother .... has tin (hathi), and with the whole multitude {of his relatives).''

Sahasenct appears plainly on Mr. West's eye copy, while on Dr. Burgess’s facsimile it

looks like Sikasena, Bhagvanlal’s emendation {Jour. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc., vol. xii, p. 408)

Sivisena requires confirmation. According to Bhagvanlal's facsimile the name of the donor

ends in ttcij according to Dr. Burgess's in ti {Sivahhiiti /). Regarding the place which

Madhariputa Sakasena holds among the Andhra kings, see Bhagvanlars remarks, loc. cit.,

and vol. xiii, pp. 306, 307.

Xo. 15 (West's No. 44), on the left-hand side wall outside the verandah of Cave No.

LXXXI.'—
1. Sidkam

||

2. Eano Gotamiputasa Sdrai-Siriyana-Satakanisa sata[Ya]ckkare IG gk

-

3. in]i[a]na pakka divase 5 Xalayanavatkavasa negamasa Aiia-

4. daputasa •asa[pa]sakasa Aparenusa sa[pa]rivara3a saka

5. kudubiniya Anadamatu Jii(Ovarinik[a]ya saka baiakena Anadena

6. saka cka sunk[d]ki Ana ... la . sipecka(I) dkaniadcv[i]ya

7. saka [cka] . . . vena Akavi(?) apana amapitaro ndisa ^

8. pava[te] Kankasele lenaiii kodki cka deyadkama[m] ckatudise

9. bkikkusagke padithapita savasat[a]nam kitasngkatka
[ || ]

10. etasa cka akkayanivi data kakapanan[i] satani be 200

11. sagkasa yeva katke palike sate etka cka adkapana-

12. klieti^^asa kketa game Magalathane bkoja kapati eto

13. samgkena datavam ckivarika solasaka paliko cka mase utukale
[ [ ]

—“ Success ! On the 5th day of the 1st (?) fortnight of the hot season, in the year IG

of the king, the son of the queen of the Gautama (race), the lord Siriyaha Satakani.

The lay-worshipper Aparenu, the son of Ananda (Anada), a merchant residing in Kalyana,

1 See Arch. vol. iv, p. 70.

- L. 2. Possibly Siriyamfia
]
tke last sa of Satakanisa stands below tke line.

^ L. 7. Tke letters in tke middle of tke line are very indistinct and uncertain; perhaps imhavbgjem ctr

\xlena to be read.
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ha.s excavated, together with {his) family, (viz.) together with (his) wife Ju varinika (?), the

mother of Auanda (Aua(la), together with his sou An an da (Anada) and together with his

daughters-in-law, {the wives of) Auanda Dharmadevi (Dhamadevi) and

together with a cav'e and a hall, in the mountain, the hill of Krishna

(Ka iiliasehi) for the community of the ascetics from the four quarters of the horizon [to he)

a meritorious gift for the benefit of his own parents, and for the welfare and happiness of all

living beings.

And he has given a permanent endowment (of) two hundred MrsJitipanas, 200, even

into the hand of the community, two hundred bearing {a montlihj interest of) one hcirshd-

paaa. And here the field of the lialf-pana-ovsneT, in the village of Mangalasthana (Jia-

(jij.laflidna) may be enjoyed. Out of {the interest and the revenue of) that the community

shall give ‘a piece of sixteen' for clothing and in the season the v^alue of one hurshdpana

a month."

The date of the inscription proves that the figure 19 or 20, which some copies of the

Puranas give for the duration of Yajnasri’s reign, comes nearer the truth than Professor

AVilsoids statement that he ruled nine years only. The endowments appear to be two

—

(l) a principal of two hundred karshapanas, bearing one per cent a month (see Arch. Rep.,

vol. iv, p. 102, No. 9), and (2) half a share of the produce of a field at M afigalasthana,

the modern ^[agthan, which lies in the neighbourhood of the caves {Jour. Bora. Br. R. As.

Soc\, vol. vi, p. 13). I take ddhapana-hhetiyasa, Avhich, as this inscription invariably

lengthens a short a after which an r has been elided, stands for ardhapanaksltetriyasya

,

in the same sense as the modern Indian an eight-Ana or half-rupi, owner. These phrases

are used to denote a person who possesses a right to half a share in a property. I assume

that Aparenu possessed the field in cpiestion, together with an unnamed co-partner,

and made over his share of the produce for religious purposes. I intentionally translate

sadifjha by the community," and understand thereby the whole Bauddha community of

Ivalyana, not the ascetics alone. So thglia seems to have in this case the same meaning in

which the Jainas invariably used and still use it, viz. the community of the faithful, both

lay and cleric.

No. 16 (W est’s No. 16) on the left-hand side-wall outside the verandah of Cave No. XII.

—

1. S[i]dlia[iii] Kj.iliyci[rui] . . sa . . . na S[i]vaniitasa piitasa ne^^a-

2. nia-a l)hama Uudliakcna saha cha savena pariva-

o. rena Lava (?).... ia[ya]naiii paniyapodlii iisanapedliika-

4. yo piillio a . . , clia kamo clia deyadliama cliatudise LLiklmsa^die pa-

5. titlia}>ita Taa[ta]pitaro udi?a savasatuliitasugliatLa
[ j ]

G. etlia clia akliayanivi cha data
[ i ]

7. eto cha A'a-arate vasatasa Lhikhuiio chivarikakahapana solasa pate

8. sa uprdiaiuina “ cha kahapano iitukale [cha] padiko mase vasata^a da-

9. tavo se?oiia lena padiagitava
[ i ]

Kaliyane cha vihare Gaiiidharikabhanii-

10. ya[m] Lagabham bhojanachatu.sdla cha deyadhamma [
! ]

etesi pi akha^ nivi data Mukudasiva-

11. yi [viVyaiii nivesanaiii[
;

]eto be bliaka bigabhasa bhaka chatusalasa vihara dasakani chivari-^

1 2. kani chatu^ula cha [bhaka
| ]

^

^ L. 7. >r the last sign, the vowel is indistinct.

- L. 8. The nd of iqjdhandna stands below the line.

' L. 10. Le. ul’JiCiyd.

L. IL Vossibly i/itlidf/am. Eead
^ L. 12. The last two signs are indistinct, and one might read chataka [chatushka].
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—''Success! . . . a cave, a water-cistern, benches for silting on, a chair, a and

a flight of stairs ('?), have been erected for the community of monks from the four quarters of

the horizon [as) the meritorious gift of the merchant Dharma . . the son of Sivamitra

an inhabitant of Kalyana (he being associated vAth) Buddhaka
and with his whole family, in honour of his parents, and for the welfare and hap])iness of

all living beings. And a permanent endowment has been given there. And out of (the

interest of) that, sixteen hdrshdpanas are to be given (to defray the expense) for clothes to

the ascetic who resides (in the cave) during the rainy season, some trifle for (his) alnisbowl,

and one Jcdrshdpana for (his) shoes, and in the season (the value) of one kdrshdpana a

month to him who dwells (there). With the remainder the cave is to be kept in repair.

And in the monastery at Kalyana, in the Gandharika-bharai, a (house) with two apart-

ments and a quadrangular dining-hall (have been built as) a meritorious gift. A perpetual

endowment has been given for these also (viz.), a dwelling-house in the MuJaidasivayivd.

Out of (the rent of) that two shares (are to be spent) on the house with two apartments,

(three) shares on the quadrangular hall, ten (shares) are (to be given to the ascetics) in the

monastery for clothes, and one share (to those) in the quadrangular hall.”

The exact meaning of iitukdle padiko mdse vasatasa ddtavo is not quite clear to me.

Possibly food of the value of one kdrshdpajia is meant. Padiagitava is the fut. part. pass,

of a denominative, derived from Sanskrit pratyanga, Pali pachchahga. Garndhdnkd-

hhamt is apparently the name of a ward or street of Kalyana (Kalliene in the Kon-

kana), and bharnt is probably derived from the Sanskrit bhranii, "circle, arrangement of

troops in a circle,” &c. In the present day the Anglo-Indian equivalent would be " the

Kdhidt BazdrA Mukudasivayivd or yithd is, of course, likewise the name of a ward of

the town. No numeral is appended to the second bhdkd (hhdgdh)
;
hence the plural has to

be taken in its oricrinal sense of three.” The total of the shares amounts to sixteen, and

this shows that the now usual division according to Ana -shares (16 Anas=l liUpi) is

^exceedingly old.

The alphabet of the inscription is of the Andhra type, of the times of Gotamiputa

Siri-Yalia-Sa takaiiiii i

.

After data (1. 6) a large blank sj^ace of one and a half lines has been left. Probably it

was intended to insert the nature of the first-mentioned perpetual endowment.

No. 17 (West's No. 17) on the left-hand side-wall of the porch of Cave No. XIX.

—

1. Sulham acbaria[na] Lliayatata[rrina] bliatuno pavajitasa Anadasa

2. lena deyadhamaih saglie
[ | ]

akhayanivi diiia
[ ] ]

etc clnvarikaiiL data-

3. va cliliaka . naiii salia savelii ndtilii
[ |j ]

—"Success ! A cave, the meritorious gift of the ascetic Ananda (Anada), the brother

of the teacher, the reverend (Antara ?), for the community of ascetics. A permanent endow-

ment has been given. Out of (the interest of) that (the expense) for clothes is to be given

to (the ascetics). (The giver is associated) with all his blood-relations.”

Letters, Andhra type, about the time of Gotamiputa Siri- Yaila-Satakaiiini.

The name of the reverend teacher has been given according to Dr. West's copy.

No. 18 (West's No. 18) on the inner wall of the verandah of Cave No. XXIX.

—

1. Sidharii Kalianakasa negamasa Golanakaputasa negamasa Isipalasa

2, saparivarasa inatapitunaiii

L
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3. puyatlia leiia podlii clia deyadliam-

4. ma
II
akliayanivi cha dina game

5. Saphaiisu kheta tliapati
[ | ]

eto

6. cha vasa-utliasa cliivarika barasaka

7. gimbasu padiko mase sesena

8. matape pavade cha padiagitava
[ || ]

— Success ! A cave and a cistern, tbe meritorious gifts of the merchant Rishipala

(Isipiila) {who is associated) with his family, the son of the merchant Golanaka, an inhabi-

tant of Kalyana, in honour of his parents.—A perpetual endowment has been given {viz,)

a field in the village of Saphau . . . . And out of {the rent of) that ^ a piece of twelve

'

{shall he given to the ascetic) who keeps the vasso {to defray the expense) for clothes, in

the hot season the value of one Mrshdpana {each) month; with the remainder the minor

repairs shall be done in the Mandapa and the Pravada.’’

Alphabet, Andhra type of, or shortly after the time of Gotamiputa Siri-Yana-Satakamni.

—The feminine plural gimhdsu^ i.e,, grtshmdsii, probably caused by the analogy of varshdsUj

is unusual. Matapa, f.e., mandapa, seems to denote the cave. Pavdda, i.e,, pravdda

or 2^rabdla, “ a young sprout, or a coral,"' must have here a technical meaning. A line of

small letters, incised under the first ten aJesharas of line 1, which seems to have been a

postscript, is illegible in the facsimiles.

No. 19 (West's No. 20) outside the verandah of Cave No. XXXVL

—

1. Sadha ra . Ma[dhariputasa Svami-Sakase-

2. [nasa etayi (?)

3 vatliaveya A^enhunadiputra-

4. [sa] sa bhajaya Halanika le-

5. [na patithapita sa]ha ayyakena La . . . sa

6

Dhamaye

7

Buddhakayena saha vi . . . .

This inscription, which is found in the same cave as No. 14, apparently records

the gift of the second room attached to the larger one, by the wife of the donor

mentioned in the preceding inscription, the son of Venhunariidi or Vishnunandin. It seems

to have been incised on the same day as No. 14, as the remaining letters show that the

king was the same Madhariputa Sakasena. Though Dr. West has Sara, I think the last

three signs of line 1 of the facsimile point to Sahase. In line 3, Dr. West has vatJiavesa;

the correct reading is probably vathavasa, “an inhabitant” {of Kalyana), as in No. 14.

No. 20 (West’s No. 23) on the back wall of the open gallery No. XXXIX.

—

[Sidliam Sopjarayakasa manikarasa Nagapalitasa saparivarasa lena deyadhama
[ [j ]

—“ Success ! A cave, the meritorious gift of Nagapalita, a jeweller from Sorparaka

{who is associated) with his family.”

For the form SopdrayaJeasa compare Nanaghat, inscription No. IX. The transcript

has been made with the help of Dr. West’s facsimile. Alphabet, Andhra type, about the

time of Pulumayi.
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No. 21 (West’s No. 24) over a tank near the entrance of Cave No. XLIII.

—

1. Sidha tlieraiia bliayaiiita-Gho&[a]na atevasiniye

2. pavaitikaa P[o]nakiasanaa theriya lena

3. , . . paniyapodlii cha deyadliama saha bhagi-

4. niya saba cha . . . samanapapaakebi cbatu-

5. dise bbikbusagbe patitbapita ma[tapitaro udi]

6. sa
[ I ]

akbaya nivi cba sagbasa dlna kabapana satani be [\\]

7. eto cbiarika solasaka padiko mase cba utukMe sava-

8. l[o]kabitasiigliatba
[ |! ]

— Success ! A cave . . . aud a water-cistern, Lave been excavated for the community

of ascetics from the four quarters, as the meritorious gift of the female ascetic, the then

Ponakiasana, the pupil of the thera, the reverend Ghosha, [she heing associated) with

{her) sister, and with the Samana2^c(paahas

,

for the benefit of her parents. And

a perpetual endowment has been given to the community {of monks, viz.), two hundred

kdrshdpanas. Out of (the interest of) that "a piece of sixteen' {shall he given) for clothes,

and the value of one kdrshdpana {each) month in the season (the grant has been made)

for the welfare and happiness of the whole world."

I am unable to determine the meaning of the compound samanapag)aakehi,

though the first part is clearly smmana. Possibly it may be a mistake for samanopasakehi,

“ wdth the monks and laymen." Alphabet, Andhra type, of the time of Gotamiputa Siri-

Yana-Satakaiiini.

No. 22 (West’s No. 25) on the left-hand side-wall outside the verandah of Cave No.

XLVIIL'—
1. . . . tbonakri[na] [tbera]na[bba]yata-Ha[la]kana ma

2. . . . tisa Kanbasa deyadhamam lenam p[o]db[i] k[o]dbi [cba]

3. [pajtitbapita
[ | ]

akbaya nivi cba dina kabapaiiana ....
4 sata sa[glie] eto cba bbikbusagbe cbevarika datava barasa-

5, [ka
]
sa savalokabitasukbaya ti

[ jj ]

— a cave, a cistern, and a hall have been excavated, as the meritorious gift

of Kanha (Krishna) of the thera the reverend Halaka. And a perpetual endow-

ment (viz.) .... hundreds of kdrshdpanas has been given. Out of {the interest of) that

' a piece of twelve ' shall be given to the community of ascetics for clothes for

the welfare and happiness of all people."

Probably the first two lines have to be restored, as follows
:
[Sidharh Kair\ anakdfia^

\therdfia \hhct\ijata Hdfaifdna^ a)h\tei\hi\sa Kdnhasa, &c.

The importance of the inscription consists in the name Kanha, Krishna, which

furnishes another proof for the worship of Krishna in the Konkan,“ and in the form che-

varika (Sanskrit, chaivarika), which proves more clearly than the usual cliivarika that ‘^for

clothes," not cloth," is the meaning of the word. Alphabet as in the preceding inscription.

No. 23 (West’s No. 31) on the inner wall of the verandah of Cave No. LVIll.

—

1. Sidbaiii tberanaiii bbayata-Mitabbutinain

2 lenaiii sagarapaluganaiiam deyadhamam
[ || ]

—'^Success! The cave of the thera, the reverend Mitrabhuti, the meritorious gift of

the Sagarapaloganas (?)."
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Dr. West's copy shows only ncah in the Jifficult word sagarapalogandnam^ while

the unj^ublished one has above the line out and below the line na and an anusvdrct

above the line. It is possible that the mason wished to remove the oid and to substitute

ncihu If that is the case, and tlie whole has to be read sagarapaloganafa, the latter might

be taken as a genitive plural, and the whole be translated ''of the people who protect the

ocean/^ i.e. either " of a community of traders by sea,'^ or " of an admiralty-board.'^ The

reading sdgarapalogandnam would be equivalent to Sanskrit for sdgarcipralohandndon "of

those looking after the ocean/' Alphabet, Andhra type of Pulumayi s time or a little later.

The i shows the form which is constantly used in the Kuda inscriptions.

No. 24 (W est's No. 32), in a recess over the tank in Cave No. LIX.^

1. [SiJliaiii Kali]auikaya Bhoigiya A-

2. [pajraiiitikaya I)amilaya lenaiii

3. [po]dhi cha Kanhasele Jeyadkamaiii
[ |j ]

—"Success! A cat^e and a cistern on the hill of Krishna, the meritorious gift of

Damila, Bhojiki of the Koiikan (Aparanta), an inhabitant of Kalyana.

This inscrijDtion has been restored according to Dr. Stevenson's transcript, whose

Pandit, as Dr. West states, destroyed the beginning of the lines. The epithets Bhoigiyd,

Apardihtikdga, of course, mean that the husband of Damila was Bhojaka, i.e. the ruler,

of the Konkan. Alphabet, Andhra type, earlier than the inscriptions of Gotamiputa

Satakaihni I.

No. 25 (\Y est’s No. 33), on the inner wall of the verandah of Cave No. LIX.

—

1. SiJkam Kaliyiuikiya Lliikhuniya Damilaya lena deyadhamam

2. podhi clia
[ [ ]

—" Success ! A cave and a cistern, the meritorious gift of the female ascetic Damila,

an inhabitant of Kalyana.”

It would seem that the small letters cha in the second line are intended as a

correction, and to be inserted after lena as the sense requires. Alphabet, Andhra type, of

the time of Pulum&yi.

No. 26 (West's No. 35), on the left-hand side-wall outside the verandah of Cave No.

LXVIIL—

1

pala[naiii] [amteva] sisa

2

nayasa . .
.

[rajitanakasa payajitasa

3

lena (?)... paniya-podlii cha

4. [deya]dhama [chatiijdise bhikhusaghe pati-

5. thiipitam matapitaro udisa savasatana

6. hitasukhatha apano cha nivanasabharatha [j] etasa cha akhayanivi di[na
||]

—" By the pupil of pala, the ascetic . . mitanaka, a cave (?) and . . .

a water-cistern have been excavated for the community of ascetics from the four quarters of

the horizon ;
for the benefit of (his) parents, for the welfare of all living beings, and for the

fulfilment of the hope of final liberation for himself. And a perpetual endowment has been

given by him.”

Alphabet, Andhra type, about the time of Pulumayi .—Nivandsahharatha would be

in Sanskrit ni)%'d}]dmvharandrt]iam, but the idiom is Gujarati or Marathi.

k

9-

^ See ArcJi. Rejwrt, vol. iv, p. 69.

f
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No. 27 (West’s No. 37), ou tlie left-liaud side-wall, outside the verandah of Cave No.

LXX.—

1

lenarii paniyya[podhi cha] . . .

2

na BliriLlrajauijjiinam pratigralie
[ ! ]

etta ^ punaiii

3

mutua clia Xaihdmika Lliajiiya ghariniya iJanii-

4. [laya] ya ekka ovarako deyyadliamrmma etto cha punabhago puttana je-

5

bliatuputrasya cha Aryyaghoshasya dhutua cha Saiiighadevanikaya

6

natukanaiii natinaiii - panatukanaiii paiiatinam suiihauaiii savvaseva kulasya

7. [ajtitaiiaiii tthitanarh anagatanaiii ^ cha sarvva^atvanaiii cha hitasukhartthaya bhavatu tti
[ ;| ]

—“ a cave and a water cistern for the acceptance of the . . -

. . . Bhadrayaniyas. The merit [gained) thereby {shall helong) to and

to {my) mother Nandiuika. One cell {is) the meritorious gift of {my) wife {and) lady

D ami la. A share of the merit {gained) thereby {shall helong) to {my) sons Je
,
to {my)

nephew Aryaghosha, and to {my) daughter Samghadevanika . . , io {my) grandsons,

grand-daughters, great-grandsons, great-grand-daughters, and daughters-in-hiw, and to {rny)

whole race, the deceased, the living, and the unborn ; may it be for the welfare and

happiness of all living beings.”

I am unable to make out the v-hole of the postscript, which narrates how a per-

petual endowment of 1600 kdrshdpanas was given, and contains details into whose hands

it was placed, and for whose benefit the interest was to be expended. The portion

transcribed is interesting on account of its language, which presents a most remarkable

mixture of Sanskrit and Prakrit forms, and for tlie occurrence of the name of the Bbadra-

yaniya school, which is frequently mentioned in the Nasik iuscri23tions. The alphabet

shows the Andhra type, with an admixture of younger forms, e.g., in na and ki.

No, 28 (West’s No. 39), on the right-hand side-wall outside the verandah of Cave No.

LXXYL—

1 . Sidba[iii] upasakasa DlienukakaYdy^^^^ [Kulapiyasa]

2. [Dliajmanakasa dh[u]tuya pavaitik[a]ya Sa[paya the]

3. r[a]iaa bhadata-Eodliikdna ateYasini[ya]

4. lena deyadhama p[a]niyapodlii clia saha bhagi[niya]

5. Eatinikaya salia cha savena nutisabadlii[vage]

6. na ch[a]tudis[e] bliikhusagh[e] athasu puris[esu]

7. lesu (?) patitliapita matupitara udisa sava[satana]

8. iiitasughatha[
| ]

bliikhusaghasa akliayanivi cha dina eto cha [bhikhu]-

9. £agh[a]na chivarika datava solasaka utukale cha . . .

—“Success! By the female ascetic Sapa (Sarpa), the daughter of the lay-worshipper

and inhabitant of Dhenukakata, Kulapiya (Kulapriya) Dhamanaka (Dharma), {and)

the pupil of the Thera, the reverend Bodhika {she being associated) with her sister

Eatinika and with the whole number of her relations and connections, a cave and a water-

cistern have been excavated (ad) a meritorious gift, for the community of ascetics from the

four quarters of the horizon {viz.) for eight persons (?) . . .—for the benefit of her parents

and for the welfare and happiness of all living beings. And a permanent endowment has

1 L. 2. Read etto. - L. 6, Read nathtani. * L. 7. Read andgatdnam.
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been given to the community of ascetics ;
and out of {tiie interest of

)

that (a piece of)

sixteen shall be given to the community of ascetics for clothes, and in the season. . .

Dhenukakata is doubtless the same place which is frequently mentioned in

the Karle inscriptions and elsewhere. It is most probably different from Dhanakataka or

Dhaiiakataka, the Andhra capital, in the south-east. Etymologically the name means

‘'the residence of Dhenuka,” and the word looks like a synonym of Dhenukasrama, or

Dhenuka, which is mentioned in the Malidhlidrata. The alphabet shows the Andhra type

of the times of Gotamiputa Siri-Yaha Satakamni IT.

No. 29 (West's No, 40), on the right-hand side-wall outside the verandah of Cave No.

LXXVIL—
1. . . sa ipula sava , . ma

2. . . sa dasamiya etri[ya] puvaya nialiarri[ja]balikaya ma[liaLhoji]ya

3. ba[lika]ya maliaratbiniya Khayhdanagasdlaka-m^\>VL\2i inaha[b]io]ja3a [Alii]-

4. [jasa](?) clia Dhenasenasa^?) bhaginiya Xagaiimlani[ka]ya lena deyadhama

5 bhikusaghe patitbapita(m) ina[tup]i[ta]ra [udijsa kd . ena a . . .

—“ on the tenth {lunar day). On the above {date)

Nagamulanika (Nagamula), daughter of the great king and daughter of the Mahabhoji,

wife of the ]\Jaharathi, mother of Khanidanagasataka (Skandaiiagasataka), and sister of

the Mahabhoja Ahija(?) Dhenasena (Dhanasena?) excavated a cave {as) a meritorious

gift for the community of the ascetics ... for the benefit of her parents
”

Letters, Andhra. Both ta and na have a loop, and are for that reason not to be

distinguished
;
na has the later form, which occurs also on the Jagayyapetta inscriptions.

As, however, an /, a pii^ and a /a, or rather traces of these letters, are faintly visible

in the first line before the first break, it is not impossible that the inscription was dated

according: to the regnal years of Siri-Pulumavi.o O •/ •

No. 30 (West's No. 53), on a detached rock between Caves No. XIV. and XV.

—

Ivaliya[na]to

Xadasa kama-

rasa patlio de-

yadhama [ II ]

—“Success! A path, the meritorious gift of Nan da (Nacla), a blacksmith from

Kalyana.”

This inscription seems to be one of the oldest found at Kanheri, for the letter da

has the old form and opens towards the left.

Postscript.—The word Ayiadamdtu—Kanheri No. 44, West (Burgess, No. 15), 1. 5

—

affords a certain instance in which the genitive rndtu is used in the sense of the instrumental.

It is, therefore, not necessary to change, as proposed above, Vedisirimdtu (Nanaghat 1. p. 61)

to Vedisirimdtuya. As regards the word hhdrhjd (Ibidem), which evidently has the sense of

bhdriydya, it may also be a vicarious form for the latter instead of a misspelling, for the

Kanheri and other old Prakrit inscriptions repeatedly show a instead of ya as the termina-

tion of the third case. It is, therefore, imaginable that this a may have coalesced with
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the preceding long vowel, and that thus hhdriyd (loc. cit.) may be really intended for an

instrumental case.

No. 31.—

On the architrave of Cave X.—the Darbar Cave^—is an inscription in eight lines

from 11 to 11^ feet long, with two additional ones of 5^ feet long, but very indis-

tinctly engraved. The opening sentences have been translated by Pandit Bhagwanlal

Indraji.^ It is dated in the Saka Saihvat 77

o

in the reign of the Rashtrakuta king Amog-

havarsha Jagattuhga, and of his feudatory Kapardi, the Silahara, chief of the Konkan.

>/ No. 32.—

On the architrave of the small cave No. LXXVIIL, just opposite to the Darbar Cave,

is a similar inscription (West’s No. 43) dated in Saka 799 during the reign of the same

two kings.

In Cave LXVL are three PahlaAd inscriptions, one on the left side of the recess of the

water cistern in the right side of the court, and consists of thirteen lines
;
the other two

are on the pilasters of the verandah, and are also written vertically. Dr. E. W. West also

discovered two fragments of similar inscriptions at the structural stupa or dagaba which he

examined.^ These inscriptions have been translated by Dr. West,^ and consist of lists of

names, two companies of Parsis who visited the place : the first having engraved two of the

inscriptions on 10th October and 24th November 1009 A.i)., and the second perhaps also

two—the one dated 30th October 1021 a.d. The fifth fragment is too small and indistinct

to yield any information.

The copperplate inscription found by Dr. Bird at Kanheri has also been published

elsewhere.^

III. Dasa Avataea Inscription at Eluea.

On the west side of the mandapa in front of the Dasa Avatara cave temjile at Elurd is

a long inscription in fourteen lines in D^vanagarl characters, of the forms used in the first

half of the eighth century
; but they are faintly cut and much chipped, few of the letters

being uninjured, and long portions of many of the lines quite illegible. Pandit Bhagwanlal

Indraji studied it carefully on the spot, and made a transcript of all the letters he could

make out, of which the following is a transliteration. It is in Sanskrit verse, and contains

29f slokas in different metres.

Tra nscript.

(1.) Om namaE
|

S'ivaya
1

Arddhakrislite garishth® dlianuslii sisutayH janulagnaiii kumaram vamarddhenapanetum

jhatiti vighatite gadhabandhepi mushtau yatah paya sannadapifdaliati purel]

(
1 -)

'

1 See Cave Temples^ p. 355. This inscription is Dr. West's No. 15.

2 Jour, Bom, B, R, As. Soc.y vol. xiii, p. 11 ;
and Cave-Temple Inscriptions^ p. 61.

3 Jour, Bom. Br. E. A, Soc.^ vol. vi, pp. 116 ft*.

Published in the separate memoranda of the Archaeological Survey of Western India, No. X.

—

Cave-

Temple Inscriptions, pp. 62-66; and Ind. Ant., vol. ix, pp 265-268.

^ Cave-Temple Inscriptions, pp. 57-60.
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(2.) ])}ia?antiishta viyiiktanaya setyetyuktavati haraiii raliasi vah payannagendratmaja (2) [svajlamkritarii

yatna pi niruimalam pareiia japyanaliin karotyalam prakrislitamakrisbta

payobiiidunvayudhankaraIi(3) sthiratmakah [sadguna]

ka . . . sya . . . naiii sajano (-1)

(3,) ye kirttitali kshitiLlnijah kavibliili puranali taneva samsmarati vetyadliunapi lokastasyanvayasya kaviresha

tanoti kirtim (5) samagrajagatitalavikalapalanaikocliitaiii pra[kamacliatu]ramavapraniathandjjitali bripatim

na vetti khalu kah k?hitai prakatarashtrakutanvayaiii (6) tapatha

ddhairyavantah karttarah prarthitartliali pranayijaiia

(4.) pra[tiiita]prit]iiicliamuvikramanamannaTii bhaiiiktarah kaiinjarinaiii samadakatatataslagbininam ghatanam (7)

^ tasmirii dugdbambu[vichi]dyu[ti]dhavalaya?ascaiidrikodbhasitabO yosliicbakrasya

. ranadadhanmattainatamgagami svanii vaiunabramanaiii prabamitasakalavyapadanandada[na]

bliasva tapaaiii vidvisluirii Dantivarmina (8) sudustyaja yena satapi

bliiiblirita sa tra vTyekinascbarya

(5.) niasajjanaya yam dayahma sajjanavrittasalina (9) rdekhyarpitamiirttayah svabliavanesbvadyapi yasya

dvishah pa^yantali kimu yiiddbaiii'addbatarushribcliitrastlia[raana]ntano]i tannamasmaranagata

niatvanyopi nasbtasriyab ^ prekshyaiiite pathikaih siicbeva Tiyidhaptenaiva nirmiilitah (10)

ta;syatmaja deyaraja kamalah kamalayatakshab ksbunnark

pakshayanita nayamuAayantatoyanyitaksliitimarakbliayadindrarajah (11) yasminksboni

(G.) niakbandaih kritabbayasuiiatam raksbati ksbiimiadusbte saiuparmaib sarddbabishtaili prayarakritayii[ga
?J

kbbiiuipatinyayayuktya yajnai [bbakta]h yibiidhanijire

kakdiinnabliutsabukaih kalikaliisbamatirnnaiya napyalpayittah (12) yikasi yasya kslianadasyayiksbataiii

sa4aiikadbamayyapade[?aka]ii karo[ti] sampratyapi nirmmalam jagatprasannadigmandalamandanaiii yasali

(13) duryyarodaracbakrab pritbutarakatakah ksbmabbridunmulanena kbyatah saiiikbankapani

(7.) rbbaliyijayamaluiyikramavaptalaksbmih ksbonibbarayatari yisbamamabipatestasya sunurnripobblit nianyo

Goyindarajo baririya barinaksbijanaprartbaniyab
|j

(1-1) yasyamalai[b] pranatabbupatiyacbcbbalasya^ rama-

bbiramacbarita-ya sabasrasamkbyaib anandabliirguiia^^ataipi] prasritairddigantaiii yyaptaiii ja[ga]tkarasatairiya

sitarabLiieb (15) tasmd janma ripujaiiatimirakandacbandariisii meshah punyaib

})rajaiiaiii sitgatasamakripah kalpayriksbanukari bhitapaniiarttihan

(8.) kalikahisbajusba makart rajasri Karkkarajab kbara . . . ra[kburaksbepa ^Jnibseshitarili

(IG) yasyarudbasya naktaiii niyatanripajanastbaiiadaiiayakaiitaiii ramyaiii barmyasya pnsbtam pravaratara-

maui srenisiihgbasanaiiikam varastribarataradyiititaralainaliaratnarocbissikluibbih kamaiii dbyastendhakare

na sitakarakarai yaib (17) diibprapayariicbbitamanoratliasamyidbana nirnasitartbibud-

hasartbamanobbitapab yah. kalpaj^adapainapindiisitorukirtti

(9.) raiiandibbirgiinasatairadbaricbakara
||

(IS) tasyabbudbbuyanaprakamamabima bliagnarivironnatih ksbiptah

kdiudrarajidi prajaparibbayayyapattiyicbcbbittikrit madyaddikkarikiimbbabbittiyilasatkirttipratitayatam . .

dyrijiranajirajjitajayah bririndrarajah sutab|; (19) yo macbcbbaryamanaDyakaryayiinnkbab procb-

cliharya'’dbairyodadbib dbritya sajjanayrittamesba sukritaih . . dliirograbit yasyadydpi annaih

babaukaAicliibbirdliamdparam tatsamaiii bbraniyadbbirnna bhayekbile

(10.) iiusaradaih baiiisacbcblialenapyate
j| (20) yamniisramanasesbaiii tanayastasya syayartniasuyasitum sri

Dantidnrggarajassakalamabipalanatbobbut (21) yasya bareriya cbaritaih natikrantairna bbayibbih kaikbit

bakyamanukarttiimamalaui narapatibbirnnapi saiiipratikaib (22) dandenaiya jigaya Yallabbabalarii yah

^audbubbCipadbipaiii Kailcliisaiu sa Ivalinga-Kosalapai Sniailadesesyaram sesban^MalayaLataTamkanri-

j)atiiianyam.^cba nitva yasaiii yah S'liYallaba

(11.) tamayapa cbaranarii nyasya dyisbaiii mastake H (23) saiiryenatyasayibbta yah prathanakam tejasyina marutiiii

tyagenaiiibumadatmajaiii rananayairdronaiii guriiih prajhaya rupenapratimena manmathamatha sthemna

buyarniiacbalarh layanyena sasankannijyalayasah subbrikrito [yam] pathah (21) deyam

. . suyaraparikaraih hlamasenannyatam prabyairbhiipendravrindaih pariyritamabhayairugraseno jitarih

yyapadyiiddbarttuinekam prasabbaparakaridbyamsasaiii&karadaksbo Eibliacbcbb’hirdu.sbtanago

^ Read fai^inuula'.

Read

- Read sriyah.

^ Road ^p'ndsdrya''

.

^ Read ’"tsalasya.

^ Read Vthhatsu'.
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^
(1-0 JayinamivLi paraiii A'imaliriraja->Sai*vvali

||
{2r>J dattaia yoingjayinyainapi uripatiiiialiadauaiiaVclian abliutuin

^ iiyayyam saiiicliintyadiptailyutibalnikanakaiii ratiiamuktavataiii^aiii luaiiikyakirunaiiiaiiyaiii diva>ain.ivira-

tatriptadiiiartliisartliaiii karttuiii kudamupiirvvuinaparanrijjaubhih .-vapnakalep} aiiapyaiii
j

(1^0) dhaiireyaiii tu

prakrishtaiii sakalavasuiiiatlbliaradliari[tva]yoL;yaiii dri-htvaivaTii ^iagliaiiiyaiu ragliiinagliu^lianrige.^iivapya-

drislitarii ya tsarvvam dviiaulliipatyaiii paiviiiuiviju[yiiia]

(13.) madaraisciiaryasaraiii piitali pradat^ayasiiiai niu^bitakaliiaude lajasiiiigliaya^ vedha
||
(27) yasinaddulikliaiii

dvisliaiiitali sunialiad upacliitiiii prapiirislita viM^btaA-liitraiii cliittena vittaih cliiminabliilashitam ^atta-

devartliisurtliah blirityassad])]i( )gayogaih hhayavid 1 niradii iyali pranina^traiaiia^aiU vriddliiiii dlianimiasya

viprali sukhamabliirucliitaiii bandlmmitraptavarggali
[i (28) }

a^yakbaiiiditavikramasva katakenakramya

tiraksliitiiii paiidhesmiiiikrita-Gurjjarendrarueliite ranive tai^ta^thu^liah siuiutiblii tai’i-

garagasurablii

^
(Id.) protkampipadmakararii dharitri^hvapi pnslikareslivapi iiablii^Lliiiaiii (29) yasya-todaya-aila-

saniivanajeshiitkaiiipikarnotpala[h] sarddliaiii krtinijaiiairlavamga^umanogandliandliaiimktali^hu vyakirnesliu

^ latagrilieslivaviralak karppurareniitkarai.

This fragmentary inscription is interesting, as it gives us two earlier kings of the great

Rashtraknita dynasty than are mentioned in the copperplates, viz., Dantivarma and

Indraraja, who must have reigned about the beginning of the seventh century. It then

continues the dynasty list with the usual names of Govinda L, Karka, Indra, and Dantb

^
durga, the latter of whom is described as placing his feet on the necks of his enemies, and

made the Vallabharaja (that is, the Western Chalukya king, Kirttivarma IL) his tributary,

besides subjugating many other kings, whence he took the title of SrhYallabha. There is

mention made of a Maharaja Sarva, perhaps the brother or first minister of the king, who

is also praised. The last two verses apparently describe him as coming with an army and

staying at this temple. A Gnrjara raja is also mentioned.

* This Dantidurga, we know from other inscriptions," must have ruled about a.d.

725-755, and it is probable that the visit to Elura mentioned in this inscription was con-

nected with the dedication of the Kailasa temple or of the Dasa A^^atara one. Of his uncle

and successor Krishna L, we are told that he established himself at a hill named Ela-

pura, where there was a famous temple of Svayainbu-Siva : this place has not been

identified, but may possibly have been on the hill above the Elura caves, on which, beyond

the modern town of Rozah, are the remains of an old Hindu city.

^ Read ^simhaija.

2 See Reports^ vol. iii, pp. 31 ff ; Ind. Ant., vnl. v, p. Itt f. : vul. vi, pp. 59-72; vol. i, pj). 205 it: \uL

A'ii, p. 210; aii<l vol. xi, p. 108.
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PLATE XLVIll

PATNA CAVES.

1. SECTION OF SRINGAR CHAVADI.

3. SECTION OF NAGARJUNA KOTRI.

Szals oj zc 30 fr^t

2. PLAN OF SRINGAR CHAVADI.

Sad* ^

4. PLAN OF NAGARJUNA KOTRI-
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PLATE XL!X

'V

ANKAI CAVES.

1. SECTION OF JAINA CAVE NO. H.

3 PLAN OF GROUND FLOOR OF CAVE II.

4. PLAN OF JAINA CAVE ill.

5. PLAN OF JAINA CAVE IV.

6. BRAHMANICAL CAVE.

Sca^e to figs 4—6.
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